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Abstract
RNA interference (RNAi) is an endogenous cellular pathway that can be activated by 

small interfering RNA (siRNA) and can lead to knockdown of a target gene through sequence- 
directed mRNA degradation. Naked, unmodified siRNA is poorly taken up by cells and can be 

degraded by serum nucleases. Therefore, there is a requirement for a robust delivery system 

which protects siRNA from the biological milieu; facilitates its uptake into the cell; and 

releases the siRNA intact into the cytoplasm where it can enter the RNAi pathway.
In this work, cationic liposomes were explored for use as delivery systems for siRNA. 

Conventional DOTAPiCholesterol (2:1) and sterically-stabilised DOTAP:Cholesterol:DSPE- 

PEG2000 (2:1:0.5) liposomes were complexed with siRNA at charge ratios from 1:1-8:1 (N/P). 
The effects of charge ratio were studied with respect to complex size and biological activity in 

vitro. The presence of PEG on the liposome surface decreased siRNA interaction and 

abolished biological activity. These observations led to the development of a novel 
encapsulation method that was able to overcome the physical barrier imposed by PEG and 

reinstate the delivery of functional siRNA.
siRNA offers the possibility for targeting gene products that are disease-causing or are 

up-regulated in disease. Two different therapeutic strategies were employed: inducing 

cytotoxicity (to specifically kill cancer cells); and knocking down VEGFR2 (to block 

angiogenesis). Polo-like kinase 1 (PLKl) is essential to mitotic progression and siRNA- 
mediated silencing causes dose- and time-dependent apoptosis. VEGFR2 is expressed by 

vascular endothelial cells in solid tumours and is a validated target for anti-angiogenic 

therapy. Liposome-mediated siRNA delivery was validated in human cervical (HeLa) and lung 

(CaluG) carcinomas cells, and murine endothelial cells (SVEC 4-10 and BIODIO). Moreover, by 

combining these two siRNAs a novel cocktail was developed which offered dual therapeutic 

functionality.
The biodistribution of liposomes and L/siRNA complexes was assessed using radio- 

and fluorescently-labeled liposomes. Live imaging of fluorescent complexes showed they 

remained intact and that liposomes were able to alter the fate of siRNA in vivo. Finally, the in 

vivo biological activity of siRNA was investigated in human lung cancer xenografts using two 

routes of administration. Intratumoural administration of L/siRNA complexes failed to induce 

a therapeutic outcome, however comparison with carbon nanotubes demonstrated that 
siRNA could elicit a biological effect. Furthermore, intravenous administration of siRNA 

produced a sequence-specific, dose-dependent decrease in survival.
Taken together, this study demonstrates that cationic liposome delivery of 

biologically active siRNA in vitro is dependent on complex formation with respect to charge 

ratio, inclusion of PEG and methodology. Furthermore, cationic liposomes are able to 

maintain stable complexes with siRNA in vivo and provide a shield from nuclease degradation 

potentiating the delivery of a therapeutically relevant, biologically active siRNA cocktail.
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Introduction

1.1 RNA interference

1.1.1 H istory &  O verview

RNA interference (RNAi) is a recent technological breakthrough that has progressed rapidly 

from Caenorhabditis elegans into the clinic. The major advances in the field of RNAi are 

shown in Figure 1.1. Considerable research with sense and antisense RNA paved the way for 

the discovery in 1998 by Andrew Fire, Craig Mello and colleagues that double-stranded RNA 

was able to silence target gene expression in both the organism and its progeny and seemed 

to create a synergy that resulted in at least ten-fold more potent silencing than either sense 

or antisense strands alone (Fire et al., 1998). The impact of this work was such that the two 

primary authors were awarded the 2006 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine.

The phenomenon of gene silencing was first described in plants where it was known 

as post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS). Richard Jorgensen was working to create 

transgenic petunias that possessed a darker purple hue by introducing pigment transgenes; 

however the result was white and variegated flowers (Napoli et al., 1990). The mechanism 

behind this is called co-suppression: the introduction of multiple copies of the same gene 

resulted not only in inactivating the transgene but also in silencing the endogenous gene. 

Around the same time, others working on RNA viruses discovered that plants were able to 

selectively target viral RNA for degradation (Ruiz et al., 1998, Smith et al., 1994).

The culmination of work in plants and nematodes suggested there was a conserved 

biological mechanism for gene silencing and it is now accepted as a highly conserved 

biological phenomenon that exists in part to disarm RNA viruses and aberrant mobile genetic 

elements (Baulcombe, 1999, Tijsterman et al., 2002). Elucidating the mechanism quickly 

became the subject of further research. Work by Kennerdell and colleagues demonstrated 

that the process was also possible in Drosophila meianogaster (Kennerdell and Carthew,

1998) and this led to many endogenous genes in the pathway being identified.

In 2001, the technology was proven in mammalian cell culture (Elbashir et al., 2001). 

RNAi progressed rapidly, first as a proof of principle experiment in mouse models (McCaffrey 

et al., 2002) then within a year as a therapeutic agent (Song et al., 2003). Differences in the 

molecular mechanisms between mammalian systems and lower organisms were highlighted 

when, in preliminary studies to silence genes in somatic cells, apoptosis was seen as a result 

of activation of RNaseL and Protein Kinase R (PKR) pathways leading to inhibition of protein
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expression (Clarke and Mathews, 1995, Gil and Esteban, 2000). Its potential seemed limitless 

when, within 10 years of discovery, several clinical trials utilising siRNA were underway.

Both pre-clinical and clinical research has further advanced the understanding of RNA 

interference in mammalian systems. The mechanism by which RNAi silences genes has been 

demonstrated as part of a greater endogenous mechanism to regulate gene expression. The 

two primary, and to date, best characterised modulators of RNAi can be separated into 

exogenously introduced double-stranded RNA, generally taking the form of either short 

interfering RNA (siRNA) or short hairpin RNA (shRNA); or micro RNA (miRNA) which are the 

endogenous regulators of gene expression.

Several other small non-coding RNAs (ncRNA) have since been identified, mostly in 

plants and nematodes. One class of small ncRNA which has gained attention recently is Piwi- 

interacting RNA (piRNA). Piwi proteins are a sub-group of the Argonaut protein superfamily 

first identified in Drosophila and subsequently in mammalian systems (Farazi et al., 2008). 

This class of small ncRNA acts specifically on germline and stem cells and as such has been 

dubbed the 'guardian of the germline' (Chu and Rana, 2007). The identification and 

functional characterisation of these emerging small ncRNAs is still in its infancy and the 

presence of many of these molecules in higher organisms has yet to be demonstrated. For 

the purposes of this thesis, further description of RNAi effector molecules will be confined to 

those with demonstrable clinical relevance, i.e. shRNA, siRNA and miRNA.

1.1.2 The Molecular Mechanism of RNA interference

The identification of RNAi progressed very rapidly from plants, C elegans and Drosophila into 

higher organisms with the molecular machinery involved in the silencing process being 

deciphered along the way. A schematic of the silencing pathway is depicted in Figure 1.2 

which outlines the current understanding of the process of RNA interference.

1.1.2.1 Short hairpin RNA (shRNA)

The silencing pathway (Figure 1.2) can be activated through the introduction of long, double

stranded RNA (dsRNA) using a plasmid- or virus- encoded short hairpin RNA (shRNA). The 

plasmid or virus needs to reach the cell nucleus where transcription by RNA polymerase II or 

III generates a hairpin-like stem-loop structure (Lee et al., 2003). The shRNA is cleaved by 

Drosha and DGCR8 into a pre-shRNA transcript with a 2nt 3' overhang (Zhang et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.2: The RNAi Pathway. shRNA is introduced into the cell by a virus or encoded in a plasmid 
and either integrates into the host genome or is expressed directly from the vector. The pre-shRNA 
is shuttled to the cytoplasm by exportin 5 then cleaved into siRNA by Dicer. This process can be 
bypassed by directly introducing siRNA into the cytoplasm. The siRNA forms a nucleoprotein 
complex (RISC) where the strands are unwound and the guide strand binds with complementary 
mRNA sequence. This sequence is then targeted for nuclease degradation.
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Exportin 5 translocates the pre-shRNA to the cytoplasm where it is further processed 

by an RNase III complex comprising Dicer, TAR RNA-binding-protein (TRBP) and PKR 

activating protein (PACT) to generate mature shRNA, a dsRNA with a 2 nucleotide 3' 

overhang, by removing the loop of the hairpin structure (Cullen, 2004, Lee et al., 2004a, Lee 

et al., 2002, Lund et al., 2004, Yi et al., 2003). The complex formed between the mature 

shRNA, Argonaut protein (Ago-2), Dicer and TRBP is termed the RISC-loading complex (RLC) 

and is the site where the dsRNA is separated and the sense or 'passenger' strand is removed 

for degradation (Leuschner et al., 2006, Matranga et al., 2005, Rand et al., 2005, Robb and 

Rana, 2007). The antisense or 'guide' strand, associated with Ago-2 in the RNA-induced 

silencing complex (RISC) then associates with complementary mRNA via Watson-Crick base- 

pairing and mRNA is targeted for nuclease degradation by the RNaseH enzyme Slicer, a 

member of the Argonaut family of proteins (Joshua-Tor, 2006).

This approach to initiate RNA interference is particularly relevant when persistent 

gene silencing is desired. Moreover, inducible systems may be used to add a level of control 

to shRNA expression.

1.1.2.2 Short interfering RNA (siRNA)

The phenomenon of RNA interference which developed out of the work by Fire and Mello 

was mediated by the introduction of a short interfering RNA (siRNA). In their seminal paper, 

Mello and colleagues demonstrated a marked increase in gene silencing with dsRNA 

compared to the individual sense or antisense strands (Fire et al., 1998). The molecular 

mechanism of siRNA was rapidly identified as occurring in the cytoplasm, making it an 

attractive approach for silencing as it removed the hurdle of delivery across the nuclear 

membrane.

The introduction of siRNA into the cell activates the RNAi pathway at the RISC stage. 

Knockout studies of Dicer did not affect gene silencing when using siRNA, but showed it is 

required for longer dsRNA (Murchison et al., 2005). The duplex siRNA associates with the 

trimer of Dicer, TRBP and Ago-2 to form the RISC loading complex (RLC), where the two 

strands are separated and the passenger strand is removed. The strand of si RNA remaining in 

RISC guides the complex to complementary mRNA. The Ago protein possesses enzymatic 

activity, originally dubbed 'Slicer' and initiates the degradation of the target mRNA via specific 

cleavage. Once this first cut has been made, cellular nucleases finish the job allowing RISC to 

be recycled and to initiate cleavage of other target mRNAs (Orban and Izaurralde, 2005, Shen 

and Goodman, 2004, Tomari and Zamore, 2005).
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Each step of the RNAi pathway is being rigorously studied and it has been 

demonstrated that there are alternatives to what has been perceived as a direct mechanism 

of guide strand selection and subsequent targeting of complementary mRNA. The terms 

'guide' and 'passenger' strand have become preferable to antisense and sense, respectively 

because it has been demonstrated that the strand which is discarded in the RLC, i.e. the 

passenger strand, is determined by the thermodynamic stability of the 5' ends, where the end 

with less stable base-pairing becomes the guide strand (Aza-Blanc et al., 2003, Khvorova et 

al., 2003, Schwarz et al., 2003, Tomari and Zamore, 2005). Furthermore, the way in which the 

guide strand interacts with the target mRNA is not as stringent as initially thought. Although 

siRNAs have been shown to differentiate between mutant alleles, it is possible for 

mismatches to occur (Schwarz et al., 2006). Mismatch near the middle of the sequence can 

prevent endonucleolytic cleavage however post-transcriptional silencing may still occur. 

Mismatch in the seed region -defined as nucleotides 2-8 at the 5' end of the guide strand- can 

have a more serious effect and is thought to be responsible for the majority of 'off-targef 

effects (Birmingham et al., 2006).

In order for exogenously-applied siRNA to function in the RNAi pathway, the 

sequence needs to resemble the short, dsRNA Dicer product. Early work to elucidate the 

functionality of siRNA relied on empirical testing of sequences. Systematic studies by the 

team led by Tom TuschI analysed siRNA in Drosophila to determine the optimum 

characteristics for siRNA design, including: length; guanine and cytosine (GC) content; length 

of overhang; and type of nucleotides in the overhang (Elbashir et al., 2001c, TuschI et al.,

1999). This work led to the creation of a set of rules for siRNA sequence design 

(http://www.rockefeller.edu/labheads/tuschl/sirna.html) and several algorithms for 

sequence design have been developed based on these rules (Amarzguioui and Prydz, 2004). 

At present, nearly every company synthesizing siRNA offers its own online tools for designing 

functional sequences. Despite the considerable efforts made to establish criteria for 

designing biologically active siRNA sequences, functional testing is still required. As such, a 

database of published siRNA sequences has been created (Shah et al., 2007). Very recently 

Wang and co-workers (Wang et al., 2009) analysed public siRNA sequences described as 

'hyper-functional' with the aim of identifying features for designing more potent siRNA.

1.1.2.3 MicroRNA (miRNA)

The endogenous mechanism for gene silencing and translational regulation by microRNAs 

(miRNA) is depicted in Figure 1.3 (Murchison and Hannon, 2004). Studies on developmental 

timing genes in C. elegans led to the discovery of the first miRNA, lin-4, a small untranslated

http://www.rockefeller.edu/labheads/tuschl/sirna.html
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RNA that controlled lin-4 mRNA expression (Grishok et al., 2001, Lee et al., 1993). mlRNAs 

are naturally occurring and thousands have been Identified In organisms from plants to 

humans. Much of the genome (about 90%) had no known function and was thought to be 

junk, composed of transposons. Inactive viruses, Introns etc. With the Identification of 

mIcroRNAs and the extensive research Into their mechanism of action, not only has a new 

function for much of the genome been Identified, but an entirely new level of gene 

regulation has been discovered.

MIcroRNAs are transcribed from DNA to produce mRNA In much the same way as for 

genes which encode proteins. The product of this transcription Is a longer, primary mIRNA 

(prI-mlRNA) which can be hundreds or thousands of nucleotides In length and forms a hairpin 

loop with mismatches In base pairing (Cai et al., 2004, Lee et al., 2004b, Parizotto et al., 

2004). The prI-mIRNA Is cleaved by an RNase III enzyme Drosha and a double-stranded RNA- 

blndlng protein (dsRBP) to generate the precursor mIRNA (pre-mlRNA) In the nucleus (Denll 

et al., 2004, Gregory et al., 2004, Han et al., 2004, Landthaler et al., 2004, Lee et al., 2003, Lee 

et al., 2002). The pre-mIRNA Is transported to the cytoplasm by exportin 5 In a similar 

manner to the transport of vlrally-expressed shRNA (Bohnsack et al., 2004, Lund et al., 2004, 

Yl et al., 2003, Zeng and Cullen, 2004). In the cytoplasm. Dicer cleaves pre-mlRNA to 

generate the mIRNA with Its Imperfectly paired strand which formed the opposing side of the 

mismatched hairpin (Bernstein et al., 2001, Grishok et al., 2001b, Hutvagner et al., 2001, 

Ketting et al., 2001, Chendrimada et al., 2005, Forstemann et al., 2005, Jlang et al., 2005, Sato 

et al., 2007). In the same manner as with sIRNA and shRNA, the mIRNA associates with 

proteins to form RISC and the removal of the mismatched mIRNA Is dependent on the 

thermodynamic stability of the sequence.

Following cleavage by Dicer, the mIRNA Is very similar to sIRNA and can target mRNA 

for degradation as well as act to block protein translation without cleaving the mRNA. The 

presence of the seed region Is critical for target binding. When the mIRNA binds In the seed 

region but Is mismatched throughout the rest of the sequence, protein translation Is blocked 

rather than the mRNA being degraded. It Is through this seed region that mIRNAs are able to 

act on several different gene products rather than there being one mIRNA for one gene 

product.
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Figure 1.3: Gene regulation by microRNA. Endogenous miRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II 
to generate primary miRNA (pri-miRNA). Drosha/DGCRS complex cleaves the pri-miRNA to produce 
pre-miRNA which is transported to the cytoplasm by exportin 5. The Dicer complex cuts the hairpin 
and the guide strand associates with RISC and interacts with the target mRNA. miRNAs regulate 
gene expression in three ways: induce RNA deadenylation; block translation elongation; and block 
the initiation of translation. miRNA can be recycled to act on multiple target mRNAs.
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It is perhaps because of the discovery of miRNA that RNA interference has become a 

clinically viable reality. The understanding of the structural requirements for siRNA design as 

well as the implications for off-target effects through sequence mismatch has only been 

realised because of the studies with miRNA and the elucidation of the endogenous pathway 

that siRNA therapy is trying to exploit.

1.1.3 Alternative Biological Approaches to Gene Silencing

There are two major classes of biological therapeutics specifically designed to interrupt gene 

expression by preventing translation: antisense oligonucleotides and catalytic nucleic acids, 

i.e. ribozymes and DNAzymes. Both strategies are explored for functional genomics studies 

as well as for their use as therapeutic agents.

1.1.3.1 Antisense Oligonucleotides (ASO or ODN)

Antisense therapy is mediated by short sequences (15-25 nt) of single-stranded DNA or RNA 

which are complementary to their target mRNA sequence. The use of a short DNA oligomer 

was conceived 30 years ago by Paul Zamecnik when he and his colleagues used a short (13- 

mer) sequence of DNA complementary to a sequence in the 35S gene of Rous sarcoma virus 

to inhibit viral replication in vitro (Zamecnik and Stephenson, 1978). How exactly these 

molecules elicit a biological effect is not fully understood, particularly as the molecular 

mechanisms differ between DNA- and RNA-mediated antisense. However, antisense DNA is 

thought to create a heteroduplex with the mRNA transcript. This heteroduplex disrupts 

protein translation in two ways: the unnatural duplex is degraded by RNase H, a ribonuclease 

which specifically cleaves DNA/RNA duplexes; and by physically preventing the ribosome from 

interacting with the mRNA, thereby preventing protein production (Sahu et al., 2007).

In a similar fashion to DNA, antisense therapy can be mediated by RNA molecules 

where the antisense RNA interacts with the target mRNA via Watson-Crick base pairing. 

Antisense RNA should not be confused with siRNA, as the antisense molecule is single

stranded and has not been shown to generate gene silencing through the RNAi pathway. 

However, the antisense RNA binds to the target mRNA and prevents protein translation.

The concept of antisense technology is very straightforward; however, translating this 

to a clinically relevant strategy has typically been fraught with difficulties. Target selection 

and optimum sequence design, as well as duration of action and dosing regimen, have been 

considerable hurdles to its development. Furthermore, the delivery of single-stranded 

nucleic acids has proven one of the bottlenecks for progressing antisense therapies.

1 0
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Antisense molecules are susceptible to nuclease degradation and are not readily uptaken by 

cells, thus making an appropriate delivery system necessary. The ability to inexpensively 

synthesise large amounts of high quality DNA and RNA oligonucleotides enabled rapid 

expansion of the antisense field, and chemical modifications such as phosphodiester and 

phosphorothioate made to the nucleotide backbone has created more stable molecules 

which are less sensitive to nuclease degradation.

The field of RNA antisense technology in particular played a significant role in the 

discovery of RNA interference. In the work by Mello and colleagues, they compared injection 

of single-stranded RNA, both sense and antisense with the annealed double-stranded 

counterpart and found significant improvement in gene silencing with the dsRNA species. It 

has been suggested that some studies claiming gene silencing with antisense actually had 

'contaminating' sense strands resulting in RNA duplex formation. This is particularly likely in 

studies where the RNA was generated using molecular biology techniques rather than with 

chemically synthesised molecules.

Despite the problems inherent in developing antisense technology, ISIS 

Pharmaceuticles received FDA approval for their antisense drug Vitravene™ (Fomivirsen) in 

1998. Fomivirsen is a 21nt phosphorothioate DNA oligonucleotide to treat cytomegalovirus 

(CMV) retinitis in AIDS patients. It is administered locally by intraocular injection, thus 

overcoming the need for a delivery system. In the 10 years since Fomivirsen was brought to 

market, the need for the drug has been significantly reduced and this was reflected by its 

removal from the market (Jabs and Griffiths, 2002). Nevertheless, the clinical approval 

achieved for Fomivirsen, albeit the only antisense drug to receive approval, gave impetus to 

the field and prompted nearly one hundred subsequent clinical trials with antisense 

oligonucleotides.

1.1.3.2 RNA and DNA catalytic enzymes: Ribozymes and Deoxyribozymes 

Ribozymes are naturally-occurring, catalytically-active RNA molecules capable of cleaving 

mRNA, and were first discovered by Thomas Cech 25 years ago (Bass and Cech, 1984, Kruger 

et al., 1982, Zaug et al., 1986). The work by Cech and colleagues in the early 1980s identified a 

new role for RNA and, along with Sidney Altman, he was awarded the Nobel Prize for 

Chemistry in 1989, for the discovery of the catalytic activity of RNA (Guerrier-Takada et al., 

1983). In the years following this discovery, classes of ribozymes with different functions have 

been identified, including: those that mediate RNA splicing; RNA processing; translation of 

protein via the peptidyl transferase component of the ribosome; and self-cleaving genomic

1 1
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ribozymes such as hammerhead and hairpin and (as their names imply) the secondary 

structure plays a key role in the function of catalytic RNA (Scott et al., 2009, Wu et al., 2009). 

Ribozymes exert their functions through varied mechanisms and the best-known example is 

probably the catalytically-active region of the ribosome. This discovery was rapidly exploited 

and within just a few years artificial ribozymes were being created in vitro (Cameron and 

Jennings, 1989, Gotten and Birnstiel, 1989, Haseloff and Gerlach, 1988).

The therapeutic potential of ribozymes is being investigated for anti-HIV therapy with 

OZl (Mitsuyasu et al., 2009) and L-TR/Tat-neo (Bauer et al., 1997); Hepatitis C with 

Heptazyme® (Foster, 2004) and targeting angiogenesis with Angiozyme®, a VEGFR-1 specific 

ribozyme (Sandberg et al., 2000).

In contrast to ribozymes, naturally-occurring, catalytically-active DNA has not been 

identified. However, so-called deoxyribozymes have been artificially created (Breaker and 

Joyce, 1994). The ability of deoxyribozymes to cleave mRNA has been demonstrated in vitro 

and in vivo and this class of catalytic molecule is being pursed as a separate methodology for 

knocking down gene expression by preventing protein translation (Wu et al., 1999, Yen et al., 

1999, Zhang et al., 2002b).

1.1.4 RNA interference for Functional Genomics

Silencing experiments have several uses in biology. RNAi is now an established method in 

vitro for gene loss-of-function studies (Root et al., 2006, Willingham et al., 2004). The 

production of sequence-specific siRNAs has become an invaluable technique for reverse 

genetic studies that had previously been expensive and labour-intensive. RNAi is also being 

used to identify new therapeutic targets as well as elucidating the mechanism of action for 

existing drugs (Aharinejad et al., 2007). Excitement surrounds the potential of siRNA for use 

in mutant and normal cells to identify pathways used in disease and subsequently target 

these pathways as a therapeutic agent.

1.1.5 siRNA Problems and Pitfalls

Despite its considerable promise, siRNA is by no means a perfect technology. Dose 

escalation studies are important for any siRNA destined for in vivo use, particularly following 

observations of a correlation between siRNA concentration and off-target effects (Persengiev 

et al., 2004). Although the phenomenon of siRNA is dependent on sequence specificity, 

research has shown that the first seven nucleotides act as a seed for complementary mRNA, 

and binding to sequences of only partial homology is possible (Doench and Sharp, 2004).

siRNAs have been shown to induce immune and inflammatory responses (Marques and 

Williams, 2005). Type I Interferon (IFN) response can be activated by the presence of dsRNA,
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leading to STAT-mediated expression of PKR (Sledz et a!., 2003). The activation of these 

pathways has been shown to lead to changes in cell metabolism that can result in apoptosis. 

Therefore, sequences need to be evaluated both in vitro and in vivo to establish their 

specificity and determine off-target and immunostimulatory effects.

Perhaps the most significant revelation regarding the potential impact of immune 

stimulation by siRNA came from a systematic study by Kleinman and colleagues (Kleinman et 

al., 2008) who demonstrated that an anti-angiogenic effect previously attributed to siRNA 

targeting VEGFA or its receptor VEGFRl, was due to non-specific stimulation of Toll-like 

receptor 3 (TLR3). In their work, a panel of siRNA sequences targeting irrelevant genes such 

as GFP and firefly luciferase, as well as two separate random sequences all reduced choroid 

neovascularisation (CNV) in two separate murine models. Furthermore, studies in knockout 

mice indicated a role for TLR3, describing the anti-angiogenic outcome as an 'siRNA-class 

effect". This effect is thought to be an anti viral response to dsRNA and was seen with siRNA 

molecules of 21-23 nt but not less than 19 nt in length. Comparative studies with dsDNA did 

not yield the same suppression in CNV, nor did endotoxin, a possible contaminant of the 

injected siRNA solution.

Detection of silencing is also a considerable challenge. Many critical variables have 

been identified where the system has the potential to be misinterpreted.

1) Sequence Specificity: By evaluating multiple siRNA sequences designed against the 

same gene it has been demonstrated that profound silencing can occur with one sequence 

while another sequence may have little or no effect. Certain sequences have been shown to 

function much better than others despite using the 'rules' for siRNA design.

2) siRNA Locaiisation: Many localisation studies use fluorescently-labelled siRNA and 

to a lesser extent, radiolabelled siRNA. The effect of these detection molecules is not fully 

understood and although not necessarily useful for studying functional silencing, they do 

have a place in biodistribution and localisation studies. Endogenous fluorescence or 

quenching could result in false positive or negative results. For example, Schiffelers et al. 

reported that when they repeated their fluorescently-labelled siRNA biodistribution studies 

with radiolabelled siRNA, the initial claims of tumour penetration could not be supported (de 

Wolf et al., 2007).

3) Duration of Action: Several early experiments relied on silencing a co-transfected 

reporter gene. In these experiments it is difficult to study duration of action as the reporter 

gene is only transiently expressed.
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4) Sequence Functionality: There is not necessarily a direct, quantifiable correlation 

between mRNA expression and protein translation (Greenbaum et al., 2003). It is important 

to confirm knockdown at each stage of the process: at the level of mRNA and protein as well 

as the functional response. The most relevant means for assessing silencing is by using a 

two-pronged approach to look at both mRNA levels and an appropriate functional assay, if 

available for the protein of interest. The degree of silencing at the mRNA level can have 

significantly different functional outcomes depending on such factors such as the stability of 

the protein, (i.e. how long it persists within the cell); alternative pathways that may be 

activated; and the degree to which the role of the gene of interest is critical.
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1.2 Clinical Potential of siRNA as a Therapeutic Agent
The exquisite specificity of well designed siRNA, combined with the recent wealth of 

information generated by such efforts as the human genome project have opened up the 

potential to target any gene relevant to a disease pathway. The ability of siRNA to 

differentiate between single nucleotide mutations, as well as the identification of hundreds of 

genes responsible for disease pathology has created near limitless applications for 

therapeutic RNAi. There seems infinitely less potential for mishap than with conventional 

gene therapy, as siRNA molecules do not persist indefinitely in cells nor are they passed to 

daughter cells in mammalian systems, and the relatively short-lived effect of gene silencing is 

generally perceived to be safer. The progress of siRNA in clinical trials is outlined in Table 1.1.

Much of the developmental work for siRNA was carried out by small, specialist 

biotechnology companies which had previously focused on similar strategies such as 

ribozyme and/or antisense therapy. As the therapeutic potential of siRNA increased. Big 

Pharma took notice and began acquiring or forming collaborations with these specialist firms. 

In 2006, Merck & Co. made headlines after paying $1.1 billion for the acquisition of Sirna 

Therapeutics. Sirna Therapeutics changed its name from Ribozyme Therapeutics in 2003, and 

was the company behind Angiozyme® the anti-angiogenic VEGFRl ribozyme. Similar 

collaborations were formed between siRNA specialists and most of the remaining Big Pharma 

companies: Silence Therapeutics (formerly Atugen AG) and AstraZeneca; Alnylam 

Pharmaceuticals and Roche; Quark Pharmaceuticals and Pfizer; but none managed to achieve 

the figure attained by Sirna Therapeutics. These acquisitions and collaborations were 

newsworthy because none of the siRNA companies actually had marketable products.
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Table 1.1: Clinical Trials with siRNA

oo
CM

Drug
Disease
Target

Gene Target
Delivery

Route
Clincial
Status

Notes Company

Bevasirnib wet AMD VEGF
intra-vitreal 
injection of 

naked siRNA

Phase 111: 
terminated

First IND filed for siRNA;
Phase 111 study terminated 
for failure to meet end
point of visual acuity

OPKO Heath

intra-vitreal Phase 11 
terminated

no information about
AGN211745 wet AMD/CNV VEGFRl injection of termination of Phase 11 Allergan

naked siRNA study available

ALN-RSVOl Respiratory 
syncytial virus

niicleocapsid 
"N" gene of the 

RSV genome
aerosol ised 

IV injection of

Phase 11; 
complete

reformulated from intra
nasal to inhalation 
administration

First targeted delivery of 
siRNA to humans: delivery

Alnylam
Pharmaceuticals

CALAA-01 cancer (solid 
tumour)

M2 subunit of 
ribonucleotide 
reductase (R2)

siRNA using 
targeted 

nanoparticle 
delivery system

Phase 1: 
ongoing

system is PEGylated 
cyclodextrin-containing 
cationic polymer 
containing transferrin 
targeting moiety

Calando
Pharmaceuticals

TDlO l Pachyonychia 
Congenita (PC)

mutation in one 
of the PC 

keratins, K6a

intra-callous 
injection of 

naked siRNA

Phase lb: 
single 

patient trial 
completed

currently being 
formulated as a 'gene 
cream' for topical 
application

TransDerm, Inc.

ALN-VSP02 liver cancers
kinesin spindle 
protein (KSP) & 

VEGF
IV infusion

Phase 1: 
recruiting 
patients

First clinical trial of two 
different siRNAs

Alnylam & 
Tekmira

PRO-040201 hyper-
cholesterolaemia

apolipoprotein 
B(ApoB)

IV infusion of 
ApoB-SNALP

Phase 1: 
recruiting 
patients

siRNA encapsulated in 
PEGylated cationic 
liposome

Tekmira
Pharmaceuticals

Atu027 advanced solid 
tumours

protein kinase 
N3 (PKN3)

IV admin of 
siRNA using the 

proprietary 
AtuPLEX delivery 

system

Phase 1: 
recruiting 
patients

AtuPLEX: multi-cation 
liposomal delivery system; 
siRNA: blunt-ended, 23- 
mer, 2 -0 -methyl 
chemically modified 
[AtuRNAi]

Silence
Therapeutics AG

o
o
CM
>o

AMD age-related macular degeneration; VEGF vascular endothelial growth factor; VEGFR vascular endothelial growth factor 
receptor; IND investigational new drug; CNV choroidal neovascularisation; IV intravenous; SNALP stable nucleic acid lipid particle

1.2.1 siRNA as a Therapeutic Agent

1.2.1.1 Neurological Disease

Several neurological diseases such as Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease (HD) and 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) are characterised by dominant mutations in a single allele. 

The potential for siRNA to differentiate between normal and mutant alleles has led to pre- 

clinical evaluation of RNA interference in neurodegenerative diseases. In addition to the 

potential for silencing the mutant allele, RNAi has also been used to further elucidate the 

molecular pathways in these diseases. In other neurodegenerative conditions where a 

specific therapeutic target has been identified, RNAi is being used to knockdown the gene of 

interest. In Alzheimer's disease (AD) for example, the p-secretase enzyme BACE-1 which
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cleaves f3-amyloid has been identified as a potential therapeutic strategy to stop disease 

progression (Vassar, 2002).

The treatment of neurological diseases is inherently difficult particularly as delivery to 

the brain is problematic for both systemic and local approaches. Localised delivery requires 

direct injection to the brain which is invasive and restricted to the direct area of injection. 

Systemic delivery requires crossing the blood-brain barrier (BBB). The BBB is a physiological 

barrier characterised by tight endothelial cell junctions which excludes molecules larger than 

400 Da, therefore siRNA with a molecular mass of approximate 14 kDa would be excluded. 

An alternative approach for larger molecules is via receptor-mediated transport by insulin or 

transferrin (Pardridge, 2007). Suitable delivery systems such as liposomes or nanoparticles, 

when formulated with appropriate targeting moieties may have the potential to translocate 

siRNA across the BBB.

Development of clinically relevant siRNA for the treatment of neurological diseases is 

occurring alongside the identification of novel targets and development of appropriate 

delivery systems. Several pharmaceutical companies have pre-clinical initiatives underway 

which explore the therapeutic potential of siRNA in the central nervous system. Alnylam 

Pharmaceuticals, in collaboration with Medtronic, are developing ALN-HTT, an siRNA 

targeting the huntingtin gene (www.alnvlam.com). Quark Pharmaceuticals have pre-clinical 

programs for siRNA treatment of spinal cord injury, ALS and AD (www.quarkpharma.com).

1.2.1.2 Viral Infection

One of the most attractive targets for siRNA therapy is in the treatment of viral infections, 

which are notoriously difficult to treat with conventional drugs. The earliest, most clinically 

advanced study is for respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) with ALN-RSVOl (Alnylam 

Pharmaceuticals). ALN-RSVOl targets the nucleocapsid N gene of RSV which is required for 

viral replication. Alnylam Pharmaceuticals began pre-clinical investigation with ALN-RSVOl in 

2005 and have subsequently completed Phase I and II clinical trials, demonstrating safety and 

tolerability. Several other proof of principle studies exist for the use of siRNA as an anti-viral 

agent. Morrissey et al. systemically delivered hepatitis B siRNA encapsulated in a PEGylated 

liposome to reduce HBV infection in a mouse model (Morrissey et al., 2005).

The main advantage of developing RNA interference as a therapeutic strategy for viral 

infections is that specific sequences can be synthesised very rapidly. This can be exploited for 

developing anti-viral strategies for treating viruses such as influenza that have seasonal 

strains which limit the effectiveness of conventional antiviral therapies. Furthermore, viruses
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that have recently emerged as threats to public health such as SARS (Li et al., 2005a, Li et al., 

2005b); and the influenza A outbreaks of H5N1 'avian flu' (Zhang et al., 2009); and H lN l 

'swine flu' (Senesco Technologies, press release) have quickly become targets for siRNA 

therapy.

Î.2.1.3 Hypercholesterolaemia

Hypercholesterolaemia or high blood cholesterol can be familial or dietary in origin and 

elevated levels of cholesterol are associated with an increased risk of heart disease and 

stroke. Two different gene products have been targeted with siRNA in an effort to reduce 

serum cholesterol levels. In a programme run by Alnylam Pharmaceuticals, Soutschek and 

colleagues first demonstrated pre-clinical siRNA-mediated silencing of apolipoprotein B 

(ApoB) (Soutschek et al., 2004a). They correlated delivery of ApoB siRNA with reduced serum 

protein levels and subsequent reduction in total cholesterol following IV administration of a 

chemically modified siRNA conjugated to cholesterol. Following on from this work, 

Zimmermann and colleagues encapsulated ApoB in their stable nucleic acid lipid particles 

(SNALP) and showed reduction in ApoB mRNA, protein levels and low-density lipoprotein 

(LDL) serum cholesterol levels for eleven days following IV administration (Zimmermann et 

al., 2006). Alnylam and Tekmira Pharmaceuticals formed a partnership in 2008 which has 

seen Tekmira bring ApoB-SNALP (under the drug name PRO-040201) to Phase I trial as a 'first- 

in-human' study to evaluate safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics (PK) and 

pharmacodynamics (PD). In a similar approach, Frank-Kamenetsky and co-workers (Frank- 

Kamenetsky et al., 2008) and Alnylam Pharmaceuticals (Akinc et al., 2009) used siRNA 

targeting Proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK9) that had sequence homology 

across mouse, rat, non-human primate and human species to reduce serum LDL cholesterol 

levels. Using a lipidoid nanoparticle delivery system, a single IV injection of the siRNA in non

human primates lowered LDL cholesterol levels for three weeks.

Î.2.1A Ophthalmic Applications

The area which catapulted siRNA into a clinically-relevant therapeutic modality was that of 

anti-angiogenic treatment for age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Wet AMD is 

characterised by the aggressive growth of new blood vessels under the retina and AMD (both 

wet and dry) and is the primary cause of blindness in adults over 60 in the U.S. Two biological 

therapeutic agents have already been approved for the treatment of wet AMD and this
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disease has also been the first target of newly developed biological therapies. Table 1.2 

summarises the current and developing treatments for wet AMD.

Several of the inherent challenges of siRNA delivery were avoided by using local, 

intra-vitreal injection of naked siRNA. Acuity Pharmaceuticals (now OPKO Healthcare) was 

the first company to file an Investigational New Drug (IND) application in August 2004 for 

Bevasiranib (formerly CandS), an siRNA targeting VEGF. This pioneering study started just six 

years after Fire and Mello described RNA interference in C. elegans. In a similar approach, 

and less than a month behind Acuity, Sirna Therapeutics in collaboration with Allergan, filed 

an IND for AGN211745 (formerly Sirna-027), an siRNA targeting VEGFRl as an anti-angiogenic 

strategy for AMD and choroidal neovascularisation. Early results with Bevasirnib and 

AGN211745 showed both were safe and well tolerated. Bevasirnib was taken to Phase II and 

Phase III clinical trials; however the Phase III trial was terminated in March 2009 as it failed to 

achieve its primary objective of visual acuity. The Phase II clinical trial of AGN211745 was 

terminated in August 2009, although no information as to why this trial was terminated was 

available. The failure of Bevasirnib to achieve its therapeutic end point, taken together with 

recent data suggesting anti-angiogenesis is mediated by a non-specific immune response 

rather than siRNA specificity, could explain why this trial was terminated.

Table 1.2: Anti-angiogenic drugs for the treatment of Age-related Macular Degeneration

(A

I
u

I
I

Drug Mechansim Clinical Status Company

Macugen®
(Pegaptanib sodium]

PEGylated anti-VEGF 
aptamer specifically 
targeting VEGF-165

First anti-VEGF treatment 
approved for wet AMD

Pfizer
www.macugen.com

Lucentis®
(ranibizumab)

humanised monoclonal 
antibody that specifically 

binds VEGF-A

Approved for the treatment of 
wet AMD

Genentech, Inc and Novartis
Ophthalmias
W W W . lue en ds. com

VEGF-Trap-Eye
(Aflibercept)

fusion protein designed to 
bind all forms of VEGF-A

Phase 11/111 trials underway 
for intraocular injection for 

the treatment of wet AMD and 
diabetic macular oedema

Regeneron 
W W W . regeneron. com

Bevasiranib
(formerly CandS)

siRNA targeting VEGF

First IND for therapeutic 
siRNA for the treatment of 

wet AMD; Phase 111 trial 
terminated March 2009

OPKO Health, Inc 
www.opko.com

AGN211745
(formerly Sirna-027)

siRNA targeting VEGFRl
Phase 1/11 trials for the 
treatment of wet AMD; 

terminated August 2009

Allergan/Sima Therapeutics 
(Merck & Co.)
W W W .clinlcaltrials.gov

VEGF vascular endothelial grow th factor; VEGFR vascular endothelial grow th facto r receptor; AMD. age-related 
macular degeneration; EED poly (ethylene glycol); si RNA short interfering RNA
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1.2.2 Fighting Cancer with siRNA

Cancer is not one disease with one defined therapeutic target, rather it is a term applied to 

more than one hundred different diseases characterised by uncontrolled and abnormal cell 

division and the ability of these cells to infiltrate neighbouring tissues. A normal, healthy cell 

has several checkpoints in place to prevent uncontrolled cell division or to force the cell to 

commit suicide if mutations occur during DNA replication, and defects in these control 

mechanisms often lead to cancer. Because cancers are multi-causal and multi-factorial 

diseases, there is not one method for treatment. Generally, treatment is by radiation therapy 

or chemotherapy to directly kill the cancer cells. More recently, a strategy to starve the 

tumour by cutting off its nutrient supply by disrupting the blood vessels has been used in 

combination with traditional chemotherapeutic agents.

1.2.2.1 Treating Cancer with Cytotoxic Agents

The primary clinical strategy for treating cancer is by surgical resection. Cytotoxic agents are 

also used either in combination with surgery or for treating deep-seated tumours for which 

resection is not possible. Cancer therapy by cytotoxic agents aims to directly kill the cancer 

cells either by using radiation therapy or with chemotherapeutic agents, i.e. cytotoxic drugs. 

Radiation therapy can be external, using X-rays for example, or internal where the 

radioisotope can either be administered locally or systemically. There are currently more 

than fifty different molecules being used for chemotherapy which are often classified by their 

mechanism of action or similarity in structure. These drugs generally act to disrupt DNA 

replication, for example by preventing strand separation by inhibiting topoisomerase (e.g. 

irinotecan (Camptosar®)); interfering with enzymes involved in DNA replication (e.g. 

doxorubicin); interfering with DNA and RNA extension (e.g. 5-fluorouracil (5-FU)); or they act 

more generally by directly damaging DNA to prevent the cancer cell from reproducing (e.g. 

cisplatin) or inhibit enzymes from making proteins needed for cell replication (e.g. paclitaxel 

(Taxol®)) (www.cancer.org).

The main drawback with conventional therapies is their high toxicity and lack of 

specificity. Radiation and chemotherapy affect both healthy and cancerous cells, although 

several steps have been employed to limit the activity on healthy cells such as the 

encapsulation of drugs into a liposomal delivery system e.g. Doxil®/Caelyx®, where 

doxorubicin is encapsulated in a PEGylated liposome. Incorporating the doxorubicin into a 

liposome increases its circulation time allowing for greater accumulation at the site of the 

tumour (Gabizon et al., 2003). This has two benefits: the liposome acts as a barrier between
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the drug and healthy cells thereby reducing toxic side effects, and it allows more of the drug 

to accumulate at the tumour.

RNAi therapy enables the possibility of creating specific therapy as well as designing a 

treatment with fewer side effects. To date, there are no clinical investigations of cytotoxic 

siRNA sequences however they are being vigorously pursued in pre-clinical studies. In a 

similar approach to that of chemotherapy, gene targets that are critical for cell division are 

being explored.

Current investigations are focused on identifying gene targets to induce cell death in 

cancer cell lines. Recently two genes, survivin and Polo-like kinase 1 (PIkl) have been 

targeted in pre-clinical models with some success. Survivin is a protein that inhibits apoptosis 

and its up-regulation has been demonstrated in tumours (Altieri, 2008). Early studies showed 

that knocking down survivin inhibited tumour growth (Uchida et al., 2004). Uchida et al. 

used an adenovirus expressing survivin siRNA (Adv-siSurv) to infect HeLa cells then inoculated 

nude mice subcutaneously with the infected cells and monitored tumour growth. In contrast 

to null or non-specific adenovirus constructs, Adv-siSurv almost completely inhibited tumour 

growth. They went on to show that IT injection of Adv-siSurv into established glioma 

xenograft tumours also inhibited growth. The most advanced studies with survivin have 

utilised adenoviral delivery and have validated this gene as a therapeutic target (Yang et al., 

2009, Zhang et al., 2009a). As a result, alternative delivery systems such as liposomes for 

siRNA are being explored in vitro with the aim of developing novel in vivo therapies (Li and 

Huang, 2006, Sato et al., 2007, Yang et al., 2008).

Polo-like kinase 1 is a serine/threonine kinase which plays a crucial role in mitotic 

progression (Barr et al., 2004, Strebhardt and Ullrich, 2006, Takai et al., 2005). Knockdown of 

PIkl has been shown to reduce cancer cell proliferation and induce apoptosis thus making it a 

potential therapeutic target for solid tumour cancers (Liu and Erikson, 2002, Liu and Erikson, 

2003, Spankuch-Schmitt et al., 2002). Initial investigations into the pre-clinical efficacy of PIkl 

used various protocols to elicit anti-tumour effects. Guan et al. transfected HT1080 cells with 

siRNA using Lipofectamine 2000 prior to subcutaneous injection to show dose-dependent 

reduction in tumour growth compared to control siRNA (Guan et al., 2005). Spankuch and 

colleagues injected a naked plasmid encoding shRNA IV to demonstrate reduced tumour 

growth (Spankuch et al., 2004). Nogawa et al. treated an orthotopic bladder cancer model by 

transurethral administration of siRNA complexed with a cationic liposome and showed a 

complete eradication of cancer cells using bioluminescent imaging of luciferase-labelled 

bladder cancer cells and post-mortem histological examination (Nogawa et al., 2005). More
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recently, siPlkl was formulated in a stable nucleic acid lipid particle (SNALP) to treat liver 

tumours and showed prolonged animal survival and reduced tumour growth following IV 

injection (Judge et al., 2009). This study is part of the pre-clinical development by Tekmira 

Pharmaceuticals to assess safety before starting clinical trials in the near future.

1.2.2.2 Targeting Anti-Angiogenesis in Cancer: a Paradigm for siRNA Therapy

Disrupting tumour vasculature is an exciting approach for anti-cancer therapy and two 

similar strategies are employed to elicit this effect: anti-angiogenic, i.e. preventing the 

formation of new vessels within the tumour, and anti-vascular therapy which is the 

disruption of pre-existing blood vessels.

Q What is angiogenesis?

In 1971, Judah Folkman popularised the idea that tumour growth is dependent on 

angiogenesis, the recruitment and formation of new vasculature (Folkman, 1971). This 

hypothesis is now well accepted and research in the field of tumour angiogenesis is ever- 

increasing. Tumours which do not induce angiogenesis and therefore do not grow beyond 

the critical size of 1-2 mm^ can remain dormant for years and never metastasise (Naumov et 

al., 2006). Angiogenesis in adults is well defined in both normal physiology and pathology. It 

occurs in wound healing, the endometrium and formation of corpus luteum, as well as 

macular degeneration, rheumatoid arthritis and tumour growth (Risau, 1997, Folkman and 

Shing, 1992). The role of angiogenesis in tumour growth makes it a very attractive and 

specific target for anti-cancer therapy.

In normal tissue, there is a delicate balance between pro-angiogenic factors and 

inhibitors which maintains quiescence in the endothelial cells but when this balance is 

disrupted by inflammation, injury or hypoxia, decreased pH or low glucose, angiogenesis is 

favoured (Folkman et al., 1989). In particular, oxygen diffusion is limited to 150-200 pm thus 

hypoxia is inevitable as cancer cells divide (Gimbrone et al., 1974, Torres-Filho et al., 1994). 

Additionally, mast cells at the tumour site may promote angiogenesis through the release of 

pro-angiogenic growth factors. There has also been recent evidence to suggest genetic 

involvement in triggering the angiogenic switch (Nguyen and Massagué, 2007). Endothelial 

progenitor cells have also been shown to have an involvement in tumour vascular formation 

in models of angiogenesis (Asahara et al., 1999, Takahashi T, 1999).

Each stage of the angiogenic process has the potential for therapeutic targeting. 1. The 

degradation of the basement membrane creates a leaky vasculature which allows uptake of 

therapeutic agents. 2. The expression profile within the tumour environment is contrasted
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with the surrounding area, for example oncogenes may be expressed and their suppressors 

down-regulated as well as the increased expression of growth factors involved in 

angiogenesis such as VEGF. 3. Cancer cells have been shown to express unique markers that 

can be exploited for targeting. The qualities that make the tumour microenvironment 

unique are what make it ripe for anti-cancer therapy exploitation.

Blood vessels that infiltrate the tumour are a mix of cancer and non-cancer cells. This 

neovasculature in combination with the formation of new lymph vessels (lymphangiogenesis) 

plays a key role in tumour metastasis (Chang et al., 2000). The cancer cells can pass through 

the leaky angiogenic vasculature (intravasate) but must then survive the circulatory system 

and localise through healthy vasculature into its destination tissue where the cell or cells 

then need to exit the healthy vessels (extravasate) and localise into target tissue (Chambers 

et al., 2002). The shedding of cancer cells into the blood and lymph vessels is responsible for 

metastasis and also leads to the formation of tumours in areas which are difficult to excise 

surgically or treat locally, leading to a further requirement for a specific, systemic delivery 

system.

Table 1.3: Vascular Disrupting Agents

Class

Small
molecule
cytokine
inducer

Tubulin-
binding

Drug

ASA404 (formerly 
AS1404) DMXAA(5,6- 
Dimethylxanthenone-4 
acetic acid)

Zybrestat™
Combretastatin A4 
phosphate (C4AP) 
(combretastatin A4 
prodrug)

0X14503
(combretastatin A1 
prodrug)

Mechansim

Acts directly on 
endothelial cells to 
induce apoptosis and 
indirectly stimulate 
clotting

Binds to tubulin 
resulting in
morphological changes 
that increases 
vasculature permeability 
and leads to ischemic 
necrosis

Tubulin binding

Clinical Trials

Phase 111; in combination with 
paclitaxel and carboplatin for 
non-small cell lung carcinoma 
(NSCLC)

Phase 11/111: anaplastic thyroid 
cancer: NSCLC; Platinum- 
resistant ovarian cancer

Phase 1; advanced solid tumours; 
primary and secondary hepatic 
tumours

Company

Novartis AG (under 
licence from  Antisoma 
pic.) www.novartis.co.uk

OXiGENE
www.oxigene.com

OXiGENE
www.oxigene.com

Vascular disrupting agents (VDAs) demonstrate profound effects by causing both 

structural and functional changes to existing tumour vasculature, resulting in decreased or 

abolished blood flow and subsequent necrosis of tumour cells (Tozer et al., 2005). Examples 

of molecules that are undergoing clinical trials are listed in Table 1.3.

Alternatively, anti-angiogenic agents are used to promote necrosis by removing the 

supply of oxygen and nutrients from the tumour cells; however, they act by preventing the
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formation of new vessels rather than damaging existing vessels. Identification of the 

mechanisms involved in angiogenesis provided several targets at key stages for therapeutic 

intervention. Approaches that inhibit pro-angiogenic factors as well as those that increase 

anti-angiogenic factors have been applied to each stage of angiogenesis. For example, there 

are molecules that inhibit matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) (Arroyo et al., 2007) as well as 

drugs that block the integrin receptors on endothelial cells (Cai and Chen, 2006, Pilorget et al.,

2007). The VEGF pathway is the most targeted in anti-angiogenesis.

Q Targeting the VEGF family as a therapeutic modality

The VEGF family is well characterised in angiogenesis. The signalling pathways, sites of 

phosphorylation and mechanism of action are all well documented (Houck et al., 1991, 

Tischer E, 1991). Five VEGF proteins (A-E) are known and several isoforms arising from splice 

variants have been identified (Neufeld et al., 1996). There are three tyrosine kinase 

receptors (VEGFRl-3) in addition to several co-receptors (e.g. neuropilin 1 and 2) (Neufeld et 

al., 1999, Ferrara et al., 2003). VEGFR2 {Flk-1 in mice and KDR in humans), is expressed in 

solid tumours and is primarily activated by VEGF-A (Shibuya, 2006). The importance of VEGF- 

A is demonstrated by embryonic lethality as a single allele knockout is lethal at embryonic 

day 11-12 (Ferrara et al., 1996) and knockout of the receptor VegfrZ-/- is lethal at embryonic 

day S.5-9.5 (Shalaby et al., 1995). Activation of the receptor leads to autophosphorylation 

which in turn promotes cell proliferation, migration and motility (Olsson et al., 2006).

VEGF-A and VEGFR2 are established therapeutic targets. Table 1.4 depicts the current 

approved and most clinically advanced anti-angiogenic agents. Bevacizumab (Avastin, 

Genetech Inc., CA, USA) is a monoclonal-antibody against VEGF-A approved by the FDA in 

2004 (http://www.avastin.com). Avastin plus chemotherapy is now recommended by the 

National Comprehensive Cancer Network for both advanced colorectal cancer and non- 

squamous, non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC). VEGF-Trap (Regeneron, NY, USA) is a 

soluble receptor with multiple targets including VEGF-A that is currently in Phase III clinical 

trials (Holash et al., 2002) (www.regeneron.com).

The first two clinical trials with siRNA both targeted the VEGF pathway. This early 

promise of anti-angiogenic siRNA was encouraging and several studies extrapolated the 

potential from AMD to pre-clinical models of cancer. Proof of principle experiments 

demonstrated tumour growth inhibition when VEGF was knocked down in cell culture then 

the cells were inoculated into mice and led to reduced tumour formation (Detwiller et al., 

2005, Tao et al., 2005, Wang et al., 2008). There have been several studies reporting reduced 

tumour volume when using siRNA targeting the VEGF pathway including reports of IV
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injection of naked VEGF siRNA (Pilleur et al., 2003); targeted nanoparticle delivery of VEGFR2 

siRNA (Schiffelers et al., 2004); IT administration of PEI complexed with a plasmid encoding 

VEGF siRNA (Niola et al., 2006, Takei et al., 2004); IT injection of naked plasmid encoding 

VEGF siRNA (He et al., 2008, Wannenes et al., 2005); IT injection of atelocollagen and VEGF 

(Takei et al., 2004); local administration of VEGF siRNA non-covalently complexed with 

cholesteryl oligo-d-arginine (Kim et al., 2006); adenovirus expressing VEGF siRNA (Yoo et al.,

2007); IT injection of complexes formed with water soluble lipopolymer (WSLP) and VEGF 

siRNA (Kim et al., 2007b); electroporation of VEGF siRNA directly into tumours (Takei et al.,

2008); IT injection of poly (dl-lactic/glycolic acid) (PLGA) microspheres encapsulating anti- 

VEGF siRNA with a carrier (arginine or branched polyethylenimine) (Murata et al., 2008); IT 

administration of VEGF-specific siRNAs modified with 2'-deoxy complexed with a liposome 

delivery system and ultrasound exposure (Chen et al., 2008); and IT and IV administration of 

VEGF siRNA-PEG/PEI polyelectrolyte complex (PEC) micelles (Kim et al., 2008). There has 

been a variety of different delivery systems employed and early studies report RNAi following 

administration of naked DNA and siRNA. Furthermore, the amount of siRNA (or plasmid) and 

the dosing regimen varied considerably, from single administration to thrice weekly 

injections for several weeks.
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Table 1.4: Anti-Angiogenic Drugs for the Treatment of Cancer

$
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Drug

Avastin®
(bevacizumab)

Sutent®
(Sunitinib/ 
SU11248)

Nexavar*
(Sorafenib)

VEGF-Trap
(Aflibercept)

Zactima™
(Vandetanib/

ZD6474)

Glivec®
(Gleevec®)
(imatinib)

Mechansim

humanised mAb that 
binds VEGF and 
blocks signalling 
through VEGFR

multi-kinase 
inhibitor, including 
VEGFR and PDGFR

multi-kinase 
inhibitor; uniquely 
targets the MAP 
kinase pathway

fusion protein 
designed to bind all 
forms of VEGF-A as 
well as PEG F

tyrosine-kinase 
inhibitor for VEGFR2 
and EGFR

tyrosine-kinase 
inhibitor for VEGFR2 
and EGFR

Clinical Status

Approved for treatment of metastatic 
colorectal cancer, NSCLC, metastatic breast 
cancer,glioblastoma and metastatic RCC, 
both as an individual treatment and in 
combination with chemotherapeutic drugs

Approved for treatment of advanced RCC 
and gastrointestinal stromal tumour. Several 
Phase 11/111 trials underway for 
combinatorial therapy

Approved for treatment of advanced RCC 
and hepatocellular carcinoma; several 
clinical trials ongoing for combinatorial 
therapy

Phase III trials in combination with 
chemotherapeutic agents for the treatment 
of prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer, NSCLC 
and colorectal cancer

New Drug Application (NDA) [submited )un 
2009] has been withdrawn [Oct 2009] for 
NSCLC in combination with chemotherapy; 
Ongoing Phase III results due 2010; 
currently in Phase 11/111 for treatment of 
thyroid cancer

Approved for chronic myeloid leukaemia, 
gastrointestinal stromal tumour; 
investigated for use against other forms of 
cancer

Company

Genentech, Inc 
WWW. a vastin. com

Pfizer
www.sutentcom

Bayer Healthcare 
www.nexavar.com

Regeneron
www.regeneron.com

A.straZeneca pic. 
wwwAstrazen eca. com

Novartis AG 
www.glivec.com

VF.GF vascular endothelia l g ro w th  fa c to r; VFGFR vascular endothelia l cell g ro w th  fa c to r  receptor; NSCLC. 
non-sm all cell lung cancer; RCC rena l cell carcinom a; PDGFR pla te le t-derived g ro w th  fa c to r  receptor; FGFR 
ep iderm al g ro w th  fa c to r  receptor; MAP m itogen-activated pro te in  kinase; PLGF p lacenta l g ro w th  fa c to r

Q Nothing is ever as easy as it seems 

One interesting observation that came from studying the effect of anti-angiogenic therapy 

was the temporary 'normalisation' of tumour vasculature (Jain, 2005). It would seem logical 

that treatment of vessels with an anti-angiogenic agent would result in the deprivation of 

oxygen and nutrients which in turn would create a hypoxic environment, thus rendering 

tumour cells resistant to conventional therapies like chemotherapy. In contrast to this 

expected outcome, the effects of treatments following anti-angiogenic therapy were actually 

improved in some cases (Hicklin and Ellis, 2005). The hypothesis is that by temporarily 

normalising the vasculature, there is improved delivery to cancer cells. There is evidence 

both for and against: for example by normalising the vasculature, the leakiness of the vessel
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wall would be lost and the uptake of therapeutic agents designed to exploit this leakiness 

would be prevented (Fenton et al., 2004, Ma et al., 2001, Murata et al., 1997).

Additionally, it is not known whether markers specific to tumour vessels would be lost, 

thereby limiting specific binding of targeting molecules. Encouraging reports, however, claim 

that uptake of a radioactive tracer two weeks after bevacizumab treatment was not 

decreased (Willett et al., 2004). This is an exciting and complicated area of study and 

suggests that investigation into optimising scheduling of combinatorial regimes could 

markedly improve existing therapies.

Very recently, two studies have been published which call into question the overall 

therapeutic benefit of anti-angiogenic strategies (Ebos et al., 2009, Paez-Ribes et al., 2009). 

Both groups found that in pre-clinical mouse models of solid and metastatic tumours, 

treatment with VEGF-targeted drugs inhibited growth of the primary tumour. However the 

overall survival was decreased as a result of increased tumour invasiveness and subsequent 

metastasis. Furthermore, pre-treatment with sunitinib in non-tumour-bearing mice led to 

faster, more aggressive metastasis when tumour cells were injected IV as compared to mice 

that did not receive the pre-treatment (Ebos et al., 2009, Paez-Ribes et al., 2009).

In a clinical setting, the efficacy of anti-angiogenic treatments is continually being 

improved through studies addressing dosing and administration regimes as well as the 

exploration of combinatorial studies with chemotherapeutic agents Continued research into 

the molecular events within the tumour microenvironment, as well as the long term effects 

of anti-angiogenic therapies is necessary in order to improve patient prognosis through the 

design of better drugs as well as improving the timing and dosing regimen of combinatorial 

strategies.

1.2.3 Combinatorial Therapy

There are two different strategies to increase the therapeutic potential of siRNA. The first is 

the co-administration of siRNA with conventional chemotherapeutic drugs to overcome 

chemosensitivity. It is common for tumours to acquire resistance to chemotherapeutic 

agents; however by using siRNA in combination with conventional drugs, improvement in 

therapeutic efficacy has been demonstrated. SiRNA has been used in combination with drugs 

such as doxorubicin and paclitaxel to reduce chemosensitivity (Chen et al., 2009a, Chen et al., 

2009c, Dong et al., 2009, Lage, 2009, Liu et al., 2009, MacDiarmid et al., 2009) and is also 

playing a significant role in identifying genes involved in acquired resistance.
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The second strategy is the co-delivery of multiple siRNA sequences with different 

gene targets. Combinations of siRNA have been used to target different genes to elicit the 

same therapeutic outcome, such as in the work by Khoury and colleagues. In a murine model 

of arthritis they used three siRNAs to produce an anti-inflammatory response by targeting 

interleukin-1 (IL-1), IL-6, and IL-18, and reported a greater effect when the siRNAs were co

administered as compared to individual treatments (Khoury et al., 2008). Similarly, Shibata et 

al. targeted two different VEGF genes to reduce lymph node and lung métastasés in a murine 

breast cancer model (Shibata et al., 2008). In another approach, particularly relevant to 

cancer therapy, Li and co-workers used siRNA to target three different genes (MDM2, c-myc, 

and VEGF) to reduce lung métastasés in a murine model (Li et al., 2008).

The advent of RNA interference has simultaneously revealed novel targets for cancer 

therapy and demonstrated its effectiveness as a therapeutic agent by targeting these genes. 

Early studies suggest that siRNA can be used to overcome chemoresistance. Moreover, using 

combinations of siRNA to knockdown multiple targets is an exciting new prospect in the 

treatment of solid tumours.
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1.3 Delivery systems for RNAi Effector Molecules

1.3.1 History and Overview

The one recurring problem faced when using siRNA therapeutically is lack of a specific, robust 

delivery system. In C elegans, microinjection of dsRNA into the gonads was sufficient to 

silence genes into the FI progeny, as was soaking the nematodes in a solution containing 

siRNA or keeping them on agar plates with bacteria that expressed dsRNA (Timmons et al., 

2001, Timmons and Fire, 1998). Unfortunately, in mammalian cell culture, uptake of siRNA is 

not readily feasible. Eibashir and colleagues reported the uptake of naked siRNA in various 

cell lines (Eibashir et al., 2001), however direct application of naked siRNA is expensive and 

suffers from instability due to degradation by serum nucleases. The role of a carrier is to 

protect the siRNA from degradation as well as promote cellular uptake, but it needs to permit 

intracellular release of the siRNA.

The same challenges have been encountered for previous nucleic acid-mediated 

therapies. Gene therapy by pDNA, as well as antisense and ribozymes therapeutic strategies 

all suffer from the lack of an appropriate delivery system. However, a great resource of 

validated delivery systems as well as considerable evaluation of the properties required for 

designing novel delivery systems has come from these earlier studies.

The high molecular weight (14 kDa) and the net negative charge of siRNA hinders 

cellular uptake, as is the case with other nucleic acids (plasmid DNA, ODNs). Interestingly, 

hydrodynamic injection of naked siRNA has shown promise in mouse models (McCaffrey et 

al., 2002). The rapid, high pressure tail vein injection of a naked siRNA solution can lead to 

silencing in liver, kidney, lung, pancreas and spleen (Braasch et al., 2004), however this is not 

without side effects and it is not practicable for human therapy (Lewis et al., 2002). IV 

injection and local delivery of naked siRNAs has also produced encouraging results. The 

therapeutic siRNAs being clinically investigated for AMD were administered locally, by intra- 

vitreal injection. Intraperitoneal (IP) injection of unmodified, naked siRNA has also shown 

promise in a murine xenograft model of pancreatic cancer reducing tumour size by over 50% 

following daily IP injections (Ocker et al., 2005). Recently, Quark Pharmaceuticals has sought 

to exploit the pharmacokinetics of IV administered naked siRNA by targeting the kidneys with 

QPI-1002 (formerly AKIi-5 or I5NP), silencing p53 to prevent ischemia/reperfusion-induced 

acute kidney injury.

IV administration is one of the most clinically relevant delivery routes for treatment of 

solid tumours, particularly when considering the potential for treating deep seated, 

metastatic tumours. IV administered siRNA molecules have a blood half life of just minutes
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and are rapidly excreted through kidneys (Soutschek et a!., 2004), however blunt 19-mers 

with 2'-0-methyl modifications for example have been made to siRNA and show increasing 

stability in vivo (Czauderna et al., 2003). It is possible to make various modifications to the 

si RNA; however this must be balanced with biological functionality. Improved siRNA 

molecules are potentially useful when used locally and perhaps systemically, however 

specific targeting of the naked siRNA molecules has yet to be conclusively described.

There has been considerable innovation in cell transfection strategies when using 

pDNA, antisense oligonucleotides and viral vectors (Rettig and Rice, 2007, White et al., 2007). 

Delivery of siRNA has either been by physical means, i.e. electroporation or hydrodynamic 

injection, or with delivery vehicles originally designed and optimised for use with plasmid 

DNA or ASOs. The difference in size and stability of siRNA has meant that not all previously 

used delivery systems are suitable for siRNA. This is evidenced by several companies 

reformulating existing transfection agents such as Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) to make 

specific siRNA delivery vehicles, i.e. Lipofectamine RNAi-Max.

1.3.2 Viral Vectors

Virus-encoded shRNA has been demonstrated for in vitro and in vivo gene silencing. Viruses 

are used to express shRNA in the same way as if they were introducing transgenes into cells 

except the inserted sequence is much shorter, typically around 70 bases and its transcript 

forms a hairpin structure. Short hairpin RNAs have been shown to mediate a greater degree 

of silencing than siRNA targeting the same sequences. This could be because the product 

generated by Dicer cleavage of the shRNA is more efficient in the RNA interference pathway; 

however as the molecular mechanism of RNAi is further elucidated, more effective si RNA 

sequences are being designed. Once again, delivery seems to be the primary challenge. 

Exploiting the ability of viruses to infect cells and either express their encoded shRNAs (e.g. 

adenoviruses) or integrate into the host genome (retroviruses and lentiviruses) overcomes 

the problem of delivery. Furthermore, modifications can be made to the virus to render it 

replication-deficient to improve safety.

As an in vitro tool for gene silencing studies, viral vectors are often the vehicle of 

choice because of their very high transfection efficiency and ease of use (Osten et al., 2007). 

It has been possible to obtain high transfection efficiency with almost complete knockdown 

of mRNA using virally-encoded shRNA (Yoo et al., 2007, Li et al., 2006). There are other 

advantages to using vector-encoded shRNA to mediate silencing, such as the ability to stably 

transfect cells through the use of drug selection genes in the vector or a co transfected 

vector, as well as the potential to develop inducible expression systems. Several different
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viruses have been used for delivery of shRNA. Adenoviruses (Ad), adeno-associated viruses 

(AAV), herpes simplex viruses (HSV) and lentiviruses have all been used in pre-clinical studies 

of gene silencing. Viral vectors expressing shRNA have been used in vivo targeting diseases 

such as hepatitis (Chen et al., 2009b, Giering et al., 2008, Li et al., 2009, Sakamoto et al., 

2008, Shiomai et al., 2009); neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer's Disease (Hong 

et al., 2006, Rodriguez-Lebron et al., 2009); Huntington's Disease (Franich et al., 2008, Huang 

et al., 2007); and ALS (Xia et al., 2006); and cancer (Lee et al., 2009, Zhang et al., 2009a, 

Deharvengt et al., 2009, Xu et al., 2009).

There are however inherent problems to viral delivery and until these are corrected 

viruses are unlikely to be approved for human use. There are currently hundreds of clinical 

trials exploring the potential for viral vectors; however to date, there is only one viral vector 

approved for clinical use (Gendicine™). Adverse immune response to adenovirus in clinical 

trials continues to exert severe repercussions to the field of gene therapy. Although 

considerable improvements have been achieved there is still vector-mediated 

immunogenicity associated with their use (Check, 2003, Hollon, 2000). Furthermore, the 

perception of negative safety issues continues to overshadow their effectiveness and as such 

it is only through continued demonstration of safety and efficacy in clinical trials that they 

will be able to fulfil their potential as delivery vehicles for nucleic acid based therapies.

1.3.3 Non-viral

1.3.3.1 Atelocollagen

Atelocollagen is a highly-purified, pepsin-treated type I collagen from calf dermis. It is used 

clinically in tissue engineering as a bone cartilage substitute as well as in wound healing; it 

has low immunogenicity and promotes cellular uptake of nucleic acids as well as conferring 

nuclease resistance (Ochiya et al., 2001). Takei et al. used atelocollagen to deliver siRNA 

targeting VEGF by IT injection into a mouse prostate xenograft (Takei et al., 2004). By using 

fluorescently and radioactively labelled si RNA, they were able to demonstrate that the siRNA 

persisted in the tumour for at least 7 days, suggesting the atelocollagen prolonged siRNA 

half-life. Moreover, they demonstrated dose-dependent growth inhibition and a 

corresponding decrease in tumour VEGF levels. Shortly thereafter, the IV injection of 

atelocollagen/siRNA complex was shown to reduce bone metastasis (Takeshita et al., 2005).

Subsequent studies have further demonstrated the ability of atelocollagen to 

functionally deliver siRNA to elicit an anti-tumoural response by targeting midkine (MK), a 

heparin binding growth factor in prostate cancer xenograft (Takei et al., 2006); human 

papilloma virus (HPV) in a cervical carcinoma xenograft (Fujii et al., 2006, Yamato et al.,
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2008); and more recently by targeting Polo-like kinase 1 (PLKl) to reduce liver metastasis in a 

model of lung cancer (Kawata et al., 2008). The lack of a demonstrable immune response to 

atelocollagen/siRNA complexes as well as its ability to protect siRNA from nuclease 

degradation and encourage siRNA persistence following localised administration make this 

molecule an interesting candidate for delivering therapeutically relevant siRNA.

1.3.3.2 Carbon Nanotubes (CNT)

Positively-charged single-walled (SWN'T) and multi-walled (MWN'T) carbon nanotubes have 

been shown to facilitate cellular uptake of nucleic acids (Kateb et al., 2007, Zhang et al., 

2006, Pod esta et al., 2009). Carbon nanotubes are sheets of carbon rolled up into a single 

sheet (SWNT) or multiple concentric cylinders (MWNT). SWNT have a diameter of 0.4-3.0 nm 

and are 20-1000 nm in length whereas multi-walled structures are 1.4-100 nm in diameter 

and have a length of 1-50 pm (Williams, 2007). CNTs are being investigated for their 

usefulness in vivo to act as delivery vehicles for drugs and nucleic acids (Guo et al., 2007, 

Lacerda et al., 2006, McDevitt et al., 2007). Zhang and colleagues used functionalised SWNT 

to deliver siRNA against telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) by IT injection to achieve 

tumour growth arrest (Zhang et al., 2006). More recently, our group used functionalised 

MWNT^ to deliver a cytotoxic siRNA (siTOX) via IT injection to reduce tumour growth and 

prolong animal survival in a lung carcinoma xenograft model (Podesta et al., 2009).

It is still early days for the biological application of carbon nanotubes and much of 

the current research is focused on assessing toxicity (Kostarelos et al., 2009). Moreover, 

different carbon nanotubes with different types of functional groups are first being evaluated 

for their biocompatibility before their potential as delivery systems can be studied.

1.3.3.3 Polymers

The second most common non-viral delivery systems used for siRNA are polymers, 

Polyethylenimine (PEI), poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG), dendrimers and cyclodextrin have all 

been used to deliver siRNA in vivo. Several new polymers are being designed as delivery 

systems, although most of these are still being characterised for their interactions with siRNA 

as well as biocompatibility.

PEI is a cationic polymer that has previously been used to deliver DNA successfully in 

vivo (Abdallah et al., 1996, Coll et al., 1999). It complexes with nucleic acids non-covalently 

and has been used in many transfection and silencing experiments. The first in vivo proof of 

concept study with PEI targeted genes of the influenza virus (Ge et al., 2004). This work
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demonstrated lung accumulation and reduced viral titre following IV administration of 

PEI/siRNA complexes. Urban-Klein and colleagues complexed siRNA with low-molecular 

weight PEI (jetPEI™) to demonstrate nuclease protection for complexed versus non- 

complexed siRNA in serum as well as stability in vivo by autoradiography of ^^P-labeled siRNA 

(Urban-Klein et al., 2005). Using HER-2 specific siRNA they observed tumour shrinkage with 

PEI-HER2 siRNA compared to PEI-non-specific siRNA.

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is commonly used in combination to targeting moieties 

such as the peptide ligand Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) which mimics the integrin binding domain of 

fibronectin. Schiffelers and co-workers have used an RGD-PEG-PEI complex with mouse- 

specific VEGFR2 siRNA to successfully target tumours in vivo as well as using a mix of VEGF 

and VEGFR-1 and 2 siRNA to target neovasculature in the eye of a herpes simplex virus DNA- 

induced stromal keratinitis model of angiogenesis (Schiffelers et al., 2004). Poly(amino ester 

glycol urethane) has also been characterised as a potential carrier for siRNA (Tseng and Tang, 

2007).

The most clinically advanced polymer for siRNA delivery is the CALAA-01 system from 

Calando Pharmaceuticals (Pasadena, CA USA). This delivery system is a self-assembling 

cocktail of cyclodextrin-containing polymer (CDP), a polythethylene glycol (PEG) steric 

stabilization agent, and human transferrin (Tf) mixed with an anti-cancer siRNA (Davis, 2009). 

Its effectiveness has been demonstrated in non-human primates and Phase I trials have been 

initiated this year.
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1.3.3.4 Liposomes

Liposomes are small vesicles first discovered more than 40 years ago by Alec Bangham and 

first used to transfect cells with plasmid DNA 20 years ago (Feigner et al., 1987). Several 

proprietary commercial liposome formulations are available for transfection and liposomes 

are also relatively easy to produce in-house, making them a popular method for in vitro gene 

delivery. Liposomes are relatively easy to formulate and the transfection protocol is 

straightforward, requiring no special equipment. Liposomes are comprised of phospholipids 

that form a sphere with an aqueous core. The phospholipid bilayer can be modified through 

the incorporation of phospholipids with different properties as well as molecules that 

improve stability, alter fluidity or increase fusogenicity (Ulrich, 2002). They have a high 

transfection efficiency of over 70% in a variety of cell lines and are biocompatible and 

biodegradable (Audouy and Hoekstra, 2001). They have been used as vehicles for biological 

delivery of therapeutic agents such as vaccines (Mishra et al., 2007), antitumour drugs 

(http://www.doxil.com) and antiviral agents (Düzgüne§ et al., 1999). Gene transfection in 

vivo however has not been as successful as in vitro due to several biological barriers such as 

high clearance rates and poor uptake.

conventional targeted

m

sterically stabilized 
or'PEGylated'

targeted, sterically stabilized

Figure 1.4; Different classes of liposomes
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There are many advantages to using liposomes as a delivery system. The properties 

of the bilayer can be modified and optimised to alter the size and surface charge of the 

liposome in addition to offering biocompatibility, biodegradability and reduced toxicity (Lv et 

al., 2006). PEG can be added to the surface to create sterically stabilized, stealth liposomes 

that evade recognition by the reticuloendothelial system (RES), thereby increasing circulation 

time (Allen et al., 1991, Huang et al., 1992, Papahadjopoulos et al., 1991). Targeting 

molecules such as peptides or antibodies on the surface of the liposome can add binding 

specificity e.g. by targeting transferrin or its receptor (Cardoso et al., 2007, Neves et al., 

2009, Xu et al., 2002); folate receptor (Gabizon et al., 2009, Hofland et al., 2002); or integrins 

(Xiong et al., 2005, Zhao et al., 2009). Moreover, modifications to the bilayer can create 

delivery systems responsive to external factors such as pH (Karanth and Murthy, 2007), 

temperature (Ponce et al., 2007), and light of defined wavelengths (Wan et al., 2002). 

Encapsulating drugs into liposomes improves pharmacokinetics and reduces tissue toxicity 

(Cattel et al., 2004). A schematic representation of the different classes of liposomes, 

conventional, sterically stabilized and targeted is depicted in Figure 1.4.

Much is known of cationic liposome biodistribution, blood clearance and mechanism 

of uptake. Systemic delivery results in rapid blood clearance (within minutes) to the lung, 

liver and spleen -the  so-called 'first pass' effect- by RES activation (Litzinger et al., 1996, 

Yeeprae et al., 2006). Previous experiments have shown in vivo gene expression in the 'first 

pass' organs (Liu et al., 1995, Zhu et al., 1993, Liu et al., 1997b, Hofland et al., 1997, Mohr et 

al., 2001) as well as in tumours (Lesoon-Wood et al., 1995, Liu et al., 1999, Ramesh et al., 

2001) following plasmid delivery by cationic liposomes. Cationic liposomes are a promising 

delivery system for siRNA because they form complexes through electrostatic interactions 

and are taken up by tumour endothelial cells preferentially over other types of liposomes 

(Campbell et al., 2002, Thurston et al., 1998). The physico-chemical properties of the 

liposome:DNA complex (so-called 'lipoplex') and liposomerODN complex have been studied 

extensively and shown that the size and structure (Koltover et al., 1998, Lin et al., 2000), Ç 

potential (Almofti et al., 2003) and inclusion of cholesterol or the helper lipid DOPE (Hirsch- 

Lerner et al., 2005) all affect cellular uptake of nucleic acids.

More recently, work has begun to characterise the liposome:siRNA complex 

(Spagnou et al., 2004). Due to structural similarities, the association of siRNA with the 

liposome as well as the resulting nanostructure will be more similar to ODNs than pDNA. 

Improvements and modifications to liposomal delivery vehicles have resulted in several in 

vivo reports of siRNA silencing (Khoury et al., 2006, Santel et al., 2006a, Santel et al., 2006b).
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Chapter II: 
Project Aims & Hypotheses
RNA interference is a powerful strategy for knocking down gene expression. This technology 

has revolutionized functional genomics by enabling the rapid, inexpensive silencing of any 

sequence in the genome. Furthermore, it has revealed novel targets for disease treatment 

and enabled the molecular mechanisms of existing therapeutic agents to be better 

understood. RNAi technology has rapidly progressed into a therapeutically viable modality. 

The pace at which siRNA has gone from being a novel silencing mechanism in C. elegans into a 

clinically-relevant therapeutic modality has been staggering; however this rapid development 

has been paramount to revealing the inherent limitations of this novel technology. Previous 

approaches to introduce foreign nucleic acids have demonstrated poor cellular uptake of 

naked sequences due to their anionic content, relatively large molecular weight and 

instability in the biological milieu. Delivery vehicles can overcome these challenges and 

facilitate uptake. Liposomes are clinically validated delivery systems that offer low toxicity, 

biocompatibility and biodegradability.

Ÿ  = phospholipid = siRNA PEG

Figure 2.1 Schematic representations of Liposome/siRNA complexes. {L to R) Cationic liposomes 
coated with siRNA; PEGylated liposomes with siRNA associated with the cationic surface disrupted 
by the inclusion of PEG; and PEGylated liposomes encapsulating and coated with siRNA.

The work presented herein focuses on the physico-chemical characterisation and 

biological consequences of the interactions between siRNA and both conventional and 

PEGylated cationic liposomes as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The main aims of this study are to 

evaluate the complexes formed between liposomes and siRNA and develop these complexes 

to improve their ability to functionally deliver siRNA. Three different cationic liposome/siRNA
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systems have been used in this study: conventional cationic liposomes mixed with siRNA; 

PEGylated liposomes mixed with siRNA; and PEGylated liposomes encapsulating siRNA (Figure 

2.1). The net cationic charge enables electrostatic interaction with siRNA and the use of a 

delivery system can provide protection from serum nucleases as well as facilitate cellular 

uptake. Moreover, cationic liposomes have been demonstrated to preferentially localise to 

the tumour vasculature and as such, this was exploited as a mechanism for passive uptake of 

therapeutic siRNA.

The siRNA sequences used in this study were designed to have two different, 

complementary therapeutic effects: induce cytotoxicity and block angiogenesis. This 

combinatorial strategy is a novel approach to developing siRNA therapeutics. Figure 2.2 

depicts the physiological targets of the therapeutic siRNA sequences.

L/siPLKl targets 
cancer cells

l./s iF lkl targets 
cndulhelial cells

^  Liposome/siRNA 
#  complexesIV injection to 

tumour bearing mice

Figure 2.2 Schematic of the physiological targets of therapeutic siRNA. Liposome/siRNA complexes 
contained siRNA specific to Flkl or PLKl to induce anti-angiogenic and cytotoxic responses, 
respectively.

We hypothesized that siRNA could be used to target Flkl in order to knockdown 

VEGFR2 and induce an anti-angiogenic response in tumour vasculature. Furthermore, siRNA 

sequences could be used to induce a cytotoxic effect to promote apoptosis in cancer cells. 

Throughout this work, liposome/siRNA complexes were systematically evaluated in an 

attempt to optimise therapeutic potential. In addition to using single-target siRNAs, we 

hypothesised that two siRNAs could be combined to create a therapeutic cocktail for dual 

targeting of both endothelial and cancer cells.
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Chapter III: Materials & Methods
3.1 Materials

l,2-dioleoyI-3-trimethylammonium-propane (chloride salt) (DOTAP) and 1,2-distearoyl-sn- 

glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N [methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (ammonium salt) 

(DSPE-PEG2000) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, USA. Cholesterol was purchased 

from Sigma, UK. All chemicals and solvents, unless otherwise specified were purchased from 

Sigma, UK. MWNTs were purchased from Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials Inc. 

(Houston, TX; Lot #1240XH, 95%).

A SMARTpool® of four (#5-8) synthetic, short interfering RNA sequences targeting the 

murine VEGFR2 gene, Flk-1 (referred to as siFlkl throughout) and the proprietary cytotoxic 

siCONTROL® TOX (siTOX) were purchased from Dharmacon, USA. Negative siRNA (siNEG) 

(#SR-CL000-005) and a bespoke siRNA specific to Polo-like kinase 1 (siPLKl) were purchased 

from Eurogentec, Belgium. Silencer® Select GAPDH Positive Control siRNA (siGAPDH) with 

cross reactivity with human, mouse and rat sequences was purchased from Ambion, Inc 

(#4390849). The sequences for siFIk and siPLKI are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: siRNA sequences

Sense

si F lk l/5  5'-G UACCGGG ACG UCG ACAU AU U-3' 

siFlkl/6 5'-CCGGAAAUCUGGAGAAUCAUU-3' 

siFlkl/7 5'-GCGGAGACGCUCUUCAUAAUU-3' 

slFlkl/8 5'-GUUGUAGGAUAUAGGAUUUUU-3' 

SiPLKl 5'-CCUUGAUGAAGAAGAUCACUU-3'

Antisense

5'-UAUGUCGACGUCCCGGUACUU-3' 

5'-UGAUUCUCCAGAUUUCCGGUU-3' 

5'-UUAUGAAGAGCGUCUCCGCUU-3' 

5'-AAAUCCUAUAUCCUACAACUU-3' 

5 -GUGAUCUUCUUCAUCAAGGUU-3'
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Liposome Preparation

Liposomes were prepared using the Lipid Film Hydration Method as outlined in Figure 3.1. 

DOTAP and cholesterol (2:1 molar ratio) were dissolved in chloroform;methanol (4:1 

v/v),then the solvent was evaporated under pressure for 30 minutes at 40"C using a rotary 

evaporator (Biichi, Switzerland). The lipid film was flushed with a stream of N2 to remove 

any trace of organic solvent then hydrated with 5% (w/v) sterile filtered dextrose (D5W) to 

produce large, multilamellar liposomes (MLVs). MLVs were reduced to small unilamellar 

vesicles (SUVs) by sonication for 1 minute in an ultrasound water bath (Model #USC300TH, 

VWR, UK) then extruded twice through a 0.2 micron Anotop 10 syringe filter (Whatman, UK). 

The liposome solution was incubated at room temperature for a minimum of 30 minutes to 

allow stabilisation. Liposomes were routinely prepared at final DOTAP concentrations of 2-8 

mM without affecting the physico-chemical properties.

Hydiale film in 5% 
dextrose to generate MLVsDOTAP: Choi dissolved in 

Chloroform/McOII

Evaporate solvent 
under pressure to 
produceathin 
lipid film

Sonicate & extrude liposome 
solution to produce SUVi

Figure 3.1: liposome preparation using the Lipid Film Hydration Method 

3.2.2 Size and surface charge measurements

Liposomes were characterised by measuring mean particle diameter (size) and ( potential 

(surface charge) using the Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, UK). Dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) at 90", also known as Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS) was used to 

measure liposome size. Liposomes were diluted into D5W to give a final volume of ImL; 

disposable cuvettes (Sarstedt, UK) were used for size measurements. Polydispersity index 

(Pdl) indicates the homogeneity of the liposome population. Micro electrophoresis was used 

to determine Z, potential. Liposomes we diluted in D5W to a final volume of ImL and
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measured in disposable zeta cuvettes (Malvern Instruments, UK). Liposome size [diameter in 

nanometers (nm)] and surface charge [zeta potential in millivolts (mV)] are expressed as the 

mean of triplicate measurements for each preparation. Representative measurements used 

throughout this thesis were calculated from at least six separate liposome preparations ±  

standard deviation (SD).

3.2.3 DOTAP:Chol/siRNA Complex Formation

Complexes of siRNA and cationic liposome were prepared based on charge ratio. Charge 

ratios were calculated from positively charged nitrogen (N) from DOTAP and negatively 

charged phosphate (P) from nucleic acid and expressed as 'N/P'. The w /w  equivalent of 1:1 

N/P is 2.12 jig DOTAP: 1 |ig siRNA. Complexes were prepared over a range of charge ratios 

(N/P = 1:1 - 8:1). Each component was diluted in 50% final volume of D5W then the siRNA 

was added to the liposome by rapid mixing followed by incubation at room temperature for 

20-30 minutes to allow the complex to stabilise.

L/siRNA complexes for in vitro and in vivo experiments were prepared using aseptic 

techniques with RNase-free plasticware. Lipid films were transferred to a Class 2 laminar 

flow hood and hydrated with RNase-free D5W. D5W and dH20 were made RNase-free by 

treating dHzO with 0.1% diethylpolycarbonate (DEPC) (Sigma, UK) for a minimum to 2 hours, 

or overnight then by autoclaving at 121“C for 20 minutes. DEPC is a strong inhibitor of 

RNase; it interacts with the active site of the enzyme and is hydrolysed to ethanol and carbon 

dioxide when autoclaved so has minimal impact in downstream applications.

3.2.4 Electrophoretic Motility Shift Assay

Agarose (Ultra Pu re™, Invitrogen, UK) gels were prepared by dissolving agarose (1% w/v) in 

0.5X TBE (44.5 mM Tris, 44.5 mM boric acid, 1 mM EDTA) and boiling until completely 

dissolved. Once the solution cooled to about 65°C, ethidium bromide (EtBr) was added (0.5 

pg/mL) and the gel was cast and allowed to solidify at room temperature. Samples were 

prepared with 6X loading buffer (6 mM EDTA, 300 mM NaOH, 18% Ficoll, 0.15% Bromocresol 

green, 0.25% xylene cyanol). Gels were run in 0.5X TBE buffer at 70 volts for 45 minutes. 

Bands were visualized by UV illumination and images captured using the Syngene G:BOX 

running GeneSnap software (Syngene, UK).
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3.2.5 Serum Stability Study

Liposome/siRNA complexes were prepared as described in Section 3.2. After complexes were 

incubated for 20m, an equal volume of serum was added to the samples to yield 50% (v/v) 

FBS final concentration. Samples were transferred to a 37“C waterbath and incubated for 

30m-24h. Samples were briefly centrifuged and loading dye was added immediately before 

loading onto agarose gel.

3.2.6 Preparation of Liposomes and Liposome/siRNA complexes for Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

Atomic force microscopy: All samples (liposomes and liposome/siRNA complexes) were 

prepared at 2 mM DOTAP. Approximately 20 pL of the complex was deposited on the surface 

of freshly cleaved mica (Agar Scientific, Essex, UK), and allowed to adsorb for 5 minutes. 

Unbound structures were removed by washing with 0.22 pm filtered deionized H2O, and 

dried under a nitrogen stream. Imaging was carried out in Tapping Mode using a Multimode 

AFM, E-type scanner. Nanoscope IV controller. Nanoscope 5.12b control software (Veeco, 

Cambridge, UK) and a silicon tapping tip, made of crystallized silicon (NSGOl, NTI-Europe, 

Apeldoorn, The Netherlands) of curvature radius of 10 nm. The tip was mounted on tapping

mode silicon cantilever with a typical resonant frequency of 150 kHz and a force constant of

5.5 N/m, to image 5 pm x 5  pm square areas of the mica surface, with a resolution of 512 x 

512 pixels and a scan rate of 1 Hz. All AFM images were performed in air. AFM imaging was 

performed by Mr. Bowen Tian, Nanomedicine Lab, The School of Pharmacy.

Transmission electron microscopy: A drop of the suspension (2 mM) was placed on a grid 

with a support film of Formvar/carbon, excess material was blotted off with a filter paper and 

the complexes were examined, without being negatively stained, under a FEI CM120 BioTwin 

Transmission Electron Microscope (Einhoven, Netherlands) using a Lab6 emitter. Images were 

captured using an AMT Digital Camera. TEM imaging was performed by Mr. David McCarthy, 

Microscopy Specialist, The School of Pharmacy.

3.2.7 Cell Culture

Cell lines for in vitro experiments:

A549: (CCL-185™, ATCC) human lung carcinoma cell line

SVEC 4-10: (kind gift from AstraZeneca) mouse lymph node endothelial cell line that has been 

demonstrated to express endothelial cell markers. These cells express the cell surface major
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histocompatibility complex class I antigen, H-2 k. Interferon gamma (IFN-gamma) induces 

expression of MHC class II antigen in a time course identical to that of normal endothelial 

cells. The cells express vascular cell adhesion molecule (VCAM), and stain positively for SV40 

T antigen. Tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNF alpha) induces SVEC4-10 to undergo reversible 

transition to a spindle-shaped morphology. (ATCC catalogue number CRL-2181™)

2F2B: (Kind gift from AstraZeneca) mouse lymph node endothelial cell line

BIODIO: (Kind gift from AstraZeneca) mouse lung capillary cell line

NIH3T3: (CRL-1658™, ATCC) mouse fibroblast cell line

HeLa: (CCL-2™, ATCC) immortal human cervical carcinoma

MCF7: (HTB-22, ATCC) human breast carcinoma

C33a: (HTB-31, ATCC) human cervical carcinoma

Tumourigenic Cell Lines:

B16-F10: (DCTD Tumor Repository, National Cancer Institute at Frederick, MD, USA) mouse 

melanoma cell line; form syngeneic metastatic tumours in C57BL/6 strain of mouse 

Calu 6: (Kind gift from AstraZeneca) human pulmonary adenocarcinoma cells; form human 

xenograft tumours when inoculated 50:50 with Matrigel in nude mice

A549, 2F2B, SVEC 4-10, BlODlO and NIH3T3 cells were maintained in high glucose 

(4.5 g/L) DMEM (#41966-029) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS; E.U. 

approved, heat-inactivated), 50 U/mL penicillin, 50 pg/mL streptomycin and 1% non-essential 

amino acids. Calu-6 and B16-F10 cells were cultured in Advanced RPMI (#12633-012) 

supplemented with 10% FBS, 50 U/mL penicillin, 50 pg/mL streptomycin and 1% L-glutamine 

HeLa, C33a and MCF7 cells were grown in MEM (#31095-052), 10% FBS, 50 U/mL penicillin, 

50 pg/mL streptomycin. All cells were maintained at 37®C, 5% CO; in a humidified 

atmosphere. Culture medium, FBS, supplements and PBS were supplied by Invitrogen 

(Fisher, UK). Cells were kept in culture for a maximum of 10 passages in filtered, angled-neck 

tissue culture flasks (Corning).

All cell lines were sub-cultured before reaching 80-90% confluence. Media was 

removed and cells were gently washed in an excess of pre-warmed, sterile PBS to remove 

debris from dead cells and traces of serum. Pre-warmed 0.05% Trypsin-EDTA was added to 

cover the cells (approximately lmL/T-75 flask) and incubated for 30-60 seconds (A549 cell 

required longer trypsinization, approximately 3 min) or until the cells had rounded up but not 

detached. Cells were physically disrupted by gently tapping the sides of the flask to prevent 

over-trypsinization. An equal volume of 10% serum-containing medium was added to
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neutralise the trypsin. Cell clumps were disrupted by gentle trituration using a narrow-bore 

sterile pipette. A 10 pL cell suspension was pipetted onto an improved Neubauer 

haemocytometer and the four corner grids were counted and averaged to calculate the 

number of cells per millilitre. Seeding densities were determined empirically. Each cell line 

was seeded into multi-well plates over a range of densities and confluence was assessed 

after 24,48  and 72 hours. Cells were then routinely seeded at the density which yielded the 

desired confluence at time of use.

3.2.8 Real Time RT-PCR

3.2.8.1 RNA Extraction

All solutions and plasticware were RNase-free. RNA was extracted from cells using TRIzol 

Reagent (Invitrogen, UK). Media was removed from a confluent T-75 cm  ̂ flask and 1 m l 

TRIzol was added; cells were not washed to minimise RNA degradation. Cells were scraped 

and transferred to a microfuge tube. 200 pi chloroform was added to each tube, samples 

vortexed for 15 seconds and incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature before 

centrifuging at 13000 rpm, 4°C. The top, aqueous phase was transferred to a fresh tube and 

Im L isopropanol was added to precipitate RNA. Samples were incubated at -20"C to improve 

yield before centrifugation for 10 minutes (13000 rpm, 4"C). The supernatant was gently 

decanted and the RNA pellet was washed with 70% ethanol (v/v prepared with RNase-free 

dHzO) and air dried for 30 minutes. Pellets were resuspended in 50 pi RNase-free dHgO and 

stored at -70“C until use.

3.2.5.2 cDNA Synthesis

QuantiTect Reverse transcriptase kit (Qiagen) was used as per manufacturer's protocol for 

cDNA synthesis. RNA was treated with gDNA wipeout buffer (2 minutes at 42°C) to remove 

contaminating genomic DNA before incubation at 42°C with a mix of oligo-dT and random 

primers and reverse transcriptase in the presence of RNase inhibitor for 15 minutes. Samples 

were quickly transferred to 95"C for 2 minutes to inactivate the enzyme and to remove 

secondary structures that may have formed. Samples were stored at -20“C.
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3.2.8.S PCR Reaction Conditions

Primers were designed to amplify murine Flk-1, GAPDH and p-actin genes. Three primer 

pairs for each gene were used to generate amplicons of different lengths with the aim of 

obtaining a panel of primers which could be used reproducibly under the same conditions 

and at comparable efficiencies. Primers were designed against published cDNA sequences. 

Appendix 1 details the primer sequences, gene accession number, amplicon size and location 

within the cDNA sequence for the primer pairs used for PCR.

PCR was performed using the iCycler (BioRad, UK) with QuantiTect Sybr Green (Qiagen, 

UK) in a 25 pi reaction using the following optimised conditions: hot start of 95“C for 15m 

followed by 40 cycles at 94®C for 30s, 52“C for 30s and 72°C for 30s. A melt curve was 

performed over the range 55-95“C in 0.5®C increments to confirm single product formation.

3.2.8A Calculation of relative mRNA levels using AACt Method 

The AACt equation can be used to estimate relative gene expression of samples when the 

primer pairs used work at the same efficiency, i.e. standard curves generated by both the 

gene of interest (GOI) and the housekeeping (HSKG) gene are parallel (Ingham et al., 2001). 

The standard curves are shown in Appendix 2. This is necessary as primers with greater or 

lesser efficiencies could, for example exhaust the polymerase and the nucleotides in the 

reaction more rapidly and it would then be necessary to calculate absolute quantities for 

amplicon production rather than looking at relative values. The cycle threshold (Ct) value for 

each sample was used to calculate relative gene expression as compared to untreated cells. 

First, the difference in cycle number (ACt) for the GOI (Flk-1) as compared to the HSKG gene 

(GAPDH or p-actin) was calculated [e.g. Flkl Ct -  GAPDH Ct = ACt]. Then the AACt was found 

by subtracting the ACt for the untreated cells from the treated cells. Relative expression 

values were determined by using the equation: 2'̂ ^̂ .̂

3.2.9 Immunofluorescence

Cells were grown on nitric acid-washed (30m nitric acid; 30m dH20; 30m methanol; 4h at 

180®C to sterilise) glass coverslips (13mm 0 , and 1.0mm thick) in 24-well plates. Media was 

aspirated from the wells and cells washed 2X pre-warmed PBS. Cells were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 15m; fixative was removed and cells washed 3X PBS. Cells were 

permeabilized in IX  TBS (50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCI; pH 7.6), 0.1% Triton X-100 for 30m and 

blocked against non-specific binding in IX  TBS, 0.1% Triton X -100,10% FBS for 30m.
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Rabbit polyclonal anti-Flk-1 (Santa Cruz) primary antibody was diluted to 200 ng/mL in 

antibody diluting buffer (IX  TBS, 0.1% Triton X -100,1% FBS) and incubated with the cells for 

2h at room temperature with gentle rocking. Cells were washed 3X TBS and incubated in the 

dark for Ih  with AlexaFluor-594 goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Molecular Probes, 

Invitrogen). Cells were washed 3X TBS and coverslips drained of excess buffer before 

mounting cell-side down in a drop of mounting media containing anti-fade (DAKO). 

Coverslips were gently pressed onto microscope slides to remove air bubbles and set for Ih  

at room temperature. Slides were stored at 4"C. Slides were warmed to room temperature 

and any excess mounting media was removed before visualisation by confocal microscopy 

using a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta (Germany).

3.2.10 p>galactosidase Assay

P-galactosidase expression was measured using the Tropix Galacto-Light™ chemiluminescent 

reporter assay (Applied Biosystems, UK). Twenty-four hours after cells were transfected with 

pCMVbeta (Clontech), media was removed and cells were washed 3X PBS. 100 pL cold lysis 

buffer was added and cells were scraped from the well and transferred to a microfuge tube 

and centrifuged for 10m at 13,000 rpm. The Galacton® chemiluminescent substrate was 

diluted 1:100 into Galacto-Light™ reaction buffer diluent immediately before use. 10 pL 

protein lysate was mixed with 200 pL Galacto-Light™ and incubated for Ih  at room 

temperature. Chemiluminescence was measured using a chemiluminescent tube 

luminometre from Berthold Technologies (UK).

3.2.11 BCA Assay

Protein concentration was determined using the BCA Assay (Pierce) as per manufacturer's 

instructions. Albumin protein standards of known concentrations were prepared to generate 

the standard curve. BCA Reagents A and B were mixed at a 50:1 ratio. 25 pL of each sample 

and each standard were pipetted into a flat-bottom microtitre plate (Corning) in triplicate. 

200 pL diluted BCA reagent was added to each well, samples were thoroughly mixed before 

incubating at 37°C for 30 min. Plates were removed from the incubator and cooled to room 

temperature before reading absorbance at 562 nm in a LUMIstar Omega plate reader (BMG 

Labtech, Germany). Protein concentration was determined from the standard curve 

prepared fresh for each assay.
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3.2.12 MTT Assay

The colourimetric MTT assay was used to measure cell viability. Yellow (3-(4,5- 

Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) is reduced by mitochondrial 

reductase in metabolically active cells to produce purple formazan. Samples can then be 

measured spectrophotometrically at wavelengths of 550-600 nm and reduction of cell 

viability caused by apoptosis or necrosis can be measured by comparison to control.

Stock MTT solution was prepared at 5 mg/mL in PBS, sterile filtered and stored in the dark 

at -20“C until use. MTT was diluted 1:6 (v/v) into cell culture medium before addition to cells 

in 96-well plate at a final volume of 120 pL Cells were incubated for up to 4h at 37°C, 5% 

CO2 . MTT solution was removed and 200 pL DMSO was added to each well to solubilise 

formazan before absorbance at 560 nm was measured on a FLUOstar Omega microplate 

reader (BMG Labtech, Germany).

3.2.13 Cell transfections

Cells were seeded the day before transfection to yield 30-40% confluence at the time of 

transfection. On the morning of transfection, media was replaced with fresh, antibiotic-free 

media containing 2% serum. Complexes (described below) were added dropwise to cells and 

incubated with cells for 6h then an equal volume of 2X serum-containing media was added to 

each well to bring the final serum concentration to 10%. The next day the complex- 

containing media was removed and replaced with fresh, full serum media.

Plasmid DNA transfections were performed using DOTAPiChol liposomes or FuGENE™ 6 

(Roche). Liposomes and pDNA were each diluted to the appropriate concentration; 

dependent on charge ratio into 50% final volume serum-free media, and pDNA (1 pg/ 35 mm 

well) was added to liposomes and mixed by rapid pipetting. L/pDNA complexes were 

incubated for 20m before being added to the cells.

FuGENE™ 6 was used as per the manufacturer's protocol at a ratio of 3:1 v/v. Briefly, 3 

pi FuGENE was added to 97 pi serum-free media, and then 1 pg pDNA was added and mixed 

rapidly. Complexes were incubated for 20m at room temperature then added dropwise onto 

cells (1 pg pDNA/35 mm well).

Liposomes and siRNA were diluted separately into 50% final volume then the siRNA 

was added to the liposomes and mixed rapidly. Complexes were incubated for 20m before 

being added to cells.
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3.2.14 Animal Models

All animal experiments were performed in compliance with the UK Home Office Code of 

Practice for the Housing and Care of Animals Used in Scientific Procedures. Animals were 

maintained on a 12h light/dark cycle with constant temperature (19-22“C), relative humidity 

(45-65%) and free access to food and water was available at all times. Mice were 

acclimatized for 7 days prior to use in experiments. Immunocompetent female CDl mice 

were purchased from Harlan, UK at age 5-6 weeks. Immunocompromised (nude) female CDl 

mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories, UK at age 6-8 weeks and caged in 

individually vented cages (IVC; Allentown, USA) in groups of four. Mice were handled 

aseptically and all procedures were carried out in a Class 2 laminar flow hood.

Xenograft tumours were established by subcutaneous inoculation with 1x10^ Calu 6 

human epithelial lung carcinoma cells mixed 1:1 with Matrigel (Becton Dickinson, UK) in 100 

pi on the left flank.

3.2.14.1 Intratumoural (IT) Administration

Intratumoral injections were performed when the tumor volume reached 0.2-0.4 cm .̂ Mice 

were anesthetized using inhalation isofluorane (Isoflo®, Abbot UK) and injected with the 

siRNA alone or the complex prepared in 5% dextrose using a 25 gauge insulin syringe (BD 

Bioscience). The needle was inserted longitudinally from the tumour edge towards the center 

of the tumor and 50 pL of the dispersion was administered slowly for 1 minute. The needle 

was held in the tumour for several minutes to prevent sample leakage. Mice were sacrificed 

by cervical dislocation when tumour volume reached 800-1000 mm^ (150 mm^ tumour area).

3.2.14.2 Intravenous (IV) Administration

Mice were pre-warmed under a heating lamp with constant vigilance then anesthetized using 

inhalation isofluorane. Injections were via tail vein using a 25 gauge insulin syringe (BD 

Bioscience). Injections were performed under normal pressure and the needle was held in 

place for at least 30 seconds following injection to ensure no loss of sample.

3.2.14.3 Tumour Volume Calculations

Tumour volume was estimated by bilateral Vernier caliper measurement three to four times 

per week and calculated using the formula (width x width) x (length) x (k / 6), where length 

was taken to be the longest measurement across the tumor.
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3.2 .15  IVIS® Live Imaging

Liposomes were labelled by adding 0.5% Dll (Invitrogen, UK) to the solvent prior to rotory 

evaporation; subsequent processing was carried out protected from light. Fluorescently 

labelled siRNA was purchased from Eurogentec. The sense strand was labelled with ATTO- 

655. Live imaging of fluorescently labelled liposomes and siRNA was performed using the 

IVIS® Imaging System 100 series (Caliper Life Sciences, USA) with filter sets for DsRed (Dil- 

liposome) and Cy5.5 (ATT0-si RNA) fluorophores. All animals used for fluorescent imaging for 

were fed a chlorophyll-free diet for at least two weeks prior to imaging to reduce gut auto

fluorescence. Optimisation of two-probe live imaging was performed to identify exposure 

times and confirm the lack of interference between the two filter channels. Animals were 

imaged before injection to identify residual auto-fluorescence above the threshold of 

background filter detection. For time-course imaging, mice were anaesthetized with 

isofluorane and tail veins were cannulated. Mice were situated on the imaging platform and 

injections were carried out simultaneously. Image capture was cycled between the DsRed 

and Cy5.5 filters at the time points indicated. Live imaging of anasethetized mice occurred 

for up to 90 minutes before the mice were allowed to recover from anaesthesia. Images 

were collected at 4h and 24h, at which point the mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation 

and the organs dissected and imaged.

3 .2 .16  Preparation & Detection of labelled liposomes

DOTAP:Cholesterol liposomes were radiolabeled by incorporation of Cholesteryl [-l- '̂^C] 

oleate (Amersham, UK). Cholesteryl [-1-^^C] oleate in toluene was added to a round bottom 

flask and the toluene evaporated under a stream of nitrogen. DOTAP and cholesterol were 

then added and the lipid film prepared as described in Section 3.2. Radioactivity was 

calculated such that 0.4 pCi was incorporated per liposome dose (212 pg DOTAP).

Mice were injected with 0.4 pCi by IV tail vein injection performed under normal 

pressure using a 28 gauge insulin syringe. Blood samples were collected in 50 pi heparinized 

capillary tubes (Fisher Scientific, UK) by tail vein puncture at the appropriate time points. 

Blood withdrawal did not exceed 10% of total blood volume per day. Mice were killed by 

cervical dislocation and exsanguinated through the inferior vena cava. Organs (lung, liver, 

kidney, spleen and tumour) were removed and washed thoroughly in distilled water and 

weighed. Whole organs or 100 mg liver and 50 pL blood were transferred to liquid
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scintillation vials. Tissues were solubilised by the addition of 1 mL Beckman tissue solubiliser 

(BTS-450, Beckman, USA) and incubated overnight at 55“C with shaking. Blood samples were 

decolourised by treatment with 0.3 mL 30% (w/v) H2O2 and 1 m l isopropanol (anti-foaming 

agent), and incubated at 55“C with shaking to expel H2O2 for a further l-3h or until the 

sample turned wheat-coloured. 20 m l Optiphase 'Safe' scintillation cocktail (Fisher Scientific, 

UK) acidified with 0.7% glacial acetic acid was added to each vial and samples were kept in 

the dark overnight to reduce chemiluminescence prior to sample counting in an LS6500 Multi- 

Purpose Scintillation Counter (Beckman Coulter, USA).

3.2.17 Histology

Paraffin embedding, tissue sectioning and H&E staining were performed by The Royal 

Veterinary College, London, UK.

3.2.18 TUNEL/PI

DeadEnd™ Fluorometric TUNEL System (Promega) was used to label apoptotic cells. Tissue 

sections were deparaffinised in Histoclear and rehydrated through graded ethanol. TUNEL 

labelling was performed as per the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, sections were 

incubated with recombinant Terminal Deoxynucleotidyl Transferase (rTdT) which catalytically 

incorporates fluorescein-12-dUTP onto the ends of nicked DNA. Cells were counterstained 

with propidium iodide to label nuclei. Apoptotic cells (labeled green) were visualised from 

the total cell population (labeled red) by confocal microscopy.

3.2.19 Statistical analysis

Statistical significance was determined using two sample, single-sided student's t  test. 

Differences were considered significant at p< 0.05 (*p<0.05; **p<0.001).
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What should a liposomal delivery 

system look like and what can it do?
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4.1 DOTAP:Cholesterol Liposomes

The physico-chemical characteristics of the liposome and the complex it forms with its cargo 

are thought to impact transfection efficiency (Kneuer et al., 2006). Liposomes formed using a 

2:1 molar ratio of DOTAP and cholesterol using the lipid film hydration method (LFHM) are 

large multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) that may be reduced in size using both sonication and 

filtration or extrusion to generate a population of small, unilamellar vesicles (SUVs). Figure

4.1.1 presents a schematic of the resulting SUVs and the surface electrostatic interaction 

when mixed with siRNA. The liposomes in this instance are pre-formed then mixed with 

siRNA which restricts siRNA from both the interior face of the liposome bilayer and aqueous 

core.

+

+

%

Figure 4.1.1: Schematic of DOTAP:Cholesterol/siRNA complex. siRNA is mixed with pre formed 
liposomes prepared using the LFHM and anionic siRNA associates with the surface of cationic 
liposomes via electrostatic interactions.
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4.1.1 Physico-Chemical Characterisation of DOTAP:ChoIesterol Liposomes

Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS) was used to measure the mean diameter and surface 

charge of the liposomes (DOTAPiChol; 2:1 molar ratio). Figure 4.1.2 shows the representative 

physico-chemical characterisation of multiple liposome preparations. The size (Figure 4.1.2, 

Panel A) expressed as mean particle diameter was 141.95 nm with a polydispersity index (Pdl) 

of 0.219. The polydispersity index represents the heterogeneity of the liposome population. 

As the liposome population is comprised of different sized particles, preparations with a Pdl 

greater than 0.3 were discarded. Furthermore, size measurements were consistent for serial 

dilutions up to 1:100, equivalent to 20 pM DOTAP. PCS was routinely performed using 400 

pM DOTAP in 1% D5W. Size measurements are represented graphically as percent intensity 

vs size in nanometers.

The zeta potential shown in Panel B (Figure 4.1.2), was measured as +47.44 mV with 

a standard deviation of 3.2 for six independent preparations. Accurate measurement of the 

net surface charge was found to be concentration dependent with dilutions above 1:5-1:10 

producing variations between multiple measurements. As such, a 1:5 dilution equivalent to 

400 pM DOTAP in 1% D5W was routinely used. The surface charge graph shows the intensity 

of kilo-counts per second vs zeta potential in mV.

To evaluate the vector further, imaging of liposome particles using AFM and TEM 

(Figure 4.1.2, Panels C and D respectively) was used to show what the liposomes look like. 

For AFM analysis, the liposomes were air dried on the mica surface which distorts their 

structure by causing the liposome to partially collapse upon its self. Despite the slight spread, 

liposomes still appear as discrete particles with a narrow range in size. Furthermore, TEM 

micrographs show the population of liposomes within the sample and confirm both the size 

as measured by PCS as well as the heterogeneity of the population. The AFM and TEM 

images also demonstrate the absence of aggregates as individual liposomes are identifiable.
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Figure 4.1.2: Physico-chemical characterisation of DOTAPiChol liposomes (2:1 molar ratio) prepared 
at 2 mM by the LFHM. Liposomes were incubated for 30m at room temperature after extrusion then 
diluted 1:5 into dHgO for size and charge measurement. A. Mean particle size (141.95 nm; Pdl 0.219) 
measured by Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS); B. (  Potential (+47.44 mV; SD 3.2) measured by 
micro electrophoresis. Data are expressed as signal intensity for both size and charge. Images are 
representative and mean values are from at least 6 independent preparations. C. AFM and D. TEM 
of 2 mM liposomes. Scale bars = SOOnm.

4.1.2 Delivery of p-galactosidase plasmid DNA reporter construct using 
DOTAP:Cholesterol liposomes to cancer and endothelial cells

In order to demonstrate that DOTAPiChol liposomes can act as a delivery system, their ability 

to functionally deliver a pDNA reporter construct was compared with the commercial 

transfection reagent FuGENE 6. Expression of the p-gal reporter construct as measured in 

relative light units (RLUs) is depicted in Figure 4.1.3. Human lung carcinoma A549 cells were 

transfected with a p-gal plasmid using either FuGENE 6 [3:1 (v/w)] or with DOTAPiChol 

liposomes complexed at charge ratios of 4 il  and 8 il N/P. Cells were mock transfected with 

empty liposomes or naked DNA to show that p-gal expression is dependent on cell uptake. 

Cells treated with the same final concentration of pDNA produced one log higher RLUs with 

DOTAPiChol liposomes as compared to FuGENE 6. Samples were normalised to protein 

concentration, measured by BCA assay.
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Figure 4.1.3: p-gal reporter assay of human carcinoma cells. A549 cells transfected with p-gal 
reporter construct using FuGENE 6 [3:1 (v/w)] or DOTAP:Chol [4:1 and 8:1 N/P]. Empty liposomes 
and naked DNA were mock transfected for comparison. Cells were assayed 24h post-transfection in 
triplicate; error bars ± SD.

Once it was established that DOTAPiChol liposomes could act as a vector for pDNA 

delivery to the human cancer A549 cells, murine endothelial SVEC 4-10 and BIODIO cells 

were transfected to assess both their ability to be transfected using cationic liposomes and 

the relative transfection efficiency compared to FuGENE 6 (Figure 4.1.4). Expression levels of 

p-gal in the murine endothelial cells, as measured by p-gal assay are comparable between 

cells treated DOTAP:Chol/pDNA and FuGENE 6/pDNA. Transfection of both SVEC 4-10 and 

BIODIO cell lines consistently showed at least a two log increase in RLUs when compared 

with the control cells for all charge ratios tested.
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Figure 4.1.4: p-gal reporter assay of mouse endothelial cells. BIODIO (black bars) and SVEC 4-10 cells 
(yellow bars) transfected with P-gal plasmid using DOTAPiChol liposomes. L/pDNA complexes 
formed at 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 and 6:1 N/P charge ratios or transfected using FuGENE 6 at 3:1 (v/w). Cells 
were assayed 24h post-transfection by P-gal assay in triplicate; error bars ± SD.

4.1.3 Are DOTAPiChol liposomes toxic to endothelial cells?

Transfection with cationic liposomes has been associated with cellular toxicity (Li et al., 1998). 

SVEC 4-10 and BlO-DlO cells mock-transfected with increasing doses of empty DOTAPiChol 

liposomes (Figure 4.1.5) did not show dose-dependent cytotoxicity as measured by MTT cell 

viability assay. Viability of mock-transfected cells was calculated as a percentage of untreated 

cells. Final liposome concentrations correspond to the amount of liposome used for siRNA 

transfections, up to the equivalent of a final siRNA concentration of 150 nM, 4:1 (N/P).

During transfection, cells were incubated in serum free (SF) or reduced serum (2% 

FCS) media. These conditions were also assayed for their effect on cell viability. BIODIO cells 

were more sensitive to a serum free environment than SVEC 4-10 cells, with a 25% decrease 

in cell viability, whereas using a reduced serum media showed no effect on cell viability in 

either cell line. Cells were treated with either 1% or 10% DMSO to induce mild or severe 

stress, respectively. Exposure to 1% DMSO consistently reduced cell viability by ~25% and 

10% DMSO consistently decreased cell viability by over 75%. Inclusion of the DMSO controls 

was used as an inter-assay control to demonstrate assay sensitivity.
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Figure 4.1.5: Effect of DOTAPiChol liposomes on endothelial cell viability. BIODIO (black bars) and 
SVEC 4-10 (yellow bars) cells were mock-transfected with empty liposomes. Cells were incubated for 
6h with: DOTAPiChol liposomes (4-24 pM DOTAP equivalent) diluted in 2% FCS; 2% FBS; serum-free 
(SF) media; or DMSO (1% and 10%). Cell viability was calculated relative to untreated cells grown in 
media containing 10% serum. n=8; error bars ± SD.

4.1.4 Physico-Chemical Characterisation of Liposome/siRNA interactions

The complex formed between cationic liposomes and nucleic acids is based on electrostatic 

interactions. To visualize the effect of charge on complex formation, L/siRNA complexes were 

subjected to electrophoresis (Figure 4.1.6, Panel A). Complexes were formed over a range of 

charge ratios [1:1-8:1 N/P] and incubated for 30 minutes prior to loading. Each complex was 

prepared using 2 pg siRNA and varying quantities of liposomes to generate the indicated 

charge ratio. The electrophoretic mobility assay was used to separate free or non-complexed 

siRNA from siRNA which is complexed to the liposome. Negatively charged siRNA migrates 

through the agarose gel and complexed siRNA remains in the well, associated with the 

liposome. DOTAPiChol liposomes have a net positive charge so would migrate towards the 

anode, however their size restricts entry into the agarose therefore the liposomes and 

L/siRNA were retained in the well. A sample of liposomes without siRNA was loaded to 

demonstrate that there is no autofluorescence and 2 pg siRNA alone was used to show that 

no siRNA remains in the well and as a comparison for migration.

For the 1:1 and 1.5:1 charge ratios, siRNA was seen both in the well and as a thick 

band migrating the same distance as free siRNA. The amount of free siRNA decreased at 

charge ratios of 2:1 and 2.5:1, evidenced by a less intense band of free siRNA. At the 3:1
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charge ratio, overexposure of the gel showed that there is a very faint band corresponding to 

free siRNA, however at higher N/P, no free siRNA was seen in the gel.

The size of complexes formed at each charge ratio was measured by PCS (Figure 

4.1.6, Panel B). Liposome/siRNA complexes were mixed and incubated for 30m before 

measurement. Naked siRNA was not included as it could not be measured accurately by PCS 

since this technique is designed for spherical molecules. The size of DOTAPiChol liposomes 

alone was 141 nm. Complexes formed at 2:1-3;1 charge ratios were significantly larger than 

at the other ratios measured. Complexes at 4:1 and higher (up to 8:1), showed a smaller 

mean diameter compared to the 2:1-3:1 N/P complexes, and approached the size of 

liposomes alone. Charge ratios of 4:1 and 5:1 produced complexes with a mean diameter of 

approximately 180 nm and 6:1 and 7:1 had a mean diameter of approximately 165 nm.
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Figure 4.1.6: Effect of charge ratio on DOTAP:Chol/siRNA complexation. A. Electrophoretic mobility 
of siRNA complexed with DOTAPiChol Liposomes. Complexes were formed between siRNA (2 pg) and 
DOTAPiChol at charge ratios indicated. Mock-complexed naked siRNA and empty liposomes 
corresponding to the highest concentration used were run for comparison. B. Particle size of 
liposomes complexed with siRNA [ l i l  -  8 i l  N/P] measured by PCS. Mock-complexed liposomes 
were measured for comparison. n=3; error bars + SD.
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Complexes formed at the 4:1 charge ratio were further characterised and 

representative graphs are given in Figure 4.1.7 of mean particle diameter (150 nm, Pdl 0.2; 

Panel A) and zeta potential (46 mV; Panel B), respectively. Microscopic techniques were used 

to visualise the complexes as well as the homogeneity of the population. Panel C (Figure 

4.1.7) shows an atomic force micrograph of 2 mM DOTAPiChol liposomes complexed at 4:1 

N/P with siRNA. The scale used is 2 microns and allows visualisation of more than 20 

individual particles. The population shown is primarily composed of individual complexes 

with almost no aggregation present. Moreover, the majority of particles are consistent in size 

and shape. Further analysis by TEM (Figure 4.1.7, Panel D) again shows a uniform population 

of particles. Imaging by TEM shows a dark cloud surrounding each liposome which reflects 

the electron dense siRNA complexed to the surface.
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Figure 4.1.7: Physico-chemical characterisation of DOTAP:Chol/siRNA complexes formed at 4:1 
charge ratio. A. Particle size (150 nm; Pdl 0.2) and B. potential (+46 mV; SD 3.8). C. AFM and D. TEM 
of 2 mM DOTAP:Chol/siRNA [4:1 N/P]; Scale bars = SOOnm.
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4.2 DOTAP:Cholesterol:DSPE-PEG Liposomes

The addition of PEG to liposomes has several benefits when designing delivery vectors 

towards in vivo delivery. The incorporation of PEG creates sterically stabilized or 'stealth' 

liposomes by reducing recognition by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) thus slowing 

clearance from the blood. Furthermore, PEG has the ability to act as a building block for 

developing actively targeted liposomes. Incorporation of PEG into the liposomes was 

performed by adding DSPE-PEG2000 into the solvent mixture of DOTAP and cholesterol 

resulting in PEG on both the interior and exterior faces of the liposome which is anchored in 

the lipid bilayer by DSPE. A schematic of the complex formed using the mixing protocol 

between a sterically stabilized liposome and siRNA is depicted in Figure 4.2.1. The so-called 

mixing protocol shown here utilised pre-formed PEGylated liposomes mixed with siRNA in the 

same manner used for non-PEGylated liposomes in Section 4.1.1.

%

Figure 4.2.1: Schematic of PEGylated liposome/siRNA interaction using the mixing protocol to 
complex siRNA with DOTAPrCholesterohDSPE-PEGaooo liposomes. siRNA is rapidly mixed with pre
formed PEGylated liposomes prepared using the LFHM. Anionic siRNA associates with the cationic 
liposomal surface via electrostatic interactions.
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4.2.1 Physico-Chemical Characterisation of DOTAP.-ChohDSPE-PEGzooo (2:1:01  
molar ratio)

PEGylated liposomes formed with 5mol% DSPE-PEG2000 are the most relevant when 

considering formulation for in vivo delivery. For this reason, physico-chemical 

characterisation of this formulation was performed and is shown. Representative size (Figure 

4.2.2, Panel A) of DOTAPiChohDSPE-PEGjooo (2:1:0.1) was 132.44 nm (Pdl 0.213), and (Panel 

B) surface charge was +40.86 mV, SD 2.7. An atomic force micrograph of PEGylated 

liposomes is shown in Figure 4.2.2, Panels C. Size measurements by AFM support the particle 

size as determined by PCS. However, it was observed that PEGylated liposomes did not 

adsorb to the mica surface as readily as non-PEGylated liposomes which accounts for fewer 

particles per sample, which was consistently seen with PEGylated liposomes when used at the 

same concentration (2 mM) as non-PEGylated liposomes.
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Figure 4.2.2: Physicochemical characterisation of DOTAPiCholesteroliDSPE-PEGzooo Liposomes 
(2:1:0.1 molar ratio) prepared by LFHM. PEGylated liposomes were incubated for 30m at room 
temperature after extrusion, then were diluted 1:5 into dHgO for size and charge measurement. A. 
Mean particle size (132.44 nm, Pdl 0.213); and B. Ç Potential (+40.86 mV, SD 2.7), of at least 6 
liposome preparations. Images are representative. C. AFM of 2 mM liposomes; Scale bar = SOOnm.
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4.2.2 PEGylated Liposome/siRNA interaction

Stealth liposomes are able to evade recognition by the immune system because the presence 

of PEG acts as a shield against the positive charge of the liposome surface. Interaction 

between the liposomal surface and siRNA is through electrostatic interactions therefore the 

addition of PEG, which is known to mask the positive surface charge, has the potential to 

change the way siRNA is able to complex with liposomes.

To investigate the effect of PEG on siRNA binding, complexes were formed between 

either non-PEGylated liposomes or liposomes prepared with 2, 3.5 or 5 mol% DSPE-PEG2000. 

The charge ratios were selected for complex formation as these ratios demonstrated

increasing siRNA complexation in the non-PEGylated liposome complexes. Figure 4.2.3 

depicts the electrophoretic mobility of siRNA complexed to liposomes containing 0-5 mol% 

DSPE-PEG2000. Liposomes prepared with 2mol% DSPE-PEG2000 show the same binding 

capabilities as non-PEGylated liposomes with a substantial amount of free siRNA seen at the 

1:1 ratio and a decrease in free siRNA relative to increased charge ratio. At 3:1 N/P, no free 

siRNA is seen for either the non-PEGylated liposomes or liposomes comprising 2 mol% PEG. 

By further increasing the concentration of PEG to 3.5 and 5mol%, free siRNA is visible at the 

higher charge ratios. Increasing the amount of PEG in the liposome to 3.5mol% disrupts the 

electrostatic interaction resulting in free siRNA at the 3:1 charge ratio. A further increase to 

5mol% PEG leads to free siRNA at the 4:1 charge ratio. At this charge ratio, siRNA completely 

associates with non-PEGylated liposomes demonstrating a significant effect by PEG on the 

electrostatic interaction between the liposomes surface and siRNA.
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Figure 4.2.3: Electrophoretic mobility of PEGylated LIposome/slRNA complexes. DOTAP:Chol 
liposomes without PEG (0%) or with 2, 3.5 or 5mol% PEG were complexed with sIRNA at charge 
ratios of 1:1,2:1, 3:1 and 4:1. Empty liposomes and naked sIRNA (0.5 pg) were run for comparison.

4.2.3 Delivery of p-galactosidase pDNA reporter construct using
DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo liposomes incorporating 2 and 5mol% PEG

In order to assess the biological impact of incorporating PEG into the lipid bilayer, liposomes 

prepared with 2 and 5mol% DSPE-PEG2000 were used to transfect p-gal into A549 cells (Figure 

4.2.4). Non-PEGylated liposomes were complexed with pDNA at 1:1 and 3:1 charge ratios as 

a positive control. DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo liposomes were complexed with the reporter 

construct at the same charge ratios for comparison. |3-gal expression, as measured by relative 

light units was over 1 log more than control samples when transfections were prepared with 

the DOTAP:Chol vector. PEGylated liposomes however failed to deliver the reporter construct 

to sufficiently transfect cells above the controls.
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Figure 4.2.4: P-gal reporter assay of human carcinoma cells treated with PEGylated liposome/P-gal 
construct. P-gal assay of A549 cells transfected with pDNA at 1:1 and 3:1 (N/P) with DOTAP:Chol 
liposomes or liposomes containing 2 or 5mol% DSPE-PEGzooo* Cells were assayed 24h post
transfection in triplicate; error bars ± SD.

4 .2 .4  Physico-Chemical Characterisation of PEGylated Liposome/siRNA 
complexes

Complexes formed between siRNA and liposomes comprising 5mol% PEG are affected by 

both the presence and quantity of PEG. Electrophoretic mobility assay (Figure 4.2.3) shows 

that not all siRNA associates with the liposome at the 4:1 N/P. The size obtained by PCS 

(Figure 4.2.5, Panel A) is 203.33 nm, an increase of 35% as compared to the non-PEGylated 

liposome/siRNA complexes. The zeta potential of the complex was 17.1 mV, a decrease of 

more than 50% compared to both the PEGylated Liposome alone as well as the non- 

PEGylated liposome/siRNA complexes.
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Figure 4.2.5: Physico-chemical characterisation of DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo/siRNA complexes 
formed at 4:1 charge ratio. A. Mean particle size (203.33 nm; Pdl 0.24} and B. Q potential (17.10 mV; 
SD 7) as measured by PCS.

4.2.5 Do PEGylated Liposomes Protect siRNA from the Effects of Serum 
Nucleases?

One of the primary functions of a delivery system with respect to nucleic acid delivery is its 

ability to protect its cargo from nuclease degradation. To explore the effects of serum, 

complexes were prepared at charge ratios of 1;1-4:1 and incubated at room temperature for 

30 minutes to allow complex formation. Complexes or naked siRNA were then incubated in 

50% PBS at 37°C to mimic in vivo conditions. Complexes were incubated for 30 minutes, 1, 2, 

4 and 24h to assess the effects on siRNA. Complexes formed at the same charge ratios but 

without the addition of serum were used for comparison. Figure 4.2.6 shows the 

electrophoretic mobility assays of non-PEGylated liposomes (Panel A) and liposomes 

incorporating 2 mol% (Panel B), 3.5 mol% (Panel C) and 5 mol% (Panel D). PBS alone and 

siRNA alone were run for comparison. The FBS alone sample consistently shows a smear on 

the gel which can be seen in each lane containing FBS. This smear is from degraded nucleic 

acids within the serum sample rather than reflecting degradation of siRNA. In the absence of 

PEG, L/siRNA complexes clearly begin to dissociate following two hour incubation, as 

evidenced by the increase of free siRNA. The band correlating to free siRNA in the wells 

containing the complex migrates at the same rate/distance as the siRNA control sample. 

However, the siRNA band appears fuzzy following incubation with serum. Fuzzy or blurry 

bands can be attributed to particulates in the sample and do not necessarily reflect 

degradation. The effect of FBS does not appear to degrade the siRNA as indicated by the 

apparent size of the free siRNA, although the serum does affect the quality of the band. As 

PEG is introduced to the liposome formulation, the amount of free siRNA correlates with the
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free siRNA without incubation in serum. However after 24 hours incubation, the charge ratio 

and amount of PEG no longer influence the extent of complexation and the L/siRNA 

complexes have dissociated.
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Figure 4.2.6: Serum stability of L/siRNA complexes. Complexes formed at 1:1-4:1 charge ratios were 
incubated at 37'C in 50% FBS for 0.5, 1, 2, 4 or 24h or no FBS control. 0.5 pg siRNA was loaded per 
well. siRNA and FBS alone were run for comparison. A. DOTAPrChol without PEG; B. 
DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo 2 mol%; C. 3.5 mol% PEG; D. 5 mol% PEG.

Taken together the electrophoretic mobility assays and the lack of biological 

functionality, the complexation of nucleic acids over a range of charge ratios with PEGylated 

liposomes using the mixing protocol is insufficient to elicit a biological effect as the presence 

of PEG reduces the availability of the surface charge for electrostatic interaction. The 

addition of PEG into the liposome formulation is necessary for developing the vector further,
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particularly with respect to transferring the system to an in vivo setting. Moreover, the 

charge ratio needs to be increased in order to 'mop up' all of the free nucleic acids which has 

the adverse effect of requiring a higher dose of the delivery system to achieve the same final 

dose of cargo.

In an attempt to overcome the physical impediment encountered with PEGylated 

liposomes, the method for preparing the liposome/siRNA complex was redesigned. The next 

section proposes an encapsulation protocol where siRNA is used to hydrate the lipid film, 

enabling the siRNA to interact with both internal and external surfaces of the liposome and 

restoring the complete complextion seen with non-PEGylated liposomes.
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4.3 Encapsulating siRNA in PEGylated Liposomes

In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, complexes between liposomes and siRNA were formed using a mixing 

protocol. Pre formed liposomes were mixed with siRNA, enabling electrostatic interaction 

between the siRNA and the external face of the cationic liposome. Addition of a clinically 

relevant concentration of PEG (5mol%) to the liposome formulation (Section 4.2) interfered 

with the electrostatic interaction by creating a physical barrier between the siRNA and the 

charged surface of the liposome.

To overcome the inherent problems of using the mixing protocol for PEGylated liposomes, 

a protocol to encapsulate the siRNA was developed. Figure 4.3.1 is a schematic of the 

encapsulation protocol depicting the hydration of the lipid film with an siRNA solution. This 

protocol enables interaction between the siRNA and both surfaces of the lipid bilayer as the 

liposomes are formed. The interior of the liposome is an aqueous environment which can 

contain siRNA as well as having siRNA interacting with the internal surface. This protocol 

overcomes the barrier imposed by PEG, however the effectiveness of the vector for delivery is 

now dependent on the liposome releasing its cargo following cellular uptake.

Prepare 
lipid film

Hydrate with siRNA solution

siRNA interacts 
with Internal 
and external 
side of lipid 
bilayer

Figure 4.3.1: Schematic of encapsulation of siRNA into PEGylated Liposomes. DOTAP:Chol:DSPE- 
PEG2000 (2:1:0.1) liposomes were prepared using the lipid film hydration method. Following 
evaporation of the solvent, the lipid film was hydrated using a solution of siRNA in D5W. Complexes 
were then sonicated and extruded to produce small, unilamellar vesicles with siRNA present on both 
the internal and external surfaces of the liposome bilayer.
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4.3.1 Encapsulation of siRNA by DOTAPrChobDSPE-PEGzooo (2:1:01) liposomes

To first determine if the encapsulation protocol reduced the amount of free siRNA, samples 

from three charge ratios were visualized using the electrophorectic mobility assay. PEGylated 

lipid films were hydrated with a solution of siRNA to yield final charge ratios of 2:1, 4:1 or 6:1 

and aliquots containing 0.5 pg siRNA were loaded onto a 1% agarose gel. Figure 4.3.2 shows 

the association of siRNA with the liposomes. The complexes prepared at 2:1 charge ratio 

again show free siRNA; however no siRNA is seen in the well, suggesting a conformational 

change to the siRNA which prevents EtBr intercalation. At 4:1 and 6:1, no free siRNA is 

detectable but siRNA can be seen in the well.

6:1 (N /P)

Encapsulated siRNA

Free siRNA

Figure 4.3.2: Electrophoretic mobility assay of siRNA encapsulated in PEGylated Liposomes. 
DOTAPrChohDSPE-PEGzooo (2:1:0.1) liposome/siRNA complexes prepared using the encapsulation 
protocol at 2:1, 4:1 and 6:1 N/P charge ratios. Samples containing 0.5 pg siRNA were loaded onto 
the gel and free siRNA was separated by electrophoresis at 70V for 45 minutes. siRNA was visualized 
by EtBr intercalation.
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4.3.2 Physico-chemical characterization of siRNA encapsulated in 
DOTAPrChohDSPE-PEGzooo liposomes

The physico-chemical characterization of the complexes formed using the hydration method 

between PEGylated liposomes containing 5mol% PEG and siRNA at 4:1 (N/P) is shown in 

Figure 4.3.3. The mean diameter of the siRNA encapsulated in PEGylated liposomes differs 

from complexes formed with non-PEGylated or PEGylated liposomes using the mixing 

protocol. The complex size (247.67 nm) is 100 nm larger than liposomes without siRNA for 

both PEGylated and non-PEGylated, and 50 nm larger than PEG-L/siRNA. The surface charge 

(25 mV) still retains a net positive charge comparable to the charge of the PEGylated/siRNA 

complex formed using the mixing protocol (17 mV).
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Figure 4.3.3: Physico-chemical characterisation of siRNA encapsulated in PEGylated Liposomes. 
DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo liposomes were formed by lipid film hydration with the exception that the 
lipid film was hydrated using siRNA in D5W solution to yield a 4:1 N/P to total DOTAP used in film 
formation. A. Mean particle size (247.67 nm; Pdi 0.289) and B. C potential (25.63 mV; SD 5.7) as 
measured by PCS.

4.3.3 Does encapsulation of siRNA alter serum stability?

The addition of PEG to liposome formulations is used to prolong circulation time by reducing 

recognition by the RES. Serum stability of the encapsulated complexes was used to mimic in 

vivo stability and assess degradation of the siRNA or collapse of the system following 

incubation at 37°C in 50% serum. Samples of complexes prepared at the three charge ratios 

(2:1, 4:1 and 6:1) were incubated in 50% FBS for 30 minutes, 1 and 2 hours or were simply 

mixed with serum and loaded directly onto the gel (i.e. no Incubation). The gel image in 

Figure 4.3.4 shows the three charge ratios incubated with or without serum for up to two
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hours. The serum alone contains nucleic acids which can be seen as a high molecular weight 

smear on the gel. An aliquot of serum mixed with D5W or siRNA (with no liposome) was run 

for comparison. The complex prepared at 2:1 N/P consistently shows free siRNA irrespective 

of the presence or serum. Additionally, the intensity of the band corresponding to free siRNA 

increases over time which suggests the instability of the complex formed at this charge ratio. 

This instability has been seen at the 2:1 charge ratio when complexes were formed using the 

mixing protocol for both non-PEGylated and PEGylated liposomes. The encapsulation 

protocol does not influence the extent of interaction at this charge ratio. Both the 4:1 and 

6:1 ratios are sufficient to completely associate the siRNA with the liposome. Hydration of 

the lipid bilayer with siRNA overcomes the physical barrier presented by PEG and incubation 

with serum shows that the complexes remain intact for at least 2  hours.

-FBS
0 0.5 1 2

+FBS
0 0.5

Figure 4.3.4: Serum stability of siRNA encapsulated into PEGylated (5 mol%) liposomes. Complexes 
were formed by hydrating DOTAPrChohDSPE-PEGaooo lipid film at different NP ratios: 2:1,4:1 and 6:1. 
Complexes were incubated at 37®C with 50% FBS for 0,0.5,1 or 2h. 0.5 pg siRNA was loaded per well 
and visualized by EtBr staining.
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4.4 Discussion

The major hurdle for progressing therapeutics into the clinic is the lack of an 

appropriate delivery vehicle. Non-viral vectors have become preferable to viruses due to 

lower immuno-stimulatory properties and ease of handling (Karmali and Chaudhuri, 2007), 

despite the decrease in transfection efficiency. Since the discovery of liposomes by Alex 

Bangham more than 40 years ago, a myriad of different formulations have been used to 

create liposomes with specific properties: surface charge (cationic, antionic, zwitterionic); pH 

or temperature sensitivity; and enzyme-triggered cargo release (Karanth and Murthy, 2007, 

Guo et al., 2003, Guo and Szoka, 2003). Cationic liposomes have long been used as delivery 

vehicles for nucleic acids and drugs. Since the first description of cell transfection using 

liposomes, several studies have set about describing the parameters that influence 

transfection (Feigner et al., 1987). A summary of the important factors for successful 

transfection is presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Key Considerations when Developing Liposomes towards in vivo Transfection

ulComplexsize for passive targeting to tumour vasculature’

'^□charge ratio (N/pj for the complex form^ation 

Biprtgection from iiucleasXdégradatiàn fo||owinglnt^ injection'

Qinclusiofî of néiïtraj 'helper* lipid to stabilT^ thg I 

& facilitate cell uptake

Characteristation of liposomes with pDNA and oligonucleotides as well as the use of 

liposomes for drug encapsulation has provided great insight into the behaviour of liposomes 

as delivery vehicles, whereas only limited reports exist on the interaction between cationic 

liposomes and siRNA. DOTAP is a cationic lipid that has been used extensively in liposome 

preparations for both in vitro and in vivo delivery (Simberg et al., 2004). The formulation of 

cationic liposomes is improved by the inclusion of neutral helper lipids such as cholesterol or 

DOPE. Previous studies describe the inclusion of DOPE into the liposome formulation as 

superior for in vitro transfections whereas cholesterol is preferred for in vivo administration
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(Crook et al., 1998, Simberg et al., 2004). Moreover, addition of a helper lipid reduces the 

inherent toxicity seen from liposomes formulated purely from cationic lipids. In this work, 

one vector system has been used with the intent to move from in vitro to in vivo studies and 

as such, a formulation of DOTAP:Cholesterol prepared at 2:1 molar ratio was selected.

A cationic liposome was selected because it is a validated delivery system for nucleic 

acids. Furthermore, Thurston and colleagues reported that cationic liposome 

(DOTAP:Chol);DNA complexes and not anionic, neutral or sterically-stabilized liposome 

complexes were preferentially localised to and taken up by tumour vasculature (Thurston et 

al., 1998). Cationic liposomes therefore have the capabilities of complexing siRNA via 

electrostatic interaction in a similar manner as plasmid DNA; transporting siRNA to tumour 

vasculature; and facilitating cellular uptake by interacting with the negatively coated cell 

membrane where the siRNA can potentiate a therapeutic effect. Additionally, the 

concentration of cholesterol used (33 mol%) is reflective of reports which observed saturation 

of the membrane at 40 mol% cholesterol (Zidovska et al., 2009, Huang et al., 1999, Epand et 

al., 2003).

Development of liposomal formulations as delivery vectors also requires stability 

and/or reproducibility of the liposome formulation. Size and surface charge measurements of 

multiple liposome and liposome/siRNA preparations demonstrate reproducibility for this 

system. Physico-chemical analysis of DOTAPiChol liposomes (Figure 4.1.2) is consistent with 

previously reported size and charge characteristics (Yeeprae et al., 2006, Kawakami et al., 

2006). Furthermore, when complexed with siRNA, the size is maintained for charge ratios 

greater than 4:1 N/P, in contrast to complexes formed at or around the isoelectric point (1.5- 

2.5:1, N/P), which yield large, unstable complexes. The zeta potential for complexes formed 

at or near neutrality is significantly lower than for charge ratios above 4:1. This decrease in 

surface charge is thought to be responsible for the larger size liposomes seen at these charge 

ratios: the near neutral complexes do not repel one another and as such, larger complexes 

are present in the population. Therefore, an excess of cationic charge is necessary for 

formation of non-aggregating complexes as well as to ensure the complete association of 

nucleic acids to the liposome surface. Although the particle size is less critical for in vitro 

transfections, with reports of 50-500 nm being adequate to obtain gene expression; 

progression of the system to an in vivo setting requires mean diameter of 100-400 nm in 

order to allow extravasation in tumour vasculature (Yuan et al., 1995). Remaut et al. studied 

lipoplexes comprised of DOTAP:DOPE liposomes and oligonucleotides at three charge ratios 

(2.5, 5 and 10:1 N/P). The hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential for empty liposomes
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(126±7 nm; +45±4 mV, respectively) were in agreement with this work (Remaut et a!., 2005). 

Consistent with the size measurements in Figure 4.1.5 (Panel B), the size of the complex 

described by Remaut and colleagues spiked to greater than 350 nm at the 2.5:1 charge ratio 

with a decrease in zeta potential to ~15 mV, supporting instability of the complex around the 

isoelectric point. The size of the 5:1 and 10:1 complexes increased to ~225 nm and there was 

a nominal decrease in zeta potential to ~40 mV. An ideal surface charge for cationic 

liposome/nucleic acid complexes has not been previously identified: the only criterion for 

accumulation in tumour vasculature and cell uptake is a net positive charge. When Remaut 

and colleagues incorporated 5 mol% DSPE-PEG into their liposome formulation, they 

measured the zeta potential for PEGylated liposomes alone as +18 mV and for lipoplexes 

formed at all three charge ratios as a negative value (> -3 mV) which is in contrast to the zeta 

potential reported in Figures 4.2.2 and 4.2.5 (PEGylated liposome alone: +40 mV; complexed 

with siRNA, 4:1 N/P: +17 mV).

Susceptibility of different cell types to transfection by cationic liposomes is evidenced 

from the plethora of specialist commercial transfection reagents available. Typically, actively 

dividing cells show the best transfection efficiency, however as there are limited reports 

particularly for transfection of the murine cell lines. The p-gal reporter assay was used to 

demonstrate that the cells lines used herein were able to be transfected. All cell lines used 

were able to take up and express the reporter gene, confirming not only that they were able 

to be transfected using DOTAP:Chol liposomes, but that the liposomes prepared here were 

functional in vitro.

The next criteria addressed in this section was the toxicity of DOTAP:Chol liposomes. 

Both the inclusion of cholesterol into the liposome as well as the use of relatively low 

concentrations of DOTAP on the cells prevented cytotoxicity. Previous reports of DOTAP 

toxicity support the addition of a neutral helper lipid to reduce toxicity. Taetz et al. assessed 

toxicity of DOTAP:DOPE liposomes alone or complexed with siRNA at 2:1 and 8:1 N/P in 

comparison to their liposomes containing 15% HA-DOPE on both A549 and Calu-3 cells (Taetz 

et al., 2009). They reported no cytotoxicity by both MTT and LDH assays at lower lipid 

concentrations (<50 pg/mL) which is in direct agreement with our results (Figure 4.1.5).

The lipid film hydration method used here for the preparation of DOTAP:Chol 

liposomes is a straightforward protocol which does not require any special equipment. The 

size and polydispersity (Pdl) of the population can be reduced using sonication and extrusion, 

thus generating reproducible size populations with low Pdl. Alternative methods of
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preparation include homogenization and ethanol injection; however both protocols require 

specialist apparatus and suffer from heterogeneity.

The physico-chemical characterisation of DOTAP:Chol/siRNA complexes suggests the 

electrostatic interaction between cationic liposomes and nucleic acids is not size dependent. 

Furthermore, transfections with the reporter construct demonstrated liposome functionality 

as well as cell line susceptibility. A condensation effect has been reported when pDNA is 

complexed with liposome and this is demonstrated by the exclusion of EtBr (Xu et al., 1999). 

In contrast, siRNA interacting at the surface of cationic liposomes still displays EtBr 

intercalation, suggesting the structure of the siRNA was not altered by complexaction.

The incorporation of PEG to create sterically stabilized or stealth liposomes has been 

a long standing technique for improving circulation time of liposomes IV injected (Allen and 

Hansen, 1991, Allen et al., 1991, Lasic et al., 1999, Woodle and Lasic, 1992). Furthermore, the 

inclusion of PEG also provides a means of developing targeted liposomes. In this instance, 

PEG is anchored into the liposome bilayer by adding DSPE-PEG to the lipid mix prior to 

evaporation. The length of the PEG molecule, as well as the amount included (mol%) into the 

liposome have been previously shown to influence the in vivo characteristics.

In the work described here, increasing amounts of PEG from 0-5% were incorporated 

into the liposome formulation. Previous reports of PEGylated cationic liposomes differ in the 

amount of PEG included in the formulation so the characteristics of three different 

formulations were evaluated to elucidate the effect of PEG on complex formation. Early 

studies for the inclusion of PEG demonstrated the profound effect on circulation time 

following IV administration, despite a reduction in gene expression seen for in vitro 

transfections. Moreover, the clinically relevant inclusion of PEG in systems such as DOXIL® 

was considered as the benchmark. The length of the PEG chain has been shown to influence 

the circulation time. Allen et al. demonstrated that the inclusion of higher molecular weight 

PEG (i.e. PEG 1900 and PEG5000) increased circulation time as compared to lower molecular 

weight PEG (i.e. PEG 120 and PEG750) (Allen and Hansen, 1991, Allen et al., 1991). DSPE- 

PEG2000 was used throughout this work as it has been demonstrated to be effective in vivo 

and is clinically validated.

Santel et al. similarly set out to explore the effect of different PEG concentrations 

during the creation of their AtuPLEX delivery system (Santel et al., 2006b). In agreement with 

the work presented here, they found that the incorporation of 1 -2 % DSPE-PEG2000 led to 

uptake and biological activity whereas when 5% DSPE-PEG was used, no biological effect was 

observed. Mikhaylova et al. used 1.25 mol% PEG in their DOTAP:DOPE:DSPE-PEG2ooo system
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as they found this to be the highest PEG concentration that had the least effect on reducing 

biological activity (Mikhaylova et al., 2009).

To overcome the physical impediment presented by the incorporation of PEG into the 

liposome formulation, the encapsulation protocol was developed. The number of reports 

detailing the encapsulation of siRNA into PEGylated liposomes is limited. Very recently, Wu 

et al. have described a system called the 'Hydration of Freeze-Dried Matrix Method' 

abbreviated HFDM and compared this head to head with PEGylated liposomes formed by the 

post insertion (PI) method (Wu et al., 2009b). The liposome formulation comprised DOTAP 

and cholesterol (1:1 molar ratio) and contained 10 mol% PEG2000-C I6  Ceramide that was 

either added to form the lipids (HFDM) or post inserted into pre formed liposomes. In the 

HFDM protocol, siRNA in a sucrose solution was mixed with the lipids dissolved in solvent to 

yield a final charge ratio of 4:1 (N/P) and the mixture was snap-frozen and freeze dried then 

hydrated in dH20. For comparison, they used non-PEGylated liposomes mixed with siRNA 

then added PEG by post-insertion. The resulting particle size (HFDM: 193.2 nm; PI: 178.9 nm) 

was in the same range, though smaller than those presented here, however the 

polydispersity index for HFDM liposomes was more than twice that of the PI liposomes (0.32 

vs 0 .1 2 ), and is above the threshold used for the formulation of liposomes in the work 

described here. In contrast, the zeta potentials (HFDM: +45.1 mV; PI: +41.1 mV) were higher 

than the encapsulated system described in this report, and were comparable to the 

liposomes in the absence of siRNA. This difference may be attributed to the different 

protocols used for liposome preparation and siRNA complexation. The major drawbacks of 

the HFDM method are the lack of control over the heterogeneity of the population as the 

liposomes are not extruded, as the loss of positive surface charge. There is potential for 

batch to batch variation which could impact the biodistribution profile.

The most advanced and well characterized system for encapsulation of siRNA into a 

PEGylated liposome is the Stable Nucleic Acid Lipid Particle (SNALP). This system was initially 

developed for use with pDNA as a Stable Plasmid Lipid Particle (SPLP) and it has subsequently 

been applied successfully to siRNA (Jeffs et al., 2005). H eyes et al. compared several different 

cationic lipids in the formulation: DSPC:Chol:PEG-C-DMA:Cationic Lipid (20:48:2:30 molar 

percent) (Heyes et al., 2005). The SNALP was prepared by spontaneous vesicle formation at a 

critical ethanol concentration where the lipids were dissolved in ethanol and nucleic acids in 

citrate buffer were both heated to 37“C then mixed through a stepped ethanol gradient. The 

SNALP solution was filtered to remove unencapsulated siRNA, then diafiltered against PBS. 

Of the cationic lipids tested, DLinDMA had the highest transfection efficiency. The size of the
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complex (140 nm; Pdl 0.11) was smaller than with the encapsulated system used in this work, 

and subsequent formulations of DSPC:Chol:PEG-C-DMA:DLinDMA (molar ratio 2:40:10:48) 

used by the same group (Zimmermann et al., 2006) were reported as 77-83 nm, Pdl 0.09-0.15. 

The primary difference between the formulation used for SNALP and that used in this project 

is that the SNALP uses titratable lipids which are cationic at the low pH used during formation, 

but then lose the positive charge as the pH increases during dialysis. This means that the 

spontaneous vesicle formation protocol is incompatible with non-titratable cationic lipids 

such as DOTAP. Furthermore, the change in pH is also utilized to remove siRNA from the 

external face of the liposome by abolishing the electrostatic interaction, thus reducing the 

amount of siRNA associated with the liposome. The potential of adding targeting moieties to 

the surface PEG may also be compromised if the molecules are not compatible with the range 

of pH used during SNALP formation.

A similar encapsulation protocol called HYDRA siPlexes which used 

DOTAP:DOPE:DSPE-PEG2ooo (47.5:47.5:5 molar ratio) was recently reported (Buyens et al., 

2009). They hydrated the lipid film with a solution of siRNA to yield a charge ratio of 10:1 

(N/P) and compared these HYDRA siPlexes to the same pre formed liposomes mixed with 

siRNA (Classic siPlexes). Both siPlexes were purified through addition of a polyanion that 

competes with the siRNA to interact with the cationic surface which is then removed by gel 

permeation chromatography. The size of both purified siPlexes was ~180 nm however both 

had a negative zeta potential (15 - 20 mV) attributed to the presence of the polyanion on the 

surface. Buyens and colleagues did not assess biological activity, so functional comparison 

with their system is not possible.
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4.5 Conclusion

The work in this chapter set out to systematically characterise three liposomal delivery 

systems being developed towards in vivo use. Cationic liposomes have been well 

characterised previously for gene therapy; however there are limited reports for their use in 

siRNA delivery. The size of liposome/nucleic acid particles is a critical parameter for in vivo 

delivery, and to a much lesser extent for in vitro studies. Therefore, the size of the liposomes 

and liposome/siRNA complexes was maintained within a therapeutically relevant range.

DOTAPrCholesterol (2 : 1  molar ratio) and DOTAP:Cholesterol:DSPE-PEG2ooo 

incorporating three different mol% (2, 3.5 and 5) DSPE-PEG were complexed with siRNA. The 

charge ratio used for complex formation was shown to critically affect both the degree of 

interaction and the size of the liposome/siRNA complexes. Furthermore, the inclusion of PEG 

into the liposome drastically impacted the electrostatic interaction necessary to form 

complexes and increasing amounts of PEG decreased transfection efficiency, as measured 

using the p-gal reported assay. The highest concentration of PEG almost completely blocked 

gene expression.

To overcome the ablation of biological activity, the protocol for preparing complexes 

between liposomes and siRNA was redesigned. By encapsulating siRNA into the liposomes, 

the electrostatic interaction was reinstated.

Cell lines used to mimic human cancer and mouse endothelium -the targets for in vivo 

development- were assessed for their ability to take up a plasmid DNA and express the 

reporter gene. Each cell line demonstrated uptake and expression of liposomaly-delivered 

reporter constructs with no adverse toxicity.

Finally, this section set out to examine the claims of siRNA instability and nuclease 

degradation. Both the conventional and PEGylated liposomes were able to protect siRNA 

from degradation for at least 2 hours. Moreover, the complexes demonstrated prolonged 

stability and the electrostatic interaction was not perturbed by the presence of serum until 

the longest time points.

From these studies, two systems: DOTAP:Chol/siRNA, 4:1 N/P; and DOTAP:Chol:DSPE- 

PEG2000 (2:l:0.1)/siRNA, encapsulated at 4:1 N/P, were further evaluated for biological 

activity.
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5.1 siRNA to induce a cytotoxic effect

5.1.1 Effect of charge ratio and siRNA concentration on cell viability

siCONTROL® TOX is a propriety siRNA from Dharmacon that induces a cytotoxic effect. This 

siRNA, so called 'siTOX' was used as a positive control to test the effect of complex charge 

ratio on biological efficacy. Cell viability, as measured by MTT assay was used to study the 

effects of both charge ratio and final siRNA concentration.

Viability of A549 cells treated with two concentrations of siTOX (20 and 80 nM) 

complexed at 1:1-8:1 N/P is depicted in Figure 5.1.1. Cells were transfected with L/siTOX and 

viability was measured after 72h. Mock transfected cells treated with empty liposomes or 

siTOX alone showed no significant effect on cell viability at either concentration. Empty 

liposomes were used at the equivalent concentration for 20 and 80 nM siRNA transfections. 

Cells exposed to 20 nM final siRNA showed no response to siRNA when complexes were 

formed at 1:1 -  4:1 N/P; whereas complexes prepared at 6:1 and 8:1 produced 20 and 25% 

reduction in cell viability, respectively. Increasing the final siTOX concentration to 80 nM 

increased the cytotoxic effect at 3:1, 4:1 and 6:1 N/P, with 4:1 killing half the cells compared 

to control cells. For future experiments, siTOX was used as a positive control [80 nM; 4:1 

N/P].
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Figure 5.1.1: Effect of charge ratio on L/siTOX activity. A549 cells were transfected with 
DOTAPrChol/siTOX complexes formed at charge ratios 1:1 -  8:1 as indicated with final siRNA 
concentrations of 20 nM (grey bars) and 80 nM (blue bars). Cells were assayed by MTT Cell 
Proliferation Assay 72h post-transfection. Mock transfections of empty liposomes or siRNA alone 
were included as controls. n=8; error bars ± SD.
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The proprietary nature of the siTOX sequence meant that any future modifications to 

the siRNA could not be pursed. Furthermore, the molecular weight of siTOX was 30,000 as 

compared to 13,300 for standard siRNA sequences of 21 nucleotides. As the effect of the 

increased molecular weight could not be assessed, siTOX was used as a positive control and 

an siRNA designed to target PLKl was used for future biological evaluation.

5.1.2 Empirical testing of siPLKl: species specificity and concentration- 

dependent cytotoxicity 

Figure 5.1.2 depicts the percent viability of A549 cells treated with PLKl siRNA (siPLKI). 

DOTAPiChol liposomes were complexed with siPLKI at 4:1 N/P and incubated with cells at 

final concentrations of 10-100 nM siPLKl. MTT assay was performed at 48 and 72h. Cells 

were mock transfected with empty DOTAPiChol liposomes or siPLKl alone and non-coding 

siRNA 'L/siNEG' as a negative control and L/siTOX as a positive control. At both time points, 

there was a dose-response to final siRNA concentration. The biological effect of L/siPLKl was 

also more pronounced at the 72h, with a further 25-50% decrease in cell viability as 

compared to the same siRNA concentration at the 48h. Control cells reached 100% 

confluence by 72h, after which point cells began to detach from the well. This prevented 

assaying viability beyond the 72h time point.
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Figure 5.1.2: Effect of siRNA concentration on A549 cell viability. Human lung carcinoma (A549) cells 
transfected with increasing concentrations siPLKl (10-100 nM) using DOTAPrChol liposomes (4:1 
N/P). Cells were transfected in 2% PCS for 6h, then an equal volume of 2x serum-containing media 
was added. Cells were cultured for 48h (grey bars) and 72h (green bars); viability was determined by 
MTT assay. n=8; error bars ± SD.

The biological effect of siRNA is assessed empirically as certain sequences may have 

different potency. The siRNA sequence of siPLKl is 100% homologous between the human 

{PLKl) and mouse (PIkl) genes, however transfection of the murine B16-F10 demonstrated 

little to no effect on cell viability. Figure 5.1.3 shows B16-F10 cells transfected with 10-100 

nM L/siPLKl. No significant decrease was seen in cell viability for any of the siPLKl 

concentrations at both time points (48 and 72h). The lack of biological effect could have been 

cell line specific, so a panel of both human and mouse cells were screened.
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Figure 5.1.3: Effect of siRNA concentration on B16-F10 cell viability. Mouse tumourigenic melanoma 
cells transfected with increasing concentrations siPLKl (10-100 nM) using DOTAPrChol liposomes (4:1 
N/P). Empty liposomes and siRNA alone were mock transfected and L/siNEG (lOOnM) and siTOX (80 
nM) were included as controls. Cells were transfected in 2% FCS for 6h then an equal volume of 2x 
serum-containing media was added. Cells were cultured for 48h (grey bars) and 72h (blue bars) then 
cell viability was determined by MTT assay. n=8; error bars ± SD.

A further three mouse lines: SVEC 4-10, 2F2B and NIH3T3 cells (Figure 5.1.4, Panel A) 

and five human cell lines: C33a, MCF-7, CaluS, HeLa and HEK293 (Figure 5.1.4, Panel B) were 

transfected with cytotoxic siRNA complexes: L/siPLKl or L/siTOX [80 nM; 4:1 N/P]. Neither 

the SVEC 4-10, nor the NIH3T3 cells showed an increase in cell death over the B16-F10 cells. 

There was a decrease in cell viability for 2F2B cells; however these cells also showed higher 

sensitivity to empty liposomes. By contrast, all human cell lines except the HEK293 cells had 

significantly decreased cell viability when transfected with both cytotoxic siRNAs. MCF-7, 

HeLa, C33a and CaluG are all tumourigenic which enabled the same sequences to be 

transferred from in vitro to in vivo studies.
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Figure 5.1.4: siRNA species specificity. A panel of human (A) and mouse (B) cell lines transfected 
with cytotoxic siRNA using DOTAPrChol liposomes [80 nM; 4:1 N/P). Complexes were incubated with 
cells for 4h in 2% FCS; fresh media was added to bring the final serum concentration to 10%. Cells 
were incubated with complexes overnight and media was changed 24h after transfection. Cell 
viability was measured 72 hours post transfection using MTT Assay. Mock transfections of empty 
liposomes or siRNA alone and 1 and 10% DMSO were included as controls. n=6; error bars ± SD.
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The HeLa and CaluG cells were selected for further investigation. Figure 5.1.5 depicts 

a dose response of HeLa cells to siPLKl. These cells consistently demonstrated the greatest 

decrease in viability when treated with cytotoxic siRNA with the least sensitivity to empty 

liposomes making them robust lines for in vitro evaluation of silencing efficiency. The CaluG 

cells (Figure 5.1.6) showed less cytotoxicity using both siTOX and siPLKl, as measured by MTT 

assay. Visualisation of transfected CaluG however shows that the cells are dying. 

Photomicrographs of healthy, untreated CaluG cells compared with cells transfected with 20, 

40 or 80 nM siPLKl demonstrate a dose dependent effect on cell viability at 48 hours. These 

same cells were assayed by MTT at 72 hours and the cell death was at most 50% but did not 

show a dose-dependent effect.
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Figure 5.1.5: Viability of HeLa cells transfected with L/slPLKl. Human cervical carcinoma cells were 
transfected with PLKl sIRNA using DOTAPrChol liposomes at Increasing final concentrations of sIRNA 
(20-100 nM). All complexes formed at 4:1 N/P; empty liposomes and sIRNA alone were mock 
transfected for comparison. n=8; error bars ± SD.
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Figure 5.1.6: Viability of CaluS cells transfected with L/siPLKl. Top Panel: MTT assay (72h) of CaluS 
cells transfected with L/siPLKl (20-100 nM; 4:1 N/P). Empty liposomes, naked siRNA and L/siTOX 
were included as controls. n=8; error bars ± SD. Lower Panel: Trypan blue staining of CaluS cells 
treated with A. media only; or L/siPLKl at (B) 20 nM; (C) 40 nM and (D) 80 nM. Cells were washed 
(PBS) and stained with trypan blue 72h post-transfection. Images are representative of triplicate 
transfections.
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5.1.3 siPLKl delivery by PEGylated liposomes

DOTAP:Chol liposome/siRNA complexes formed at the 4:1 charge ratio were shown to effect 

a biological response at a range of concentrations (40-100 nM). Addition of PEG to the 

liposome formulation was shown to affect transfection efficiency when using pDNA (Section 

4.2). Figure 5.1.7 shows the transfection efficiency of PEGylated liposomes on the delivery of 

cytotoxic siRNA. Liposomes formulated either without PEG (0%) or with 2 and 5 mol% were 

complexed with siPLKl at three charge ratios: 2:1, 4:1 and 6:1. Complexes were used to 

transfect the highly susceptible HeLa cells using 50 and 100 nM siPLKl; viability was measured 

by MTT assay at 72h. The non-PEGylated control liposome/siPLKl complexes induced a high 

level of cell death (Figure 5.1.7, black bars), consistent with that seen in Figure 5.1.5. 

Addition of 2 mol% PEG to the liposome formulation reduced the effect in a charge ratio- 

dependent manner (Figure 5.1.7, red bars) in a similar fashion to transfections with the p-gal 

reporter construct (Section 4.2, Figure 4.2.4); however the most significant ablation of 

biological effect was seen with liposomes comprising 5 mol% PEG (Figure 5.1.7, white bars). 

DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo (2 :1 :0 .1 ) liposome/siPLKI complexes produced a maximum of 50% 

decrease in cell viability [4:1 N/P, 100 nM] however there was significant toxicity seen with 

the empty liposomes suggesting this was not a result of siRNA-mediated apoptosis.
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Figure 5.1.7: Effect of PEGylation on transfection efficiency. Cell viability of HeLa cells transfected 
with SiPLKl by DOTAPrChol liposomes with and without PEG. Liposomes formed with 0, 2 and 5 
mol% were complexed with siPLKl at 2:1, 4:1 and 6:1. Cells were transfected with final siRNA 
concentrations of 50 and 100 nM or mock transfected with empty liposomes. n=8; error bars ± SD.
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Figure 5.1.8: Comparison of complexation protocol by siRNA activity. Cell viability of HeLa cells 
transfected with siPLKl using: DOTAP:Chol liposomes mixed with siRNA; DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo (5 
mol%) liposomes mixed with siRNA; or DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo (5 mol%) liposomes hydrated with 
SiRNA using the encapsulation protocol. L/siRNA complexes were prepared at 2:1, 4:1, 6:1 N/P with 
final SiRNA concentration of 50 nM. Empty DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo liposomes were included as a 
control (PEG-L). Cell viability was assessed by MTT assay 48h post transfection. n=8; error bars ± SD.

The inability of siRNA to fully associate with the surface of DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo 

(2:1:0.1) liposomes at the 4:1 charge ratio as demonstrated by the physico-chemical 

characterisation studies in Section 4.2, results in less total siRNA being successfully 

transfected thereby reducing the biological outcome of cytotoxicity. Utilising the 

encapsulation protocol to overcome this barrier generated complexes with all siRNA 

associated with the liposomes. Transfection by encapsulated siRNA was tested in HeLa cells. 

In Figure 5.1.8, the effect of the three different liposome preparations for delivery of siPLKl 

was examined. For each group, the three charge ratios of 2:1, 4:1 and 6:1 were used with a 

final siPLKl concentration of 50 nM. Cells were assayed 48 hours post transfection. 

DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo/siPLKl complexes formed using the mixing protocol were only able 

to deliver sufficient siRNA to generate a 30% decrease in cell viability, whereas PEGylated 

liposome/siPLKI complexes formed using the encapsulation protocol reinstated the biological 

activity to that observed with non-PEGylated liposomes. Furthermore, this suggests that the 

liposomes release siRNA after cell uptake.
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5.2 Anti-angiogenic siRNA sequences: targeting VEGFR2

Four SiRNA sequences designed against mouse Flk-1 were used as a pool in equimolar 

concentrations for all experiments. Silencing was assessed at the protein level by 

immunofluorescence and at the mRNA level i.e. the transcript, by real time RT-PCR. Figure

5.2.1 shows a reduction in overall labeling by anti-Flk-1 antibody in cells treated with pooled 

siFlk-1 compared to siNEG. Two murine endothelial cell lines were used for comparison 

because, as demonstrated with the siPLKl sequence, the same siRNA molecules can have 

different effects in different cell lines from the same species (Figure 5.1.4). In Figure 5.2.1, 

the top row shows representative images from SVEC 4-10 and the bottom row from BIODIO 

murine endothelial cell lines. Panels A and D are control images showing confocal 

micrographs of cells transfected with L/siNEG (4:1 N/P; 40 nM). Reduction in overall intensity 

of immunofluorescence from cells transfected with DOTAPiChol/siFlklpool [4:1; 40 nM] is 

depicted in Panels B and C (SVEC 4-10) and E and F (BlODlO). Fluorescent intensity 

corresponding to VEGFR2 antibody labeling is decreased for both cell lines when treated with 

the Flkl siRNA, however the silencing in SVEC 4-10 cells is greater than that in BIODIO cells.

Figure 5.2.1: Immunofluorescence of SVEC 4-10 and BIODIO murine endothelial cells treated with 
L/Flkl [40 nM; 4:1 N/P]. Cells were fixed and antibody labelled 48 hours post transfection. Top 
Panel: SVEC 4-10 cells transfected with A. L/siNEG; B. and C. L/siFlkl; Lower Panel: BIODIO cells 
transfected with D. L/siNeg; D. and E. L/siFlkl. Images are representative of four separate 
transfections and images B/C and E/F are from separate wells.
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Immunofluorescence experiments demonstrate overall protein reduction however 

knockdown at the mRNA level needs to be assessed as RNA interference acts at the level of 

the transcript. Messenger RNA levels were measured using the AACt Method. This method 

uses a housekeeping gene (HSKG) to normalize mRNA expression among samples then mRNA 

level of the gene of interest (GOI) is given as a value relative to control cells. This method can 

only be used when the GOI and HSKG primer sets work at near equal efficiency. The reaction 

efficiency was determined by comparing standard curves for each primer pair (Appendix 2).

For PCR studies, RNA was extracted from parallel silencing experiments and real time 

RT-PCR was performed in triplicate. In Figure 5.2.2, Flk-1 mRNA levels were normalized to 

GAPDH mRNA from BIODIO cells. Cells were treated with DOTAP:Chol/siFlklpool at 10 and 

50 nM had reduced Flkl mRNA to 75% and 45%, respectively.
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Figure 5.2.2: Knockdown of Flk-1 mRNA levels determined by Real Time RT-PCR in BIODIO murine 
endothelial cells. Cells treated with DOTAP:Chol/siFlkl at final siRNA concentrations of 10 nM and 
50 nM. The mRNA levels shown are relative to the naïve group and normalised to GAPDH. Values 
are means ± s.e.m. of three independent transfections assayed in triplicate.

SVEC 4-10 cells showed knockdown at the protein level by IF, and were screened for 

silencing at the transcript level. Figure 5.2.3 depicts mean Flkl mRNA levels normalized to 

both GAPDH and (3-actin. Two separate housekeeping genes were used as cell transfection 

has been reported to affect HSKG expression (Nolan et al., 2006). SVEC 4-10 cells were 

treated with 10 and 50 nM L/siFlkl. A separate, single siRNA (siKdr) also targeting the murine 

Flk-1 gene product was used for comparison. Flkl mRNA was normalized individually against
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GAPDH and (3-actin and the error bars represent the s.e.m. between the two groups. The 

sIFIkl, mRNA levels were reduced by 60% and almost 90% for 10 and 50 nM groups, 

respectively. The single siKdr sequence was able to knockdown Flkl mRNA to comparable 

levels to L/siFlkl at 50 nM, however mRNA was only reduced by 25% at the 10 nM final siRNA 

concentration.
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Figure 5.2.3: Knockdown of Flk-1 mRNA levels determined by Real Time RT-PCR in SVEC 4-10 murine 
endothelial cells. Cells were transfected with Flkl siRNA (SmartPool) or single siRNA sequence 
(siKdr) using DOTAP:Chol liposomes. Cells treated with empty liposomes, siFlkl alone and 
DOTAPrChol/negative siRNA (L/siNEG) were used as controls. Flkl mRNA levels were normalised 
against both 3-actin and Gapdh and error bars represent s.e.m. between the two normalised groups.
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5.3 Combining cytotoxic and anti-angiogenic siRNA to create an 

siRNA Cocktail

The two siRNA targets described in the preceding sections were both selected for their 

capacity to generate a therapeutic outcome; cytotoxicity and anti-angiogenesis. These siRNAs 

were further investigated for their ability to act together in a cocktail. There are three 

potential outcomes of co-administering siPLKl/siFlkl: 1. The siRNAs could interfere with one 

another either through physical interaction or by preferential entry into the RNAi pathway; 2. 

They could act similarly to individual administrations; 3. There could be a synergy resulting in 

improved silencing by one or both sequences.

Two different protocols were used to form the siRNA cocktails: the siRNAs were 

mixed then complexed with liposomes to generate liposomes with both sequences; or 

individual siRNA was complexed with liposomes then the complexes were mixed. The two 

different approaches are outlined in the schematic diagram shown in Figure 5.3.1.

Mixed siRNAs Mixed Complexes

SiPLKl

^ s lF lk l

Figure 5.3.1: Schematic cocktail complex formation. The two different siRNAs were either mixed 
prior to complexation with the liposomes [Mixed siRNAs] or individual sequences were complexed 
then the pre formed complexes were mixed together [Mixed Complexes].
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Calu6  cells were transfected with the siRNA cocktail and cell viability was assessed by 

MTT assay to determine if the presence of siFlkl affected siPLKl-induced cell death. Figure

5.3.2 shows that the cells treated with the mixed complex (L/siFlkl + L/siPLKl) had 

significantly lower viability than both the mixed siRNA (L/siFlkl-siPLKl) and the individual 

L/siPLKl treated cells. The amount of empty liposome used in the mock transfections was the 

equivalent used in the cocktail treatments and shows that there was no toxicity due to the 

concentration of the liposome.

120

y 40

Figure 5.3.2: Effect of siRNA cocktail mixing protocol on CaluG cell viability. Cells were treated with 
L/siRNA complexes prepared using optimised conditions [50 nM siFlkl; 80 nM siPLKl; 4:1 N/P] using 
either the mixed siRNA (L/siFlkl-siPLKl) or mixed complex (L/siFlkl + L/siPLKl) protocol. Cells were 
transfected with individual sequences or mock transfected with empty liposomes and naked siRNA. 
Viability was assessed by MTT assay at 48h. **p<0.01; n=8; error bars ± SD.
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SVEC 4-10 cells were treated with the equivalent formulations and the cells were 

screened by real time RT-PCR to assess Flkl mRNA. The PLKl siRNA was previously shown 

(Figure 5.1.4) to reduce viability in SVEC 4-10 assayed after 72h so mRNA levels were assessed 

after 24h. Figure 5.3.3 depicts Flkl mRNA normalised against p-actin. As the mRNA was 

assayed at an early time point, only a nominal reduction in mRNA was observed in the cells 

treated with L/siFlkl or the siRNA cocktail.

SÈ 0.2

Figure 5.3.3: Effect of siRNA cocktail mixing protocol on Flkl mRNA. Knockdown of Flkl mRNA levels 
measured by real time RT-PCR in SVEC 4-10 cells. Cells were treated in triplicate with the siRNA 
cocktails or the individual sequences [50 nM siFlkl; 80 nM siPLKl; 4:1 N/P] and mRNA was collected 
after 24h. The mRNA levels are relative to naive cells and normalised to P-actin. Error bars ± s.e.m.

The formation of the siRNA cocktail using siRNA mixing negatively influenced 

biological activity. Therefore, the therapeutic cocktail was designed such that siRNAs were 

first complexed with liposomes and then the complexes were mixed and the siRNAs were 

each used at their optimal concentrations.
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5.4 Discussion

RNA interference, mediated by short interfering RNA was first demonstrated in mammalian 

cells in 2001 (Elbashir et al., 2001a). Elbashir and colleagues used Lipofectamine to co

transfect a pDNA luciferase reporter construct and siRNA targeting the luciferase gene and 

demonstrated knockdown by assaying luminescence. Since this pioneering study, hundreds 

of genes -both endogenous and transiently transfected -have been knocked down using 

siRNA technology.

Lipid-based commercial transfection reagents such as FuGENE- 6  and lipofectamine 

2000, as well as polymers such as JetPEI™ have been shown to facilitate siRNA uptake into 

cells. However, commercial liposomal transfection reagents generally consist of proprietary 

formulations that have been optimised by volume as well as the diluents (e.g. dh2 0  or serum- 

free media) used for complex formation. Furthermore, previous studies have shown 

considerable differences in transfection efficiency for commercial products (Grayson et al., 

2006). In the study described here, DOTAP:Cholesterol and DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo 

liposomes prepared in-house were used to deliver siRNA into murine endothelial and human 

carcinoma cell lines. Cationic liposomes have previously been reported for in vitro delivery of 

siRNA. However, the charge ratio for complex formation and the amount of siRNA added to 

the cells have varied considerably. The effects of both of these parameters were evaluated to 

create optimised conditions for in vitro transfection.

Complexation of cationic liposomes with nucleic acids is dependent on electrostatic 

interaction. The physico-chemical characterisation of L/siRNA complexes prepared over a 

range of charge ratios previously reported in the literature (1:1-8:1), showed that siRNA 

completely associated with DOTAP:Chol at charge ratios above 3:1 N/P (Figure 4.1.6). 

However, the correlation between electrostatic interaction and biological impact is unclear. 

The effect of charge ratio was demonstrated by transfecting A549 cells with L/siTOX and 

measuring cell viability (Figure 5.1.1). Consistent with previous reports using siTOX, only 

complexes formed above 3:1 N/P were able to reduce cell viability in a concentration- 

dependent manner (Yadava et al., 2007). Yadava and colleagues compared DOTAP:DOPE 

liposomes (4:1 N/P) and PEI (8:1 N/P) as delivery systems for siTOX into murine B16F10 cells 

and found that the liposomes but not the polymer were able to functionally deliver the siRNA. 

Furthermore, they showed a concentration-dependent effect on cell viability, with 60nM  

siTOX killing 50% of the cells after 48h. The stability of liposome/siRNA complexes varies with 

charge ratio in much the same way as with other nucleic acid complexes. Complexes
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prepared at 4:1 N/P consistently showed biological activity whilst maintaining complex 

stability which is consistent with the parameters used for pDNA and oligonucleotides.

The proprietary nature of siTOX made this an unattractive candidate siRNA for 

development as a therapeutic agent as future modifications and fluorescent labelling were 

limited to commercial availability. Furthermore, it was revealed that the molecular weight of 

siCONTROL® TOX is three times greater than for other siRNA molecules, which could impact 

the L/siTOX interaction. A new cytotoxic siRNA targeting Polo-like kinase 1 (PIkl) was used in 

subsequent transfections in vitro.

Elevated PIkl expression has been reported in several cancers (Renner et al., 2009, Bu 

et al., 2008, Feng et al., 2009, Yamamoto et al., 2006). Plkl is a well validated target for 

therapeutic apoptosis and has been targeted with small molecule inhibitors (Gumireddy et 

al., 2005, Lansing et al., 2007, Steegmaier et al., 2007); antisense oligonucleotides (Elez et al., 

2000, Spankuch et al., 2006, Spankuch-Schmitt et al., 2002b); and by siRNA (Judge et al., 

2009, Spankuch et al., 2007, Spankuch-Schmitt et al., 2002a). The sequence used in this study 

has been previously validated both in vitro and in vivo for gene silencing and apoptosis 

(Nogawa et al., 2005); and shows considerable overlap with other reported sequences (Judge 

et al., 2009, Spankuch-Schmitt et al., 2002a). Nogawa and colleagues used cationic liposomes 

to transfect a panel of human cell lines with four PIkl siRNAs and demonstrated a dose- and 

time-dependent effect, consistent with the results obtained in this report.

Several previous studies have reported siRNA-mediated VEGFR2 silencing. The main 

in vitro model for studying VEGF and its receptors is human umbilical vein endothelial cells 

(HUVECs) because they are VEGF-responsive. The siRNA sequences used in this report were 

specific for mouse Flkl and had high levels of mismatch with human KDR cDNA. These 

sequences were being validated in vitro with the intention of moving to an in vivo tumour 

model. In a mouse model, new vasculature will be of murine origin even if the pro-angiogenic 

signals originate from the tumour; therefore we used two murine endothelial cell lines to 

assess knockdown of the transcript and the protein. SVEC 4-10 cells are SV40 transformed 

mouse-derived endothelial cells which have been previously used for studying VEGF and its 

receptors (Raskopf et al., 2008, Tong et al., 2006).

Variations in specificity and potency with different siRNA sequences have been widely 

acknowledged in the field of RNA interference. Furthermore, the amount of siRNA is critical 

because unlike gene therapy, the addition of excessive siRNA produces off-target effects. 

Therefore, the optimum concentration for each siRNA is generally accepted to be the lowest 

concentration that produces a measureable effect. The broad range of concentrations
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In the work presented here, two siRNAs were tested to block angiogenesis and induce 

cytotoxicity. These sequences were validated in vitro to demonstrate that they did not 

compete with one another. Furthermore, the method for preparing the cocktail was shown 

to significantly affect silencing efficacy and as a result of this, future studies with multiple 

sequences were used as mixed complexes.

From the in vitro validation studies, the charge ratio and concentration were 

optimised. Moreover, the protocol for forming complexes with cationic liposomes and 

PEGylated liposomes has been developed to ensure optimum silencing is achieved.
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5.5 Conclusion

The biological activity of three different siRNA sequences delivered using conventional and 

sterically-stabilised liposomes was examined in this chapter. A proprietary cytotoxic siRNA, 

so-called 'siTOX' was initially used to correlate the effects of charge ratio on biological 

activity. A second cytotoxic siRNA targeting Polo-like kinase 1 was also investigated as this 

sequence enabled the possibility of incorporating both fluorescent labels as well as 

introducing any chemical modification which may improve the characteristics of the siRNA 

molecule. Both cytotoxic sequences demonstrated dose-dependent silencing as measured by 

decreased cell viability. Moreover, the siPLKl sequence highlighted the requirement for 

empirical testing as it demonstrated considerable differences in biological activity between 

human and mouse cell lines, despite the sequence being 1 0 0 % homologous.

The method for encapsulating siRNA into a PEGylated liposome was also proven to 

rescue biological activity, suggesting not only that the complex is taken up by the cells but 

also that the siRNA is released from the liposome within the cytoplasm where it can enter the 

RNAi pathway.

Both the cytotoxic and the anti-angiogenic sequences used were biologically active 

over a range of low concentrations which can act to reduce off-target effects. Furthermore, 

the siRNAs continued to function as a cocktail. This work also demonstrated that the method 

for preparing the cocktail influenced biological activity. The complexation of individual 

siRNAs followed by the mixing of the complexes was shown to improve biological activity 

when compared to siRNAs that were first mixed and then complexed with liposomes.
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6.1 Biodistribution of siRNA: You stick it in the tail and it goes where?

Cationic liposomes have been reported to successfully deliver siRNA in vivo; however 

each study uses a different vehicle formulation, a different biological target and different 

doses of siRNA. The majority of studies with DOTAP:Chol liposomes has been with plasmid 

DNA and subsequently, limited studies exist which describe the biodistribution profile of 

DOTAP:Chol/siRNA and DOTAPiCholiDSPE-PEGzooo/siRNA.

In previous reports, only a small percentage (2-10%) of cationic liposomes were 

localised to tumour vasculature (Campbell et al., 2002), so in an effort to identify where else 

the system is taken up and thus potentially eliciting a silencing effect the distribution profile 

in non-tumour bearing animals was studied. Furthermore, siRNA may influence liposome 

biodistribution differently from pDNA/n vivo.

6.1.1 Radiolabelling DOTAPrChol Liposomes

For this study, only the liposome was radiolabelled and tracked. Radiolabelled liposomes 

were prepared by incorporating cholesteryl [-1 -̂ '*C] oleate during formulation of either 

DOTAP:Chol (2 :1 ) or DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo (2 :1 :0 .1 ) to label the bilayer (Ogihara-Umeda 

and Kojima, 1988, Storm et al., 1987). Non-PEGylated '̂^C-liposomes complexed with siRNA at 

4:1 and PEGylated liposome/siRNA complexes formed using the encapsulation protocol at 4:1 

N/P, each with their empty liposome counterpart (DOTAP:Chol and DOTAP:Chol:DSPE- 

PEG2000/ respectively) were injected into the tail vein of CDl mice under normal pressure at a 

dose of 0.4 pCi per 200 pL (injected dose per animal). The complex was prepared such that 

the injected dose of siRNA (25 pg) and liposome (DOTAP: 212 pg) was therapeutically 

relevant: 1 mg/kg of siRNA.

To study the clearance profile of empty liposomes or L/siRNA complexes (with and 

without PEG), blood samples were taken at 1, 5, 10, 30, 60, 240 and 1440 minutes following 

injection. In Figure 6.1.1, the %ID (mean of 3-5 animals per group) in the blood at each time 

point is indicated. Figure 6.1.1, Panel A shows that non-PEGylated liposomes alone (black 

circles) persist longer in the blood circulation than liposomes complexed with siRNA (grey 

squares). Immediately upon injection, most of the injected dose has been cleared from the 

blood, with only 10 (complex) and 14% (empty liposome) remaining. Within 5 minutes, less 

than 3% of the L/siRNA is in the blood. At 4h post-injection, 1-2 %ID was still in the blood, 

and by 24h (1440 mins), only 0.5% of the injected dose remained. In contrast, 10% of empty 

liposomes were still in the blood 5 minutes after injection, but this decreased to less than 5% 

at 10 minutes. The %ID dose continued to decrease in a time-dependent manner, with only
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0.8% measured at 24h. This agrees with previous reports for the clearance of non-PEGylated 

cationic liposomes (Song et al., 1997, Yeeprae et al., 2006).
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Figure 6.1.1: Blood clearance of ^^C-labelled Liposomes and Liposome/siRNA IV injected into non
tumour bearing CDl mice. A. DOTAPrChol (2:1) liposomes alone (black circles) or complexed with 
SiRNA at 4:1 N/P (grey squares). B. DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo (2:1:0.1) alone (green triangles) or 
encapsulating siRNA at 4:1 N/P (green squares), n = 3-5; error bars ± SD.
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Figure 6.1.1, Panel B shows that the %ID of empty '̂‘C-PEGylated liposome (dark 

green triangles) is higher than PEGylated liposomes encapsulating siRNA (light green squares) 

in the blood. The amount of '̂‘C-PEGylated liposomes (whether empty or encapsulating 

siRNA) initially detected in the blood (Im  post-injection) was significantly higher than for their 

non-PEGylated counterparts. The empty PEGylated liposomes persisted in the blood 

considerably longer than siRNA complexes, with more than 10% injected dose still in the 

blood one hour after injection. By 4h, the amount decreased to almost 6.5%, and by 24h 

there was less than 1% remaining, comparable to DOTAP:Chol liposomes. PEGylated 

liposomes encapsulating siRNA were cleared more rapidly from the blood than those without 

siRNA. Despite the more rapid clearance of the PEG-l/siRNA complexes as compared to the 

empty PEGylated liposomes, there was still significantly more present in the blood at each 

time point (until 4h) than for the non-PEGylated system, after which point the level fell to less 

than 1%. The size of the PEGylated liposomes encapsulated siRNA were significantly larger 

than empty liposomes of the same formulation (250 qv 150 nm) which may explain the 

increased clearance time despite the addition of PEG. Overall, the addition of PEG to the 

liposome formulation significantly increased the blood circulation time; however the size of 

the encapsulated particle should be decreased if the circulation time of empty liposomes is to 

be achieved.
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Figure 6.1.2: Tissue distribution of '̂*C-labelled Liposomes following IV administration into non
tumour bearing CDl mice. A. DOTAPrChol alone and complexed with siRNA (4:1 N/P). B. 
DOTAPrCholrDSPE-PEGzooo alone or encapsulating siRNA (4:1 N/P). Complexes were injected by tail 
vein under normal pressure and organs were harvested at 30 mins, 1, 2 and 24 hours. n= 4, error 
bars ±SD
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As seen from the circulation profiles, the majority of the injected dose is very quickly 

cleared from the blood. To determine the tissue biodistribution, lung, liver, kidneys and 

spleen were collected and was measured my liquid scintillation counting. For the 

DOTAP:Chol liposomes (with and without siRNA), animals were sacrificed at 30m, 1, 4 and 

24h post-injection. Figure 6.1.2 shows that at 30 min, almost 45% (empty liposomes) and 

60% (L/siRNA) of the injected dose was in the lungs. The dose persisted in the lungs for Ih , 

with only a 5% decrease. This accumulation is in agreement with previous described results 

for cationic liposomes (Ishiwata et al., 2000, Liu et al., 1997, Mahato et al., 1998). Four hours 

after injection, the amount of detectable in the lungs fell to less than 10% for the siRNA 

complexes and less than 5% for the empty liposomes, consistent with redistribution from the 

lungs. Thirty percent of liposome alone and 20% of L/siRNA groups was retained in the liver 

30 minutes following administration. The amount of ^^C-Liposomes persisted in the liver with 

more than 20% still present at 4h. L/siRNA groups showed similarly high levels in the liver at 

30 minutes and Ih  after injection, however there was more than a 10% increase in the ID 

measured at 4h. This is likely due to translocation of complexes from the lung into the liver as 

has been previously reported (Lee et al., 2009, Li et al., 1999, Litzinger et al., 1996).

Amounts in the spleen and kidneys for both groups were less than 5% ID. The size of 

liposomes and L/siRNA complexes is greater than the limit for renal excretion [<10 nm], so no 

significant accumulation was expected, although as seen from the physico-chemical 

characterization in Section 4, Figure 4.1.2, the liposome population is not homogenous. 

Some very small micellar particles (less than 50 nm) exist in each preparation and these are 

the likely source of in the kidneys. Five percent of the empty liposomes were present in 

the spleen until the 4h, whereas less than 2% of L/siRNA was detected. This is likely due to 

the higher amount of empty liposomes present in the liver versus lung as compared with the 

L/siRNA complexes.

In contrast to DOTAP:Chol liposomes, the PEGylated liposomes (both empty and 

encapsulating siRNA) were accumulated less in the lungs. At the earliest time point (Ih ), less 

than 20% of the ID was retained in the lungs. The empty PEGylated liposomes but not those 

encapsulating siRNA persisted in the lungs for at least four hours, although for both groups 

less than 2% remained at 24 hours. There was an increase of 10% of the ID seen in the liver 

after Ih  for the PEG liposomes compared to the non-PEGylated liposomes. Moreover, this 

increased accumulation was seen after four hours for the encapsulated group. Accumulation 

in the spleen and kidneys was unaffected by either the presence of siRNA or the inclusion of 

PEG.
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The addition of PEG into the liposome formulation masks the cationic charge on the 

surface of the bilayer. The biological impact of this is two-fold: 1. slower recognition by the 

RES results in longer blood circulation time and 2. decreased net positive charge thus 

reducing the interaction between the liposomes and the lung epithelium.

6.1.2 Fluorescent labelling does not affect biological function

In the above biodistribution study, only the liposome was being tracked as there was no 

radiolabel incorporated into the siRNA. Theoretically, the siRNA could dissociate from the 

liposome immediately upon injection. The liposome and siRNA were independently 

fluorescently labeled and followed in vivo using IVIS® technology. This enabled real-time 

imaging of both complex components.

V

Figure 6.1.3: Effect of fluorescent labelling on biological function. Cell viability of HeLa cells treated 
with 50 nM L/siRNA assessed by MTT assay at 48h post-transfection. Dil-liposomes and ATTO-siRNA 
used together or individually with their non-labelled counterparts, n = 8; error bars ± SD.

In order to demonstrate that the incorporation of fluorescent labels did not alter the 

efficacy of either the liposome or the siRNA, they were first tested in vitro in HeLa cells by 

using DOTAP:Chol/siPLKl complexes [50 nM; 4:1 N/P] in the following combinations: Dil- 

L/siPLKl; Dil-L/siPLKl-ATTO; L/siPLKl and L/siPLKl-ATTO. L/siTOX and L/siNEG (positive and 

negative controls, respectively) and empty liposomes (+/- Oil) and naked siPLKl {+/- ATTO-
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655) alone were included to identify any effects resulting from the addition of each 

fluorescent label. Figure 6.1.3 shows that incorporation of fluorescent labels to both the 

liposome and siRNA did not reduce biological activity, as measured by MTT cell viability assay 

48h after transfection. Each combination of DOTAP:Chol/siRNA resulted in 42-53% cell 

viability with no statistically significant difference between combinations. The inclusion of Oil 

and ATTO-655 did not affect the biological efficacy of the complex and as such, should not 

alter the pharmacokinetics.
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6.1.3 Live imaging using I VIS® technology

CDl immuno-compromised mice (nu/nu) were used for IVIS® imaging because the fluorescent 

signal cannot penetrate fur. To reduce gut autofluorescence, the mice were fed a 

chlorophyll-free diet for three weeks prior to imaging (www.testdiet.com). Imaging of both 

fluorescent molecules required switching between two filter sets, DsRED and Cy5.5. The 

excitation and emission spectra for the two filter sets is shown in Appendix 3. A sample of 

the injected dose was imaged to demonstrate that there was no bleed through between the 

two filters. Mice were imaged before injection to correct for background and 

autofluorescence. Mice tails were canulated to enable simultaneous dosing. Figure 6.1.4 

shows the imaging results for mice injected with 212 pg Dil-DOTAP:Chol liposomes. Figure

6.1.4, Panel A shows autofluorescence of uninjected animais; Panels B and D depict dorsal 

and ventral views respectively, 4h post-injection; and Panels C and E show dorsal and ventral 

images at 24h post-injection. Mouse 1 was the control injected with D5W without Dil- 

liposomes. Neither dorsal nor ventral views allow visualization of liposome accumulation in 

organs as liposomes were retained in the skin vasculature preventing deeper tissue imaging. 

To overcome the high signal produced from the skin, end-point imaging was used for animals 

sacrificed at4h post-injection.
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Figure 6.1.4: Live time course imaging (IVIS®) of Oil-liposomes IV injected in non-tumour-bearing 
mice. Liposome dose: 212 pg/200 pi; Camera filter for DsRed, 3s exp Mouse (M)1&M2 (pre-injection 
only) naïve M3=naïve M4&M5= liposome alone. A. pre-injection autofluorescence; B. 4h dorsal; C. 
24h dorsal; D. 4h ventral; E. 24h ventral.

A second group was injected with siPLKl-ATTO 655 (25 pg) alone (Figure 6.1.5). 

Panel A shows pre-injection gut autofluorescence, which had been significantly reduced but 

not eliminated by the chlorophyll-free diet. Panels B-F show ventral images captured during 

the first hour following injection; no signal was detectable when animals were imaged 

dorsally. One minute following injection (Panel B), siRNA could be seen throughout the 

animal circulating in the blood and beginning to accumulate in the liver. By 5 minutes (Panel 

C), siRNA was still seen in the circulation but was now present in the bladder and at eight 

minutes the siRNA had been cleared from circulation and was only seen in the liver and 

bladder. The mice remained anaesthetized for one hour imaging and siRNA continued to 

localize to the bladder where the siRNA in the liver became concentrated in the gall bladder.
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When the animals were allowed to recover from anesthesia and imaged after 4h, the siRNA 

had been excreted through the urine.
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Figure 6.1.5: Live time course imaging of ATTOSSS-labelled siRNA IV injected in non-tumour-bearing 
mice. siRNA dose: 25 |ig/200 |il Camera filter for Cy5.5,1 sec exp; IVIl=naTve M2-M5= siRNA alone. A. 
pre-injection autofluorescence, ventral; B. Im; C. 5m; D. 8m; E. 30m; F. 60m.

Once the exposure times for each filter set were established, the liposome/siRNA 

complex was injected and contiguous images were taken for 1.5h. Mice tails were canulated 

to allow simultaneous inject of the complex. Images taken at Ih  and 4h post-injection are 

shown in Figure 6.1.6. Mouse 3 (centre) was a naive control; mice 1-2, 4-5 (L to R) each 

received a single tail vein injection of L/siRNA (25 pg siRNA). One hour after injection (Figure 

6.1.6, top left), liposomes were seen throughout the skin however the distribution of siRNA
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(bottom left) had changed as compared to siRNA alone (Figure 6.1.5, Panel F). Only one 

mouse (#5) displayed the bladder and liver/gall bladder accumulation seen in the siRNA alone 

groups.

1 hour 4 hour

d
Figure 6.1.6: Live time course imaging (IVIS*) of Oil Liposome/Atto655 labeled siRNA complex, N/P 
4:1 (212 pg Liposome: 25 pg siRNA in 200 pi) IV injected in non-tumour-bearing CDl nude mice. M l- 
M2, M4-M5 = complex; M3 = naïve. Camera filter and exposure times: DsRed 3s, CyS.S Is exp. Mice 
imaged at Ih and 4h as indicated.
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Figure 6.1.7: End-point imaging (IVIS®) of Oil Liposome/AttoSSS labeled siRNA complex, N/P 4:1 (212 
pg Liposome: 25 pg siRNA in 200 pi) IV injected in non-tumour-bearing CDl nude mice. M l Ih, M2 
naïve, M3 4h. Camera filter and exposure times: DsRed 3s, CyS.S Is exp. A. liposome filter; B. siRNA 
filter.

To investigate the specific organs where L/siRNA complexes accumulate, animals 

were sacrificed and dissected at one hour (mouse 1) and four hours (mouse 3) after injection. 

Figure 6.1.7 shows the organ localisation of the L/siRNA complex visualised using the filter for 

Oil liposomes (Panel A) and the siRNA filter (Panel B). The co-localisation of siRNA with the 

liposomes is seen in the 'first pass' organs -lung and liver- one hour after injection. By four 

hours, accumulation in the spleen can be seen. The naive mouse (D5W, centre) shows some 

autofluorescence associated with the skin, but no autofluorescence is present in the internal 

organs, confirming the specificity of signal obtained for the complexes.
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6.2 Therapy I: Intra-Tumoural Administration of siRNA

6.2.1 IT injection of liposome/siRNA complexes

A human xenograft tumour model was established using Calu6  lung cancer cells. Cells 

were injected sub-cutaneously into immuno-compromised CDl nude mice using Matrigel to 

promote formation of a solid tumour. Palpable tumours were formed within one week of 

injection and tumour growth was monitored thrice weekly by calliper measurement. When 

tumours reached approximately 0.3 mm^, about two weeks following cell inoculation, animals 

were randomised into groups of 4 (controls) and 5 (therapy groups). Mice then received 50 pi 

injections of either control components: D5W (naïve); DOTAPrChol liposomes alone (2:1 

molar ratio); siRNA alone (4 pg); or DOTAP:Chol/siRNA [4 pg siRNA; 4:1 N/P]: L/siTOX;

L/siPLKl; L/siFlkl; and L/siNEG. Animals were monitored for tumour growth and survival.
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Figure 6.2.1: CaluS tumour growth curves following intra-tumoural administration of
DOTAP:Chol/siRNA complexes into human lung carcinoma xenografts. CaluS cells were inoculated 
under the skin of nude mice and IT injections began when mean tumour volume reached 0.3 cm̂ . 4 
pg SiRNA (siPLKl, siFlkl or siTOX) complexed with DOTAPrChol liposomes (4:1 N/P) was injected in 
50 pi. Non-coding siRNA (siNeg) was similarly injected as a negative control and each component 
(liposome, siTOX, siPLKI) was injected individually. 50 pi sterile, 5% dextrose (D5W) was injected 
into naïve animals. Arrows indicate injections on days 14, 20 and 24. n=4 (control groups); n=5 
(therapy groups); error bars ± s.e.m.
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Survival was measured as a factor of tumour size: when tumours reached an area of 

150 mm^ (approximate volume 800-1000 mm^) the animal had to be sacrificed. Figure 6.2.1 

shows the mean tumour growth curves up to day 28: the last day at which all animals were 

still alive. There were no significant differences between groups treated with any of the 

therapeutic DOTAP:Chol/siRNA complexes and the control groups. To investigate whether 

treatment with liposome/siRNA complexes had a subtle effect on tumour growth that was 

not reflected during the 4 week growth curves, two further injections on days 31 and 38 were 

performed and animal survival was measured to the end of the experiment on day 50, when 

the last animal was sacrificed. The survival curves in Figure 6.2.2 show that 

DOTAP:Chol/siRNA treatment had no measurable effect on animal survival, i.e. there was no 

delay to tumour growth which could be attributed to siRNA therapy.

_  100 Naive 
-B- Liposome 

SiPLKl 
SiTOX 

-V- L/siPLKl 
HE- L/siFlkl 
-A- L/siTOX 

L/siNEG

Figure 6.2.2: Survival Curves of mice treated with L/siRNA complexes by IT administration. Arrows 
indicate injections on days 14, 20, 24, 31 and 38 (post tumour inoculation). Control groups (n=4) 
received 50 pi of: D5W (naive); Liposome alone (DOTAP:Chol); siRNA alone (4 pg) siTOX or siPLKl; or 
DOTAP:Chol/siNEG (4 pg siRNA; 4:1 N/P). Therapy groups (n=5) received 50 pi of: 
DOTAP:Chol/siPLKl; DOTAP:Chol/siTOX; or DOTAP:Chol/siFlkl (4 pg siRNA; 4:1 N/P).

In an attempt to identify a localised therapeutic effect, tumours were collected 

following animal sacrifice and were formalin fixed. Tumours were paraffin embedded and 

sectioned for immunohistochemical analysis. H&E staining was performed on sections as well 

as TUN EL/PI labelling to identify regions of cell death. Figure 6.2.3 depicts representative 

images of both staining techniques from contiguous sections. Cell death at the core of the 

tumour was present throughout each group, consistent with the expected pathology of a 

tumour of this size. No regions of cell death were identified in the therapeutic groups as 

compared to the controls.
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Figure 6.2.3: Histological analysis of excised CaluS tumours following IT injection with D5W (naive) or 
L/siTOX complex. Tumours were removed, photographed and fixed in 4% formalin before 
sectioning. Sections were then stained with H&E (middle panel) or TUN EL/PI (lower panel). Scale 
bars = 100 pm

6.2.2 IT injection of carbon nanotube/siRNA complexes

A parallel pilot experiment was conducted using carbon nanotubes for the delivery of 

siTOX (Podesta et al., 2009). Positively charged, functionalized multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes were complexed with siTOX at an 8:1 weight ratio. CNT/siTOX complexes were 

intra-tumourally injected in 50 pi containing 4 pg siTOX. Tumour growth curves and survival 

curves from animals receiving siTOX delivered with CNTs are shown in Figures 6.2.4 and 6.2.5, 

respectively.
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Figure 6.2.4 CaluS tumour growth curves following Intra-tumoural administration of CNT/slTOX 
complexes Into human lung carcinoma xenografts. IT Injection began when mean tumour volume 
reached 0.3cm .̂ Control groups (n=4) received D5W, 32 pg CNT, 4 pg sITOX or CNT/slNEG In 50 pL. 
Therapy group (n=4) were Injected with 4 pg sIRNA sITOX complexed with CNT at 8:1 weight ratio. 
*p<0.5; error bars ± s.e.m.

CNT/siTOX treatment significantly inhibited tumour growth as depicted in Figure

6.2.4, compared to control groups receiving D5W (naïve) CNT or siTOX alone, or CNT/siNEG. 

Each group received three intra-tumoural injections and the CNT/siTOX group showed smaller 

mean tumour volumes following the first injection which persisted for at least two weeks. 

The reduction in tumour growth led to a corresponding increase in animal survival as 

compared to naïve, siTOX alone, CNT alone or CNT/siNEG as shown in Figure 6.2.5.

Survival was monitored for 50 days from the day of tumour implantation. Treatments 

were administered on days 14, 20, 24, 31 and 38 (indicated by arrows). The amount of siRNA 

injected into the tumours was the same (4 pg) as for the liposome delivery system. 

Furthermore, the therapeutic effects were limited to the CNT/siTOX group, demonstrating 

that intratumoural injection of carbon nanotubes did not in themselves cause tumour 

collapse.
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Figure 6.2.5 Survival curves of animals following Intra-tumoral Injection of CNT/slTOX. IT Injection 
began when mean tumour volume reached 0.3 cm .̂ 4 ng sIRNA (sfTOX or sINEG) complexed with 
CNT at 8:1 weight ratio was Injected In 50 pi. Arrowheads Indicate IT Injections performed on days 
14,20,24,31 and 38 (post tumour Inoculation). Control groups (n=4) received 50 pi of: D5W (naive); 
CNT alone; sITOX alone (4 pg); or CNT/slNEG. Therapy group (n=5) received 50 pi of CNT/slTOX.
**p<0.01

CNT/siTOX treatment induced tumour collapse which prolonged animal survival. To 

investigate further, tumours were excised and histological analysis was performed to 

correlate cell death and tumour collapse with siRNA treatment. siTOX delivery using CNTs 

resulted in an increase in cell death as seen in Figure 6.2.6. Tumours from groups receiving 

CNT alone or CNT/siTOX were examining visually prior to formalin fixation and sectioning, 

inspection of the tumours showed complete collapse of the tumour core following treatment 

with CNT/siTOX whereas control groups had a solid core. Histological analysis revealed large 

regions of cell death corresponding to sites of CNT accumulation only in the CNT/siTOX 

treatment groups. TUNEL labelling of DNA and the corresponding DIC images depicted in 

Figure 6.2.6 show cell death surrounding the area of CNT accumulation in the CNT/siTOX but 

not CNT alone groups. This demonstrates that siTOX is biologically active in vivo but that its 

activity is dependent on the delivery system.
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Figure 6.2.6: Histological analysis of Calu6 tumours treated with intratumour injection of carbon 
nanotubes or CNT/siTOX (4 |ig). Tumours were excised and photographed (top row); the formalin 
fixed tumours were sectioned and stained with H&E (second row) or TUNEL/PI (third row) and the 
corresponding DIC image for the TUNEL/PI sections (bottom row). Scale bars 100 pm; images are 
representative of tumours from groups of 4 (CNT alone) or 5 (CNT/siTOX).
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6.3 Therapy II; Intravenous Administration of siRNA

Extensive studies with cationic liposomes have demonstrated that they accumulate at 

the endothelium of tumour vasculature and can extravasatation into the neighbouring 

interstitial space (de Wolf et al., 2007, McLean et al., 1997, Thurston et al., 1998). To exploit 

this localisation, DOTAP:Chol liposomes were used to deliver therapeutically relevant siRNA 

by systemic administration via the tail vein of human xenograft tumour bearing mice. The 

Calu6  tumour model was used because of its consistent performance in terms of both tumour 

formation (100%) and reproducible growth curves. Mice were inoculated with 1 million CaluS 

cells in Matrigel (Day 0) and palpable tumours were identified within one week. Matrigel 

forms a gel-like plug upon injection in a temperature-dependent manner and this persists for 

a few days. As such, tumour measurement began on Day 7, once the proteins in the Matrigel 

plug begin to degrade..

Two siRNA sequences were used, individually and in combination to create an siRNA 

cocktail. siPLKl and siFlkl were complexed with DOTAPiChol at 4:1 (N/P). A final siRNA dose 

of 25 pg for complexes or siRNA alone and the equivalent concentration of DOTAPiChol was 

used as a control. To create the siRNA cocktail, complexes were formed between each siRNA 

separately, and then the individual complexes were mixed in equimolar concentrations to 

form the cocktail. When the cocktail was injected, the total amount of siRNA used was 25 pg; 

12.5 pg of each. Injections were carried out every four days starting on Day 3. The growth 

curves for each group are shown in Figure 6.3.1. None of the treatment groups displayed any 

effect on tumour growth when measured for 31 days after tumour inoculation, the last day 

on which all animals were still alive.
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Figure 6.3.1: Tumour growth curves of CaluS human lung carcinoma xenografts following intravenous 
administration of DOTAP:Chol/siRNA complexes. Animals received IV injections of D5W (naive); 
DOTAPiChol (empty liposomes); siRNA alone (25 pg); or L/siPLKl; L/siFlkl; or cocktail siRNA (25 pg 
total SiRNA) every 4 days from day 4 after tumour inoculation. Tumour growth curves for each 
treatment group and controls are shown as: A. L/siPLKl; B. L/siFlkl; C. L/siFlkl & L/siPLKl cocktail. 
n= 4-6 (except for siFlkl alone, n=3). Error bars ± s.e.m.
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To determine if there was an effect on animal survival, injections were continued 

every four days until all animals died or reached the maximum permitted tumour volume. 

Figure 6.3.2 depicts the survival curves of each group. Treatment with siFlkl resulted in a 

significant reduction of survival (p<0.05), both for the naked siRNA and liposome complexed 

groups. Groups that received the siRNA combination also showed decreased survival but it 

was not statistically significant. These groups received half the dose of siFlkl injected into the 

single treatment group which could explain the intermediary survival profile.

In order to investigate whether there was a localised effect specific to the L/siRNA 

treatments, the organs where accumulation occurs: lung and liver, as well as the tumour 

were excised following sacrifice. Each sample was divided into three: a portion of each was 

formalin fixed and sectioned for H&E staining; processed for RNA for real time RT-PCR 

analysis; and a third for total protein lysate preparation for western blot analysis. Figure 

6.3.3 shows H&E staining for each group, with no marked increase in necrotic regions 

between the control groups and the treatment groups. No tumour collapse was observed in 

any of the animals. Moreover, there were no indications of illness or signs the animals 

experienced any distress.
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Figure 6.3.2: Survival curves of CaluS human lung xenograft tumour-bearing animals following IV 
injection of Liposome/siRNA. Animals received 100 pi of: DSW (naive); DOTAP:Chol liposomes; and 
A. L/siPLKl and siPLKl; B,.L/siFlkl and siFlkl; and C. L/siPLKl & L/siFlkl and siPLKl & siFlkl cocktail. 
Each group received 25 pg siRNA; 4:1 N/P as either 25 pg single siRNA or 12.5 pg each siRNA in the 
cocktail. Injections were performed every four days beginning on day 3 post tumour implantation. 
n = 8; *p<0.05 for L/siFlkl and siFlkl vs controls.
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Figure 6.3.3: Histological analysis of tumour and lung sections stained with H&E from naïve animals 
or animals treated with DOTAPiChol empty liposomes; L/slPLKl; L/slFlkl; or L/slFlkl & L/slPLKl.
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Real time RT-PCR was performed on samples from tumours and lungs from control 

groups and animals treated with L/siFlkl or the L/siFlkl & L/siPLKl combination. Figure 6.3.4 

shows that there were erratic changes in Flkl mRNA in the lung from the treated groups. 

Relative quantification of mRNA from tissue samples can prove misleading due to variation in 

cell types within the sample. PGR primers were designed to be mouse specific which should 

limit detection to mouse derived but not human xenograft cancer cells. Furthermore, the 

expression of VEGFR2 should be limited to the vascular endothelium however the 

housekeeping genes used (GAPDH and p-actin) are present in all cells. Hybrid cells which are 

known to be present near the interface of the blood vessels at tumour cells may express any 

combination of the murine genes. Additionally, each sample is likely to include a different 

proportion of vascular endothelial cells making normalisation to this specific cell type more 

difficult. The VEGFR2 mRNA levels are presented as values relative to the control animal. 

There is large variation between animals in each group which suggests that there is not an 

overall trend to be detected in either lung or tumour. This could be a result of variation in 

endothelial cell number or the expression levels of the housekeeping genes could be 

inconsistent, thus altering the relative mRNA levels.
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Figure 6.3.4: Flkl mRNA levels from lung and tumour samples from CaluS xenografts normalised to 
GAPDH. Real Time RT-PCR analysis of mRNA extracted from A. lung and B. tumour from naïve 
(D5W); DOTAPiChol liposome alone; L/siFlkl and L/siFlkl & L/siPLKl combination treatment.
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Figure 6.3.5: Serum TNFa cytokine levels. Serum TNFa measured four hours after IV administration 
of L/siRNA. n=6; error bars ± SD

The development of siRNA as a therapeutic agent has highlighted the 

immunostimulatory properties of siRNA. Modifications to siRNA such as inclusion of 2'-0Me 

nucleotides are being developed and tested to reduce immune activation whilst maintaining 

silencing functionality. To date, empirical testing is recommended for sequences as there is 

variation in immune-stimulating properties between sequences. Both TLRB-dependent and 

independent mechanisms have been identified and determining the type of immune 

response is still being investigated. In an effort to determine whether the sequences used 

here generated an immune response, and moreover to identify an underlying cause for 

premature death of the mice treated with Flkl siRNA, the serum cytokine levels of TNFa were 

measured. Figure 6.3.5 depicts the nominal up-regulation of serum TNFa in the

DOTAP:Chol/siRNA. The levels of serum TNFa in the naive, liposome and siRNA alone groups 

were all below the detection limits for the assay.
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6.4 Discussion

Cationic liposomes have been studied extensively in vivo for delivery of nucleic acids 

and therapeutic drugs. The discovery by Thurston et al. (1998) that cationic liposomes are 

taken up by tumour vasculature has led to further investigation into the factors which affect 

biodistribution. The size of the complex has been shown to have the greatest impact on 

localisation as particles less than 1 0  nm are excreted through the kidneys and those larger 

than 200 nm accumulate in the spleen. Therefore, a biologically relevant range of greater 

than 10 nm and less than about 200-250 nm is optimum. The characterisation of the 

liposomes used here shows that the size is in the range of 150-250 nm, consistent with 

previous reports of cationic liposomes used in pharmacokinetic studies. The advantage of 

preparing in-house liposome formulations as opposed to using commercially available 

transfection reagents is that the physicochemical characterisation of the complex can be 

modified and developed to improve in vivo delivery.

IV administration of liposomes produces a typical 'first pass' effect. Liposomes first 

accumulate in the lung, then liver and spleen. Lung accumulation of liposomes is size- 

dependent and studies suggest that cationic liposomes interact with anionic blood 

components producing aggregates which are then captured in lung capillaries (McLean et al., 

1997, Sakurai et al., 2001). Liposomes formulated with 5 mol% however, accumulate far less 

in the lungs. The inclusion of PEG masks the positive charge on the liposomal surface which 

could explain why fewer liposomes are retained by lung capillaries. Furthermore, the 

inclusion of PEG to the liposome formulation increases circulation time, consistent with 

previous reports which may further decrease lung accumulation. The major site of 

accumulation of the PEGylated liposomes is the liver, consistent with size retention in the first 

pass effect.

Both liposome formulations (with and without PEG) demonstrate a pharmacokinetic 

profile consistent with previous reports for cationic liposomes therefore it can be 

extrapolated that a similar quantity of liposomes and liposome/siRNA complexes would 

accumulate in tumour vasculature.

To investigate what is happening to the siRNA upon IV injection, both the siRNA and 

liposomes were fluorescently labelled and tracked using the fluorescent live imaging. 

Limitations of fluorescent imaging can be considerable. Autofluorescence as well as the 

depth of image resolution are two of the major challenges faced for whole animal imaging. 

Gut autofluorescence was reduced by feeding animals a chlorophyll-free diet for three weeks 

prior to imaging. Furthermore, the fluorescent labels used were screened for bleed through
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on each filter set and it was found that the two probes used here (ATTO 655 and Dll) could be 

imaged without generating a non-specific signal in the opposing filter set.

Liposomes containing 0.5 mol% Oil accumulated in the skin of the animal and 

prevented live imaging of organ accumulation. End-point images were taken following 

sacrifice and dissection. For the siRNA biodistribution, siRNA was labelled with ATTO-655. 

Live imaging showed that free siRNA was almost immediately cleared by the kidneys and 

accumulated within the bladder within 5 minutes. The PK profile of naked siRNA has been 

previously reported and quantified in the kidneys using radiolabelled siRNA molecules and 

supports the rapid clearance seen using the fluorescently labelled siRNA in this report (Gao et 

al., 2009, van de Water et al., 2006). Interestingly, a strong signal was also present in the gall 

bladder, but not throughout the liver.

When complexes were injected, there was much less bladder accumulation of siRNA 

seen than with free siRNA, suggesting the siRNA stays complexed with the liposomes after 

injection. Furthermore, the rapid accumulation in the 'first pass' organs, lung, liver and 

spleen all showed siRNA only when complexed with liposomes. The biodistribution studies 

using fluorescently-labelled siRNA and liposomes confirmed that the complex remained intact 

following injection into the blood.

Administration of siRNA either naked or by a delivery system as a therapeutic 

modality has been gaining momentum since the pre-clinical validation of RNA interference in 

a mammalian system less than 10 years ago (Song et al., 2003). Delivery of naked siRNA 

suffers from poor cellular uptake, owing in part to its relatively high molecular weight and 

anionic charge (Chiu et al., 2004, Saleh et al., 2006, Song et al., 2005, Soutschek et al., 2004). 

The lack of appropriate delivery systems is still the major hurdle for all nucleic acid 

interventions, be it plasmid DNA, antisense oligonucleotides or more recently siRNA. An 

additional hurdle faced by siRNA therapy has been the identification of an innate immune 

response to some siRNA molecules.

The field of RNAi, with respect to use of siRNA as a therapeutic agent, has exploded in 

the six years since its first pre-clinical demonstration. The first IND application for clinical 

trials with siRNA was filed in 2004 by Acuity Pharmaceuticals (now OPKO Heath, Inc.). The 

siRNA designated Cand5 and later renamed Bevasiranib, targeted the VEGF gene and was 

administered via intravitreal injection as a treatment for (wet) age-related macular 

degeneration. Showing early promise, clinical trials progressed to Phase III with a pipeline 

projection of going to market by mid-2010 [http://www.opko.com/]. Recently however, the 

Phase III trial was terminated as it was unlikely to meet its primary endpoint: visual acuity
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[press release: http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS147785+06-Mar-

2009+BW200903061. Early studies all utilised local delivery of naked siRNA and only very 

recently, Quark Pharmaceuticals has exploited the biodistribution of naked siRNA by targeting 

proximal tube cells, the main site of kidney injury with QPI-1002 (a.k.a. I5NP or AKIi-5) a p53 

specific siRNA (Molitoris et al., 2009); http://www.quarkpharma.com/qbi-en/products/54/ 

last accessed 21 Sept 2009].

Reports of non-specific effects from siRNA emerged early such as the up regulation of 

genes stimulated by interferon (IFN) in vitro (Sledz et al., 2003). By using cell lines with 

deficiencies in the IFN pathway, Sledz and colleagues also suggested that the siRNA was not 

acting directly via interferon. Heidel and colleagues sought to address by evaluating the 

outcome of naked siRNA injection in vivo (Heidel et al., 2004). They were able to silence both 

endogenous and exogenous genes without inducing an interferon response. In contrast. 

Judge and co-workers demonstrated sequence-dependent immune stimulation (Judge et al., 

2005). At the same time. Ma and colleagues showed that cationic lipid delivery systems also 

play a role in exacerbating the innate immune response (Ma et al., 2005). These early 

studies, which were often conflicting, led to evaluation of both specific and non-specific 

effects of siRNA in vivo as well as the testing of different chemical modifications in parallel to 

the investigation of siRNA as a therapeutic agent.

Although there have been no specific safety concerns raised from ongoing clinical 

trials with siRNA, it is worth noting that the current active and/or recruiting trials are moving 

towards systemic administration of siRNA with three of the four studies employing a delivery 

system (CALAA-01, Calando Pharmaceuticals; Atu-027, Silence Therapeutics; PRO-040201 

(a.k.a. ApoB SNALP) Tekmira Pharmaceuticals Corp. [www.clinicaltrials.gov]. The rapid 

progression of siRNA as a therapeutic agent and subsequent identification of off-target and 

non-specific effects has generated an air of scepticism in the field. Furthermore, the 

identification of potential pitfalls has led to the need for a more systematic approach to 

development of therapeutically relevant siRNA and potential delivery systems.

Localised treatment of solid tumours by IT injection has proven useful for tumour 

imaging and delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs. Liposome/nucleic acid complexes have also 

had some success using this route of administration; however clearance from the interstitial 

space by the lymphatic system has proven problematic with several studies focusing on the 

parameters that affect tumour retention (Bao et al., 2006, Nomura et al., 1998, Nomura et al., 

1997, Wang et al., 2009). Clinically relevant applications of IT administration are limited to
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well-defined tumours such as head and neck carcinomas and brain tumours which are often 

better candidates for surgical resection.

In an effort to validate cytotoxic siRNA functionality in vivo, IT injections were 

performed using both cationic liposome and carbon nanotube delivery systems. The use of 

siRNA to induce cell death by silencing genes that trigger apoptotic cascades has been 

explored extensively in vitro. Several gene targets have been silenced by siRNA with mixed 

results; however it has provided very useful information on the molecular mechanism and 

specific pathways of apoptosis (Zender and Kubicka, 2004). The use of siRNA towards 

promoting apoptosis was first explored by Yano et al. Bcl-2 is highly expressed in the tumour 

microenvironment and plays a significant role in regulating the mitochondrial-mediated 

apoptotic pathway (Ray and Almasan, 2003, Yano et al., 2004). The delivery of siRNA 

sequences triggering cytotoxicity to achieve tumour elimination is still primarily used in 

combination with conventional anti-cancer therapeutic agents with an aim to improve 

sensitivity and overcome chemotherapy resistance (Verma et al., 2008).

In the work presented here, delivery of siTOX and siPLKl by cationic liposomes had no 

effect on tumour size or growth rate, nor was there an effect on animal survival. 

Furthermore, histological examination of the tumour by H&E staining did not show any 

regions of cell death which could be attributed to the cytotoxic siRNA (Figure 6.3.3). 

Validation of the siTOX sequence has only previously been reported in vitro as an indicator of 

transfection efficiency (Yadava et al., 2007), whereas the siPLKl sequence used has been 

more extensively studied. Polo-like kinase-1 (Plk-1) is a well validated target for therapeutic 

apoptosis and has been targeted with small molecule inhibitors (Gumireddy et al., 2005, 

Lansing et al., 2007, Steegmaier et al., 2007); antisense oligonucleotides (Elez et al., 2000, 

Spankuch et al., 2006, Spankuch-Schmitt et al., 2002b); and by siRNA (Judge et al., 2009, 

Spankuch et al., 2007, Spankuch-Schmitt et al., 2002a). The sequence used in this study has 

been previously validated both in vitro and in vivo for gene silencing and apoptosis (Nogawa 

et al., 2005). Likely explanations for the lack of biological function are that the complexes 

were cleared from the tumour and no cellular uptake was achieved. It is conceivable that 

some uptake would have occurred given the repeated administrations; however RNA 

interference would have been prevented if the L/siRNA complex collapsed upon exposure to 

the tumour microenvironment, resulting in the release of siRNA prior to internalisation with 

the free siRNA failing to cross the cell membrane. Furthermore, L/siRNA complexes which 

had been taken up by endocytosis may remain in intracellular compartments thus failing to 

release the siRNA into the cytoplasm where it can enter the RNAi pathway.
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Interestingly and surprisingly, by using positively charged functional carbon 

nanotubes to complex and deliver siTOX, a therapeutic outcome was achieved. Tumour 

collapse induced by cell death occurred in tumours receiving the therapeutic complex but not 

in controls and led to protracted survival times (Figure 6.2.3). Furthermore, regions of cell 

death identified by TUNEl/PI staining were co-localised to sites of CNT/siTOX accumulation, 

but were absent in samples receiving CNT alone or CNT-siNEG (Figure 6.2.4).

Intratumoural administration of siRNA has been previously reported for both 

liposome/siRNA and carbon nanotube/siRNA (Futami et al., 2008, Zhang et al., 2006). Even 

though IT administration of therapeutics is not optimal for clinical cancer treatment, it offers 

a way to achieve high doses of biologically active substances locally at the tumour site. 

Moreover, the only clinically used gene therapy pharmaceutical is a recombinant human 

adenovireus-p53 (Gendicine^“) which has received approval by the SFDA for IT treatment of 

head and neck carcinoma patients (Frew et al., 2008). There are also significant advances 

made in the image-guided techniques and protocols that will allow more accurate and 

effective IT administration into deep-seated tumours. Previous IT administration of 

complexed siRNA towards therapeutic treatment of cancer has shown encouraging results. 

Several branched histidine/lysine (HK) polymers were synthesized and screened for the ability 

to deliver functional siRNA. Targeting Raf-1 in MDA-MB-43 human xenograft resulted in 50% 

reduction in tumour volume as well as inducing apoptosis (Leng and Mixson, 2005, Leng et al., 

2008). Tumour angiogenesis was also affected as evidenced by reduced in blood vessel 

density. Leng et al. have gone on to optimise HK:siRNA complexes for systemic delivery, thus 

demonstrating the need for IT administration not only as a potential therapeutic route, but 

also as a stage in the clinical development of novel gene therapeutics. More recently, Kim et 

al. have evaluated polyelectrolyte complex micelles for the delivery of VEGF siRNA both 

intratumourally and intravenously (Kim et al., 2008). Interestingly, the IT administration of 

siRNA complexes, consistent with the findings of this study, underperforms when compared 

to other routes of administration such as IV or IP.

Despite the lack of biological activity for the liposome/siRNA complexes, the 

significant cytotoxicity demonstrated by CNT/siTOX complexes confirmed in vivo functionality 

and was a promising first step towards using siRNA therapeutically in the Calu 6  human lung 

xenograft model employed here. It would seem in this case that it is a failure of IT injected 

liposome to deliver siRNA rather than lack of activity by the siRNA. Furthermore, the absence 

of any tumour collapse upon injection of free siRNA supports previous claims of the inability 

of non-modified, naked siRNA to cross the cell membrane.
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In order to test the DOTAP:Chol/siRNA complexes in the environment for which they 

were designed to function optimally, L/siRNA complexes were injected IV into human 

xenograft mouse models. IV injection was performed with siRNA targeting two different gene 

products to investigate: 1.) The ability of DOTAP:Chol/siFlkl to induce an anti-angiogenic 

effect through the passive targeting of siFlkl by cationic liposomes to tumour vasculature 

endothelium; 2.) The cytotoxicity of siPLKl on human xenograft cancer cells following 

extravasation of L/siPLKl complexes from the leaky vasculature into the surrounding tumour 

environment and; 3.) The combinatory therapeutic potential of L/siFlkl:L/siPLKl when 

administered as a cocktail to investigate the ability of the two sequences to function 

equivalently or synergistically to single complex administrations.

The IV administration of anti-angiogenic and cytotoxic siRNAs in this work showed no 

therapeutic efficacy as evidenced by tumour shrinkage or reduced tumour growth (Figure 

6.3.1). Work by others has demonstrated tumour regression as a therapeutic outcome for 

siRNA by targeting both anti-angiogenesis and cytotoxicity independently. Schiffelers and co

workers used an RGD-targeting motif conjugated via PEG to PEI to deliver VEGFR2-targeting 

siRNA (Schiffelers et al., 2004). They used a human xenograft model of neuroblastoma (N2a 

cells) injected subcutaneously and began IV administration of their targeted 

nanoparticle/siRNA complex 7 days following tumour inoculation. The dose of siRNA used 

was 40 pg, nearly twice the amount used in the project described here and was administered 

every three days by tail vein injection under normal pressure. The therapeutic outcome 

showed a reduction in tumour volume compared to the naive and control siRNA groups as 

well as fewer blood vessels in the excised tumours. No data addressing a role for immune 

activation was presented.

A two-pronged study by Santel and colleagues first described a novel lipoplex for 

targeting the murine vascular endothelium (Santel et al., 2006b) then they demonstrated its 

ability to elicit an RNAi effect yielding reduced tumour growth and an overall reduction in 

vessel number and length from excised tumours in a subcutaneous xenograft model as well as 

a reduction in tumour volume and target mRNA levels in an orthotopic model of prostate 

cancer (Santel et al., 2006a). The work by Santel and co-workers described an siRNA-lipoplex 

containing a novel lipid, AtuFECTOl and siRNA targeting CD31 (PECAM-1) which is expressed 

on the vascular endothelium and has been reported to play a role in many cellular 

mechanisms. They did look for an innate immune response by performing an ELISA for IFNa 

and claim no activation for animals treated with sucrose, or lipoplexes formed with luciferase, 

PTEN or CD31 targeting siRNA. One important factor that has appeared consistently in the
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literature recently has been the time at which serum samples are taken for the measurement 

of circulating cytokines. The report by Santel et al. measures IFNa 24h post injection of 

siRNA-lipoplex. Other groups have suggested that the optimal time for assay is within 6 h as 

the blood levels normalise by 24 hours. It is worth noting that the IFNa levels reported for 

serum taken within the 6 h window are one to two orders of magnitude higher, thus making it 

inaccurate to compare on the same scale (Kim et al., 2007). In a subsequent report by the 

same group, Aleku et al. tested the same delivery vehicle (now termed AtuPLEX) with an 

siRNA targeting protein kinase NS, a previously validated therapeutic target (Aleku et al.,

2008). To address rising concerns regarding innate immune response, Aleku and colleagues 

tested a panel of five cytokines (IFNa, IL-12p40, IL-6 , IL-10 and TNFa) in serum withdrawn two 

hours after administration of the siRNA-lipoplex. In all cases, there was no significant amount 

of the cytokine detected in the treatment groups. It is important to note however that the 

siRNA molecules used in each of these studies were blunt-ended (19 and 23-mers, 

respectively) and they were both heavily modified, containing alternating 2'-0M e  

modifications on both the sense and anti-sense strands (Czauderna et al., 2003).

In most cases, cytotoxicity is something which researchers try to avoid when using 

siRNA, particularly as delivery of siRNA can lead to uptake in multiple organs. As such there 

are limited reports for the use of siRNA to specifically induce a cytotoxic response. This type 

of siRNA however has found a niche for combinatorial treatment with chemotherapeutic 

drugs. Resistance to chemotherapy and radiotherapy has been described in many primary 

cancers and métastasés. The molecular basis of this resistance is not well understood, 

however expression of anti-apoptotic proteins are thought to play a key role. As such, one of 

the most widely applied uses of apoptotic siRNAs is in combination with current 

chemotherapeutic agents in an effort to rescue resistance. Use of siRNA to induce apoptosis 

has been demonstrated with anti-apoptotic gene targets such as Bcl-2 (Chen et al., 2009, 

Kunze et al., 2008, Nagamatsu et al., 2008, Saad et al., 2008, Sonoke et al., 2008).

One of the most well characterised cytotoxic siRNA targets is Polo-like kinase 1. As 

mentioned previously, this gene and gene product have been targeted using drugs, antisense 

and RNAi approaches. PIkl siRNA has been exhaustively tested in its development towards 

clinical trials (Judge et al., 2009). Researchers set out first to ensure that the siRNA sequences 

were not immunostimulatory by testing 2'-0M e modifications in both the sense and 

antisense strands. Furthermore, they looked at IFN-induced protein with tetratricopeptide 

repeats 1 (IFITl) mRNA in the liver and spleen as well as serum cytokine levels to confirm the 

absence of an immune response. The delivery system used was the well characterised stable
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nucleic acid lipid particle (SNALP) which has been tested extensively in vivo (Morrissey et al., 

2005, Zimmermann et al., 2006). Moreover, Judge and co-workers used two murine tumour 

models: an orthotopic hepatocellular carcinoma xenograft and a syngeneic Neuro2a model. 

The therapeutic effect of the SNALP-PLK1424-2/A was reported as increased survival time and 

almost a complete decrease in liver tumour burden. The work by Judge and colleagues is by 

far one of the best characterised examples of therapeutic siRNA in vivo. Furthermore, 

Tekmira Pharmaceuticals, the company behind the pre-clinical studies of SNALP-PLKl are 

planning to initiate an IND after the completion of the formal safety studies later this year.

The combined use of two or more siRNA sequences with different target genes (i.e. 

not the SMARTpool combinations) has primarily been limited to targeting different genes 

which have the same functional outcome. Three different cytokines: IL-lp, IL-6 , and IL-18 

were combined as an alternative treatment for arthritis (Khoury et al., 2008). In a model of 

collagen-induced arthritis, Khoury and colleagues demonstrated that the use of the three 

siRNAs together were more effective in delaying onset and reducing the incidence of arthritis 

than the use of each siRNA individually. Previous use of combined siRNAs has targeted the 

same gene pathway or had the intention of eliciting the same therapeutic outcome. In the 

work described here, the approach of combining siRNA with two different therapeutic targets 

is a novel attempt to promote an anti-cancer effect by simultaneously killing tumour cells and 

cutting off their nutrient supply by inducing anti-angiogenesis. This two-pronged approach 

was conceived in response to the multiple challenges of anti-cancer therapy. Anti-angiogenic 

therapy was first suggested by Judah Folkman nearly forty years ago. Since then, 

angiogenesis has become a clinically realised target. In recent years, the tumour 

microenvironment has been further characterised and the effect of different anti-angiogenic 

treatments on different types of tumours is being more clearly defined. The scope of this 

work is not insignificant as the tumour type often plays a pivotal role in the effectiveness of 

treatment. One of the major shortcomings of anti-angiogenic therapy that has been recently 

identified is the prognosis following treatment. It has been shown that by cutting off the 

blood supply to tumours, cells which are able to survive the hypoxic environment thrive 

resulting in a population resistant to conventional treatments. Furthermore, there is strong 

evidence to support the timing of drug administration in combinatorial therapies, where an 

anti-angiogenic compound is being co-administered with a traditional chemotherapeutic 

drug. Treatments which lead to the growth of drug-resistant cancer cells are more likely to 

metastasize and the metastatic tumours are more aggressive. The combination of Cytotoxic 

and anti-angiogenic siRNA was developed to simultaneously stop new blood vessel formation
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and kill the tumour and hybrid (endothelium/tumour) cells thereby reducing the incidence of 

metastasis.

The theoretical potential of siRNA as a therapeutic agent is immense, and the 

predominant hurdle of the lack of a specific delivery system was identified early on in the 

short lifespan of mammalian RNA interference. The considerable heritage of nucleic acid 

delivery, be it by liposomes, polymers or nanoparticles has created a sling shot effect, 

propelling siRNA therapy into a clinically relevant therapeutic modality. As with most 

phenomena, the initial excitement has generated a plethora of encouraging studies which on 

closer inspection have generated more questions requiring further, more systematic 

evaluation. The evaluation of toxicity and immune stimulation can only run parallel with the 

development of therapeutic siRNA because each step used for biological analysis: cell lines; 

primary cell culture; rodent models; and non-human primates, has certain limitations which 

usually only come to light with progression to the next model.

The shortcomings of siRNA were identified very early in RNAi history: off-target or 

non-specific effects could produce false positive or unrelated silencing. Despite the inherent 

specificity of siRNA, it has been demonstrated that siRNA molecules could bind to 

mismatched mRNA sequences (Amarzguioui et al., 2003, Boutia et al., 2001, Holen et al., 

2002, Saxena et al., 2003). One of the strategies to overcome off-target effects is the use of 

multiple sequences targeting the same gene in a pool, where the dose of each siRNA is 

reduced [Dharmacon Tech Report]. In this work, a SMARTpool of four sequences targeting 

murine VEGFR2 was used.

More recently, the stimulation of the immune system by siRNA and L/siRNA has 

overshadowed the paucity of available delivery systems as the predominant challenge to 

progress siRNA to the clinic. The tremendous impact that siRNA has had on both functional 

genomics studies as well as a therapeutic agent has resulted in not only the very rapid 

development of chemically-modified siRNA species to reduce or even abolish the immune 

stimulation but also testing of chemical modification in vivo which has led to the inclusion of 

one of these modified siRNAs in a recent clinical trial.

Activation of the immune system by short, double stranded RNA molecules was first 

suggested more than 30 years ago (Greene et al., 1978). With the advent of siRNA-mediated 

RNA interference as a therapeutic modality, intense research has focused on the factors 

influencing immune stimulation as well as strategies to block activation. Naked siRNA as well 

as siRNA associated with a delivery system have both been shown at activate an innate 

immune response. Toll like receptors (TLRs), specifically TLR3, TLR7, TLR8  and TLR9 are
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activated in the endosome and mediate cytokine release. These receptors are part of the 

antiviral innate immune response. A role for TLR3 has been implicated in the therapeutic 

response to siRNA that was seen in early in vivo experiments. Kleinman et al. demonstrated 

that naked siRNA can generate an IFNy and IL-12 response by activating TLR3 present on the 

surface of vascular endothelial cells (Kleinman et al., 2008). The cytokines were shown to be 

responsible for non-specific (i.e. not mediated by siRNA specificity) anti-angiogenesis. 

Furthermore, inclusion of the 2'-0Me modification to the siRNA did not abrogate TLR3 

activation. Work by Cho et al. further supports the non-specific anti-angiogenic effects 

initiated by siRNA and propose that siRNA has extracellular biological activity (Cho et al.,

2009) because the inability of naked siRNA to be taken up by mammalian cells has been well 

documented (Chiu et al., 2004, Saleh et al., 2006, Song et al., 2005, Soutschek et al., 2004). 

Kleinman et al. tested a panel of anti-angiogenic and non-specific siRNA sequences for their 

ability to inhibit angiogenesis in a murine model of choroidal neovascularisation (Kleinman et 

al., 2008). They found that activation of toll like receptor 3 (TLR3) was responsible for the 

inhibition of vessel formation, and not RNA interference by comparing CNV in wild type and 

TLR3 knockout mice. Very recently, Robbins and colleagues (Robbins et al., 2008) examined 

the claims of therapeutic activity in early studies (Flynn et al., 2004, Reich et al., 2003, Ge et 

al., 2004, Ge and Pachter, 2004, Lomas-Neira et al., 2005, Perl et al., 2005, Song et al., 2005, 

Thomas et al., 2005, Kishida et al., 2004, Tompkins et al., 2004, Hamar et al., 2004, Palliser et 

al., 2006, Song et al., 2003, Wesche-Soldato et al., 2005). They demonstrated that the so 

called control siRNA sequence used by all of these groups had very low immunostimulatory 

potential. Furthermore, they compared 15 previously described siRNA sequences and 

showed varying levels of IFNa in human PBMCs in all sequences except EGFP, including two 

commonly used control siRNAs. Interestingly, eight of the previous therapeutic efficacy 

studies used EGFP siRNA as their control. Robbins and co-workers went on to explain that the 

anti-viral or anti-cancer results seen in early studies were specific to immune stimulation: 

anti-viral activity was seen in treatment groups but not in groups receiving the control siRNA, 

EGFP. The therapeutic siRNA being tested generated an immune response and the control 

siRNA did not. This explanation of early siRNA therapy adds to the growing number of reports 

which point towards immune stimulation as the source of therapy, rather than to the specific 

activity of siRNA.

Despite the controversial behaviour of siRNA in vivo, many researchers are not 

looking upon the activation of the immune system as a wholly negative side effect. In 

treating viral infection and cancer, particularly via anti-angiogenesis, stimulating the immune
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system is actually perceived as an added benefit. The context of these treatments should also 

be acknowledged as the development of anti-cancer siRNA is often focused on treating deep- 

seated, highly metastatic tumours which may otherwise be resistant to conventional 

therapies.

Early claims of anti-cancer therapy have been brought into question as to whether 

the effects were in fact a result of siRNA or whether immune stimulation or off-target effects 

were responsible to tumour regression. The intra- and inter-study variation with siRNA 

therapy to date indicates that the field has perhaps not progressed to clinical trials on a firm 

foundation and much more comprehensive work will be required to exploit the specificity of 

siRNA as a therapeutic agent.
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6.5 Conclusion

One of the major challenges for siRNA delivery in vivo is overcoming the rapid clearance by 

the kidneys. The biodistribution studies presented here demonstrate that the siRNA remains 

complexed with the liposome following intravenous administration, suggesting that 

DOTAP:Chol liposomes without any further modifications are sufficient for protecting siRNA 

from nuclease degradation. Furthermore, the inclusion of fluorescent dyes onto the siRNA 

did not impact biological activity therefore it can be assumed that the siRNA behaves 

comparably to native sequences. This creates a safe alternative to radiolabelling, and 

overcomes the need for using large linking molecules that may affect the way in which siRNA 

interacts with its delivery vehicle.

Consistent with previous reports using cationic liposomes, the majority of the 

liposome and liposome/siRNA complex is taken up by the lung and liver, the so-called 'first 

pass' organs. The behaviour of the liposome/siRNA complex has shown several similarities to 

previously characterised liposome/pDNA, despite the considerable difference in size, charge 

density and conformation of the two nucleic acids.

The two therapy experiments failed to produce tumour growth inhibition using 

liposomally delivered siRNA. Encouragingly, carbon nanotubes were able to functionally 

deliver cytotoxic siRNA and produce tumour collapse and increased animal survival, 

suggesting it was a failure of the delivery system rather than the siRNA.

Intravenous administration of liposome/siRNA complexes was insufficient to produce 

a therapeutic outcome. However, in light of recent reports of non-specific and off-target 

effects, comparison to previous studies is less straight-forward. In this experiment, siFlkl 

produced a sequence- and dose-specific effect resulting in decreased animal survival. These 

results, taken together with the current reports in the field, support the need for a more 

global evaluation of the effects of systemically administered siRNA.
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Chapter VII: 
Summary & Future Perspectives
The work described in this thesis set out to explore the cationic liposomes DOTAP:Chol and 

DOTAP:Chol:DSPE-PEG2ooo for use as delivery vehicles for therapeutic anti-angiogenic and 

cytotoxic siRNA molecules. The physico-chemical characterisation of the two liposome systems 

demonstrated similarities between the complexes formed with siRNA and previous reports with 

pDNA, and showed a critical dependence on charge ratio for both complex size and biological 

function. Moreover, the inclusion of PEG into the liposome formulation abolished functional 

transfection when complexes were formed by straight-forward mixing. This effect was rescued 

by hydrating the lipid film with siRNA, enabling siRNA to interact with the interior cationic 

surface. This protocol was developed to enable the evolution of the system through the 

addition of targeting molecules, which is currently being investigated within our lab.

Systematic evaluation of the effects of charge ratio and siRNA concentration were 

explored with the aim of producing a system that would be stable enough to withstand 

exposure to serum proteins but also that could release its cargo upon entry into the cell. 

Furthermore, by maintaining a low charge ratio, the amount of liposome introduced into the 

system would be limited thus decreasing cationic liposome-associated toxicity. The biological 

activity of each siRNA sequence varied with concentration and between cell lines of the same 

and different species. This further indicates the need for testing using a robust model. In this 

case, the liposomes were first validated using a reporter construct and then siRNAs in cell lines 

used to model murine endothelial cells and human cancer cells to build up a bigger picture of 

the effects of RNAi. An interesting observation was the extent of species specificity observed 

with the siPLKl sequence, despite it having 100% homology between human and mouse genes.

The therapeutic cocktail was conceived out from the studies showing improved 

chemotherapy in combination with siRNA. The approach of targeting two different genes has 

only recently been described but it seems possible that there will be an exponential growth in 

siRNA cocktails towards creating personalised medicines.

In vivo evaluation of the liposome complexes did not produce a therapeutic response as 

measure by tumour growth and animal survival, however a sequence-specific, dose-dependent 

decrease in animal survival was observed. The biodistribution profile, coupled with previous 

reports of lung and liver accumulation suggest that a non-targeted cationic system would be 

better suited to targeting metastatic lung and liver cancer models. Furthermore, systematic
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biodistribution studies in tumour-bearing animals could better assess the amount of siRNA that 

accumulates specifically in tumour vasculature as well as the degree to which complexes 

extravasate into the tumour. Continuous improvements in siRNA labelling and detection will 

rapidly enable quantification of tumour uptake as well as identifying the specific cell types 

involved.

Two recent reports have called into question not only the specificity of previously 

reported anti-angiogenic siRNA studies, but also the long term effects of using anti-angiogenic 

therapy in general. The molecular mechanisms of tumour angiogenesis are complicated and 

difficult to model in manner that reflects the cancer environment. Moreover, the effects seem 

to be far-reaching as increased metastasis and poor prognosis have been associated with 

clinical anti-angiogenic therapies. There is considerable work to be done to assess the full 

biological impact of targeting tumour angiogenesis and determine not only the effects of 

targeting the VEGF pathway with siRNA, but also elucidating compensatory mechanisms which 

may be activated.

The scope for future investigations needs to further address the immune-stimulatory 

properties of siRNA. Chemical modifications to the siRNA are showing promise in reducing non

specific, off-target effects and immune stimulation. The 2'-0M e modification in particular has 

shown considerable improvements over non-modified sequences and this chemistry has moved 

from the confines of labs able to synthesise their own sequences into the commercial domain. 

The sequences used throughout this work only showed modest TNFa stimulation, however a 

more rigorous assessment of serum cytokines needs to be conducted to include a panel of 

interferons and interleukins. The potential benefit of immune stimulation as applied to anti

cancer and anti-viral therapeutics requires better understanding before this innate response 

can be exploited as an adjuvant to siRNA therapy.

Future work will focus on four areas: 1. testing chemically modified siRNA sequences to 

assess anti-tumour therapy in the absence of immune stimulation; 2 . evaluating the potential of 

PEGylated liposomes to deliver therapeutic siRNA in vivo utilising the encapsulation protocol; 3. 

the inclusion of targeting moieties to improve tumour accumulation; and 4. exploring multiple 

siRNA combinations to create additive or synergistic therapeutic effects.

RNAi has so far had a very short, yet highly prolific history. Improved siRNA design 

coupled with ever-evolving delivery systems and the ability to target specific tissues and cell 

types will no doubt produce clinically viable siRNA therapeutics in the near future.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: PCR Primers
PGR primer sequences, amplicon length and position within the gene coding region of the 

optimised primer pairs.

Table 1: PCR primers for real time RT PCR

Gene name: Flk-1 Accession number: NM 010612

Primer name
amplicon

length
sequence position

Flkl-115F
115 nt

S'-gccctgctgtggtctcactac -3' 4544-4564
Flkl-115R S'-caaagcattgcccattcgat-3' 4657-4638

Gene name: fi-actin Accession number: X03672

Primer name
amplicon

length
sequence position

Pact-118F
118 nt

5 '-cccaa cttgatgtatgaagg-3 ' 1772-1791
Pact-118R 5'-ttgtgtaaggtaaggtgtgc-3' 1891-1871

Gene name: Gapdh Accession number: BC082592

Primer name
amplicon

length
sequence position

SVEC-Gapdh-314F
314 nt

5-gccaaggtcatccatgacaactttgg-3' 2705-2730
SVEC-Gapdh-314R 5'-gcctgcttcaccaccttcttgatgtc-3' 3236-3211
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Appendix 2: PCR Standard Curves
standard curves with each PCR primer set were performed to demonstrate equal reaction 

efficiency which is necessary for using the AACt method of calculation of relative mRNA 

levels. The Flkl-115 primers were compared with two independent housekeeping genes and 

were found to work at comparable efficiencies demonstrated by parallel standard curves. 

Control mRNA was extracted from untreated SVEC 4-10 cells and serial dilutions of cDNA 

were performed in dHzO.
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Figure 1. Standard curves of serial dilutions of SVEC 4-10 cDNA to assess F lk l p rim er 

efficiency compared to A. p-actin and B. GAPDH
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Appendix 3: ATTO-655 Fluorescence Spectra
Fluorescence absorbance and emission spectra (Figure 2) and photostabillty (Figure 

3) of ATTO-655. PLKl was labelled with ATTO-655 on the 5' end of the sense strand. ATTO- 

655 is a zwitterionic dye so should not interfere with the electrostatic interaction between 

liposomes and siRNA.
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Figure 2. Fluorescence spectrum for ATTO-655
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Figure 3. Photostability of ATTO-655 relative to Cy5 in water
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Appendix 4: VEGFR2 Western Blotting

Western blotting was performed on protein lysates prepared from cells in culture using a 

modified Laemmli protocol. The primary antibody was a rabbit polyclonal anti-Flk-1 (C-1158) 

(SC-504, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) recommended for detection of both human and mouse 

proteins. However, inconsistent immunoblots were obtained which varied in banding 

patterns. Furthermore, western blots contradicted the real time RT-PCR data, indicating that 

the VEGFR2 protein persisted in cells.

Antibody specificity and sensitivity were tested in SVEC 4-10 and BIODIO cells. Fresh 

lysates were prepared from three separate, untreated cultures and loaded in triplicate onto a 

5% polyacrylamide gel. Gels were run at lOOV for 30 minutes (until the dye front entered the 

resolving gel) then the voltage was increased to 130 and the gels run for a further 1.5 hours. 

lOOpg total protein (as determined by BCA assay) was loaded per well.

Figure 4 shows immunoblots from untreated cells. GAPDH was used as a loading 

control. Exposure time for GAPDH was 3s and for VEGFR2 60m. Only low levels of VEGFR2 

protein were detected in control cells as indicated by the amount of lysate loaded and 

exposure time needed to obtain a signal.

Lysates were prepared from SVEC 4-10 cells treated with L/siFlkl. Figure 5 shows 

that there is no change in protein level despite an observed reduction of Flkl mRNA.

VEGFR2

GAPDH

VEGFR2

GAPDH

Figure 4. Western blots of A. SVEC 4-10 and B. B lO DlO  cell lysates. lOOpg total protein was 
loaded per well from three separate preparations (1-3) In triplicate. Blots were incubated 
in 1:100 dilution of anti F lk l l°A b  overnight w ith rocking and 1:500 dilution of goat anti- 
rahhit HRP 2°Ah for 45m. HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies were detected using 
Pierce ECL and imaged by Syngene G:Box running Syngene software.
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Figure 5. Western blot of SVEC 4-10 cell lysates. lOO^ig total protein was loaded per well in 
duplicate from cells treated with empty liposomes; s iF lk l alone; and untreated cells; and in 
triplicate for L /s iF lk l [4:1 N/P; 50nM] treated cells. Lystates were prepared 72h post
transfection. Blots were incubated in 1:100 dilution of a n ti-F lk l l°A b  overnight with  
rocking and 1:500 dilution of goat anti-rabbit HRP 2°Ab for 45m . HRP conjugated 
secondary antibodies were detected using Pierce ECL and imaged by Syngene G:Box 
running Syngene software w ith a 60m exposure time.

The antibody data sheet indicates there should be a single band between 150-200 

kDa from total cell lysates. More recently, an example of a 20 kDa smear has been added to 

the datasheet as an example blot from human embryonic kidney 2931 cells. However, 

doublet bands were consistently obtained as was non-specific binding as demonstrated in 

Figure S. Lysates were prepared with protease inhibitors and all handling was performed on 

ice to minimise protein degradation.

Due to the inconsistency of western blots obtained from multiple lysate preparations 

tested with different conditions (primary antibody concentration, primary antibody 

incubation conditions [Ih-overnight; 37"C - 4°C], secondary antibody concentrations, 

preparation of fresh solutions and increasing exposure times), western blots were not used as 

an indicator of protein knockdown.
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Appendix 5: Determination of IVIS imaging filter set specificity

In order to demonstrate the specificity of IVIS filter sets and comparative autofluorescence, 

untreated mice were imaged with the injected dose of Dil-Liposomes and Dil-L/siPLKl-ATTO. 

Figure 6  depicts the fluorescence of each sample. Panel A was imaged using the DsRed filter 

set and Panel B was imaged using the CyS.S filter set. Three un-injected mice were used to 

illustrate the variation in autofluorescence and tubes containing either Dil-liposome alone 

(left) or Dii-L/siPLKl-ATTO (right) were imaged to show that there was no bleed through 

between filter sets.

□ fInT-33557

Liposome L/siRNA

Figure 6. Control IVIS images taken using DsRed filter (A) and Cy5.5 filte r (B). Three un
injected mice and the Dil-Liposome and D il-L/siPLKl-ATTO  doses were imaged to assess 
auto-fluorescence and specificity of filte r sets.
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